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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Bristol Stamp Auction catalogue number 13. This is a public sale to be held at

Gordano School, St. Mary’s Road, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 7QR. Viewing will be from 9am to
1.15pm on the auction date, with the sale itself commencing at 1.30pm.

This sale has a larger number of lots than our last auction, it also has considerably more volume
with a greater number of boxes! There are a large number of box lots being offered for the first
time. Most relisted lots have been reduced in price. If you plan to view boxes you may wish to
allow a little more time than usual. We have one vendor with a good number of box lots who
has instructed us to sell and these start at just £1 each. 

The items in this sale represent the property of more than 35 different vendors. Whilst we take
care to ensure lots are accurately described, we are not able to thoroughly check everything,
particularly box lots and bulk items, we simply do not have the time! Vendor’s information
supplied to us varies, but we do our best to offer material in a way that is consistent across all
lots. Please ask if you require clarification on anything at all.

The photo plates should help your understanding and include some of the more unusual and/or
valuable items. There is a wide variety of material on offer. We hope you find something of
interest. If you have any doubts or require clarity on any aspect, again please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Although this is a public sale, we also offer the usual facilities for absentee (postal) bidders. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.

IMPORTANT – this catalogue is sent via Royal Mail, although we post out in plenty of time we

cannot guarantee when it will be received. In the circumstances, whilst we are always happy to
receive bids in the post, we would recommend using email (which will be acknowledged) or
phoning your bids to ensure safe receipt, if time is short.

Yours in collecting

Peter & Julieanne Barrett
April 2024
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Viewing Arrangements & Bidding in our auctions
THE ‘TYPE’ OF EACH LOT IS CLEARLY INDICATED IN THE CATALOGUE AFTER THE LOT NUMBER

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

GENERAL

All viewing has to be undertaken in line with Government guidance, which may be subject to
change. You may telephone us on 01304 829827 to discuss any lot and we will do what we can
to help you.

IN PUBLIC
All lots in this sale will be available for public viewing at Gordano School, Portishead from
9am to 1.15pm on the auction date. 

BY EMAIL

Where possible small / single (S) lots, some envelopes (E) and Albums (A), or part thereof can
be scanned via emails. Please note that this may take time depending upon the physical location
of the lots. Contact Peter (01304 829827 or 07702 270948) to discuss or email us.

CATALOGUE

For lots with an illustration in the catalogue, this may assist your understanding of the item
involved. The catalogue descriptions may also provide additional descriptive information to aid
understanding. Please note that colour reproduction may not be accurate, if in doubt – ask!

NOTE: A BUYER’S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO

THE HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION

BID STEPS
The following bid steps will be used by the auctioneer when selling lots in this sale. 

Postal bids should allow for this.

Price Bid Steps Price Bid Steps

Up to £30 £1 £31 to £50 £2

£51 - £100 £5 £100 - £300 £10

£300 - £1,000 £20 £1,000 - £2,500 £50

Above £2,500 At the auctioneer’s discretion

Please note the auction will take place at 1.30pm GMT on 

Saturday 20th April 2024. The deadline for bids is as indicated below.

BY POST

There is a bidding form in the catalogue which can be sent to us at P.O. Box 5, Dover, CT16 1YQ.
Please send in good time to reach us ideally the day before the sale.

We cannot be responsible for any bid form that may be subject to postal delay.

BY EMAIL

email your bids to invictastamps@btinternet.com by 6pm on the day prior to the sale. 
Bids received after this time ‘may’ not get entered as our staff may not 

be able to check emails due to dealing with the sale itself.

BY PHONE

Bids can be telephoned to us on 01304 829827 or 07702 270948, ideally by 
10.00am GMT on the day of sale. Later bids may be accepted but have to be relayed and 

may be prone to error.

HOW TO BID IN OUR AUCTIONS
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Bidding Arrangements & Other Information

REMEMBER – In the event of ‘tied’ bids on any lot, the earliest bid received will prevail.
For absentee (Postal) bidders, this is particularly important as it gives you an advantage to be the
‘early bird’. It also means that any room buyer will have to outbid you.

EMAIL BIDDERS – IMPORTANT INFORMATION

All emails should be sent to invictastamps@btinternet.com, this email address is checked
regularly.

It is our standard practice to acknowledge all email bids and you should receive an email from

us confirming the safe receipt of your bids. If you do not receive an email within 24 - 48 hours
it is worth contacting us again to ensure your bids have arrived.

GMAIL email account holders – There are clearly issues between Gmail and BTInternet as
regards emails as we have had quite a few clients send us emails from Gmail accounts and they
simply do not arrive. We can send to Gmail accounts but replies do not get through. In short we
suggest you phone bids or use an alternative email provider if this applies to you.

POSTAGE & PACKING CHARGES

By way of background information, our aim is to send out successful purchases to buyers as
quickly as possible and usually this is completed by the close of play on the Tuesday following the
auction.

Because many of the lots are supplied by third party vendors, we send everything out on a
‘signed for’ or ‘tracked’ service, since we have to pay in the event of a sale if an item goes missing.

We consider our charges are very fair for this and are reasonable when compared to other
auctions. These costs also include paying the staff involved in shipping items out

Generally, we can send a single box of weight up to 10kg within the United Kingdom for around
£12 - £14 excluding VAT. If you purchase multiple boxes, we will where possible combine these
to avoid additional shipping costs. 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

There is a certain amount of general information that we are either obliged to tell you or want to tell you to
ensure that our customers know everything they need to (the legal stuff) and that there are no nasty surprises
(the general stuff). This page is designed to cover all the bases. If you have any questions just ask and we will
do our best to provide any clarity needed.

THE LEGAL STUFF

Firstly, this auction is owned and operated by Invicta Philatelics Limited, all the required information regarding
the Company may be found on the Companies House website. We are members in good standing of the
Philatelic Trader’s Society (The P.T.S.)

Our auctions are conducted using the Philatelic Auctioneer’s standard terms and conditions (1983 Revision).
These are quite widely available online and we will gladly supply a copy upon request.

Invicta Philatelics Limited is registered for V.A.T.

The maximum amount we can currently accept in cash payments for any auction is £5,000 due to our Bank’s
restrictions due to Money Laundering regulations and legislation. (This is subject to change at any time).

A BUYER’S PREMIUM of 15% plus VAT will be applied to the hammer price of each lot sold in this

auction. There are no additional charges for card payments.

THE GENERAL STUFF

Most importantly of all, the RESERVE prices shown in the catalogue are the minimum price any lot will be

sold for.There are no exceptions and any bids received below this price will be ignored. Any price inquiries
would need to be taken forward with vendors and can therefore only be made after the sale.

Unless stated otherwise, catalogue prices in descriptions will be those in Stanley Gibbons catalogues. Where
the description includes ‘STC’ this means ‘Stated To Catalogue’ and is a figure provided by the vendor and
unchecked by us. You may care to verify this yourself, but it is not guaranteed by us..

Photo plates are for information only and whilst we will provide additional information as far as we are able.
Catalogue descriptions may help but customers are strongly advised to physically view items of interest to
satisfy themselves in all respects.

Postal bids should be entered in good time, we cannot be responsible for any forms delayed in the mail.
Alternatively, you can place bids by telephoning us, or emailing us. For the later we will ‘confirm’ receipt of your
bids to you. 

Postage & packing charges are reasonable and includes the cost of packaging materials as well as any Royal
Mail or courier charges and a small amount to cover staff time. All items are sent on a tracked or signed for
service. We will combine lots together where possible. A single box weighing up to 6 kilos, will cost £12 - £16
to ship in the UK (multiple boxes pro rata and higher weights a little more), overseas at cost.  We consider
our charges stand a good comparison against competitors.

Invicta Philatelics Limited
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WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

1        B      Brown carton with 2 stock books and other binders / album. Noted French Antarctic in one volume
and all world noted in another. Vendor wants to sell…. £1

2        B      Small brown carton of 30 pre-circulated club books, all world content, several stamps remaining, well
worth a look £27

3        B      Small brown carton of 30 pre-circulated club books, all world content, several stamps remaining, well
worth a look £26

4        A      Tatty 24 sides stock album with mint inc some U/M mainly Commonwealth issues. A few hundreds with
a fair amount of KG6 material on offer. A small amount of foreign stamps as well. £15

5        B      White shoe box with 27 pre-circulated club books with various foreign and commonwealth stamps
remaining. Very cheap reserve which is a shade over £1 per book. One to view. £30

6         E      7 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 4 books of Commonwealth.
11 books total with remainders priced to sell at £1,982 and cat much higher - There are some better
items left in this lot worth viewing £190

7         E      8 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 4 books of Commonwealth.
11 books total with remainders priced to sell at £2,136, cat value is much greater! There are some better
items left in this lot worth viewing £210

8         E      9 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 2 books of Commonwealth.
11 books total with remainders priced to sell at £1,493 - There are some better items left in this lot
worth viewing £150

9        A      A 2005-2010 u/m selection of sets MSs and sheetlets, countries include Antigua, Bahamas 2008-09 sets,
Barbados 2005-2010, Br. Virgin Islands 2008-2010, Fiji 2006-2008 plus a few extras, tidy lot, Cat £500+
(dozens) £90

10       A      A Battered old ‘Strand’ album (missing back cover) about an inch thick and quite well filled with
reasonable content., will be 1000+ stamps. £20

11       A      A collection of early used issues in blue Stanley Gibbons stock book including Bulgaria, Greece from
imperfs, Hungary, Romani with vals to 50b, Russia, Philippines, Brazil etc, condn mixed (dozens) £25

12       A      A collection of early used issues in blue Stanley Gibbons stock book including Denmark with 1854-59
4sk mint etc, Sweden with P.Dues to 1k u, Officials and ring types with vals to 1k & 50ore u, Belgium,
Netherlands, France from imperfs 1896 P & C vals to 1f u, Wurttemberg etc , condn mixed (dozens) £30

13       A      A collection of early used issues in blue Stanley Gibbons stock book including Germany, Italy with vals
to 2L, Switzerland, Portugal, Austria, USA, C. of G.H etc, condn mixed (dozens) £40

14       A      A good to fine used collection in Kestrel album with Malaysian States with sets and part sets, Malaysia
from 1965 to 1995 with vals to $5 and $10, then Singapore to 1997 with vals to $10, condn fair to fine
(100s) £36

15       E      A KGV mint selection on 2 Hagner pages including Br. Honduras 1922-33 2c-50c, Caymans 1912-20
most vals to 3/-, Dominica 1923-33 vals to 6d, KUT 1935-37 most vals to 5/-, Leeward 1921-32 vals to
1/- then St. Lucia with 1912-21 many vals to 2/6 plus 1921-30 vals to 1/-, condn good to fine, Cat £730+
(c96) £140

16       B      A large plain brown carton with world accumulation on pages and loose covering all periods, condn
mixed (1000s) £30

17       A      A range of Commonwealth FDCs with many illustrated from 1950s-1990s, countries represented are
Malawi, Rhodesia, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Zimbabwe all in fair to fine condition with many
unaddressed (c165 covers) £15

18       A      A rather untidy world but mainly Commonwealth m & u collection in grey stock book, we note KGVI
used vals to 5/- used and QEII £1 u, Ireland mint, Germany u, Malta modern u/m, Falklands from QV to
KGVI etc, condn mixed in places (100s) £40

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve

NOTE: A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO THE 

HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION
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19       B      A red “Puma” shoe box with 28 circulated club books with mint & used covering most areas, condn
mixed PTSA £400 (100s) £30

20       E      A selection of 6 early QEII sets to £1, 20/- and $4.60 including countries Caymans, KUT (2 first sets),
Montserrat, Nyasaland and St. Kitts Nevis, all fine mtd mint, Cat £595 £90

21       E      A selection of Commonwealth Air letters from 1950s-1960s, we note Bechuanaland, Ghana, Jamaica
(this KGVI), Nauru, Nigeria, Pakistan, St. Lucia, South Africa etc, condn good to fine (c90) £20

22       E      A small black stock book containing world mint & used classics, we note France from imperfs, Napoleon
perf & imperf, Sowers etc, Germany, Italy including 1890 Parcel Post optd u, Spain, Russia, Scandinavia
etc, condn mixed (few 100) £60

23       B      A yellow “Cat” shoe box with 42 circulated club books covering all world with mainly modern offering
mint & used, condn mixed, PTSA £500 (100s) £40

24       A      Abu Dhabi & United Arab Emirates - very well filled green spring back binder with 100+ pages. A mint
and mainly used duplicated accumulation with many sets. Abu Dhabi cats £1,032, UAE cats £8,162, a
detailed list is with the lot, not areas that are seen in this quantity very often! Total Cat 10,804 £700

25       A      Africa - 11 four ring binders with stamps on ‘vario’ leaves. Primarily QE2 period with Ghana (2 vols),
Gold Coast, Lesotho (2 vols), Malawi (2 vols), Nigeria (2 vols) and Tanzania (2 vols). Plenty of mint and
used stamps here and several miniature sheets, cheaply reserved to sell, the empty binders and pages
have a value as they are in good condition. £60

26       A      Ajman, Dubai and Fujeira in red ‘spring back’ album. Mint and mainly used duplicated collection to circa
1972 or so. On 70 or so album pages with better values, detailed valuation with the lot, cats £1633 £100

27       E      All world and thematics on 31 sheets or pages noted Austria, Croatia, USA, Canada, Hungary and Italy.
Themes include Space, Sport and some Birds £30

28       B      Bankers box with estate clearance including albums, catalogues, covers, stamps loose and in packets.
Completely unchecked by us and with an instruction to sell, so have a good rummage, little or no GB
in this apparently and a right old mixture. £1

29       B      Bankers box with several old albums ( very musty) and some glassine bags etc. Various loose in places.
Totally unchecked and worth viewing as we have no idea of content. £1

30       B      Bankers carton well filled with various albums and stock books containing material from all countries
including an album of GB. Look to be a few bits worthy of closer inspection, we did not have the time
to do so. Recommended viewing. £1

31       B      Bankers carton with several album and stock books including a green stock book of PNG which is
reasonable and other primarily commonwealth albums, all periods although mainly QE2 types. Decent
lot well worth reserve. £30

32       B      Bankers carton with various items including albums, covers, loose stamps and stock cards. Little or no
GB in this one, well filled so worth checking. View if you are able. £1

33       A      Black stock book of Commonwealth items, QE2 period into the 2000’s STC £2,260 and includes Cyprus,
Gibraltar, Ireland and Malta. £170

34       A      Blue 64 sides stock book with a mainly GB and Commonwealth accumulation. About half full, not much
of note but a fair bit of it. £20

35       B      Box file with mainly GB and Commonwealth including some club books, packets and loose, stock cards
etc. £15

36       B      Brakes box crammed with albums, covers and loose material. Good sorter, noted GB and Germany and
France etc. £30

37       A      British Commonwealth - Early to QE2 mint accumulation in two stock books, well over 1,500 stamps
and many sets as well as single items, a few mini sheets as well in the modern period. Considerable
catalogue value and some quite reasonable KG6 period items. Recommended viewing, reserve looks
very cheap! £100

38       A      British Commonwealth - Used collection in two stock books, must be circa 2000 or so mostly different
stamps with many higher face values seen. 80% of this lot is KG6 or earlier and overall quality is good,
neatly laid out in alphabetical order, viewing highly recommended, this could sell for multiples of the
reserve price. £80

Lot   Type   Description Reserve
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39       A      British Commonwealth KG6 - Mostly used collection in a printed red Stanley Gibbons ‘Crown’ album.
Plenty of spaces but contains 1,750+ stamps, with 20?-, $5, $10 and £2 values seen. A decent basis for
expansion, Cat £2,500+ £170

40       A      Cheap but colourful stock book with mainly QE2 Commonwealth primarily mint offering plus a few
foreign. Several hundreds in a somewhat messy presentation. £15

41       E      Commonwealth King George VI only. Small selection of items on 9 stock cards and one cover. Most
are described with varieties, some with Murray Payne catalogue numbers. Countries include Ascension,
Fiji, Dominica, Kuwait and Falklands. All have descriptive price tags. Selling prices exceed £330. Well worth
a look if you collect this reign. £75

42       A      Compass’ stock book of 1990’s (mainly) Commonwealth sets and lots of Miniature Sheets from
Countries A - D including Ascension, BAT, Cocos etc. Book is around 2/3 full. £40

43       B      Crown storage carton with lid with 8 albums with various collections in, worth viewing £20

44       A      Early to modern collection in red spring back album with Kenya to 40/-, KUT with KGV vals to 2/- u,
KGVI vals to £1 u, Tanzania to 20/- and Uganda ranges with vals to 10/- etc, condn mixed (100s) £20

45       E      Europa - 1961 GB SG 626-628 and Ireland SG 195-6; Also 1964 Ireland SG 203-4 all x 30 u/m corner
blocks (Ireland 1964 with small gum bend on 4 values to 1/5d). Cat. £409 £12

46       E      Five covers, Norfolk island 1947 plain cover for the 12 original definitive values; India 1951 Geological
Survey unaddressed cover with commemorative cachet . Finally three different 1934 flight covers with
stamps from Australia, New Guinea and NZ, all with flight cachets and transit markings and illustrated
for first flights. Interesting lot £40

47       B      Flat white carton with lots of worldwide miniature sheets mint (mainly U/M) and used plus a few loose
stamps as well. Good range of countries and several good thematics. £60

48       E      Folder with 12 packets of stamps from various Countries inc USA. Spain, NZ, Brazil, Cuba, Portugal etc.
circa 1000 stamps £1

49       B      Foreign & Commonwealth accumulation in box file including loos on s/cards, Greece in packet with
some Crete, Travancore on Hagner etc, a few album pages etc, condn mixed (100s) £10

50       A      Foreign collection to circa 1935 only, all world in two printed ‘New Ideal’ Postage Stamp Albums, in total
they are about 4 inches thick. Contains a mint and used collection, with we estimate 2,000 ++ stamps,
ranging from empty pages to quite full. Better bits seen and some interesting areas e.g. Iran. Switzerland
is strong. Vendor says Cat £9,000++, unchecked by us but seems very probable and may well be
understated. Recommended viewing. £500

51       B      GB & Commonwealth housed in box file mainly with GB KGVI mint, Australia selection of post marks,
Gold Coast KGVI in large blocks and half sheets u/m, Gambia m, USA Postage Dues m, France mint on
cards, then QEII u/m with Grenada, Gibraltar, Trinidad, Virgin Islands etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

52       B      GB and Channel Islands - Mint and used collection, much is U/M in 3 stock books and 4 Stanley Gibbons
‘Windsor’ Spring back albums, also one cover album and a bundle of loose Presentation Packs. Mint from
24 Wembley through to 1980’s/90’s, used starts earlier. Good run throughs and useable face value
exceeds £300+ Well worth a look £140

53       B      GB and Commonwealth in oblong carton with GB QV to KGVI used, Commonwealth KGVI vals to
10/- m & u, modern QEII issues, GB FDCs 1980s-90s plus all world Lincoln album etc, condn mixed
(100s) £1

54       A      Gilbert & Ellice and Tokelau, mostly QE2 period issues to 1990’s in a Ka-Be album with printed pages.
Stamps checked were U/M, issues to the 1990’s. A few hundreds. £60

55       A      Kenya, KUT and Uganda mint & used collection in blue album including Kenya 1963 to 10/- m, 1968 to
20/- m & u, KUT KGVI with many values to £1 with some perfs, 1949 UPU m & u with other QEII to
10/- u, other vals to 20/- m & u etc, Tanganyika 1961 vals to 20/- m & u, Tanzania 1965 to 10/- m & u,
plus a few plate blocks including Officials mint, Uganda with 1965 Birds to 20/- mint etc, condn fair to
fine (few 100) £40

56       A      King George VI Commonwealth -Brown stock book with a mint (many U/M) duplicated stock laid out
in alphabetical order. Lower values with 105 different stamps and up to a dozen or so of each. Suit
packet maker. Well over 1,000 stamps. £22

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve
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57       A      Large black ‘Lindner’ stock book with South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland and

Northern Rhodesia. Substantial primarily mint and used duplicated stock laid out in chronological order.
Includes good postage dues and Official sections as well. Many stamps identified, good lot with good
retail potential, Catalogues £11,136 (detailed calculations with lot) £900

58       B      Large brown box with GB, Commonwealth and foreign collections, covers, loose pages etc. Good sorter £30

59       B      Large brown carton with several empty Lindner hinge-less albums for Europa issues and two empty
boxed ‘Safe’ albums which are very expensive to buy new and an empty Jersey ‘Lindner’ album with
pages for 2006-2012. Also a thematic Linder hinge-less album for ‘Space’ issues. Finally some loose pages
with stamps from Norfolk island, Tanzania and Samoa plus others. Albums in good condition £10

60       B      Large brown carton with two ‘Safe’ albums of Belgium U/M blocks, mini sheets etc. in good condition
and valuable. Small stock book with France, red album of West Germany M/S including 1959 Beethoven.
A very attractive stock book with Belgium mint and a shoebox of world surplus. Nice lot could easily
be worth three figures £30

61       B      Large brown plain carton with 10 ring binders with world mint but mainly used including, Mexico early
to modern, Mozambique plus Montenegro, Netherlands from 1920s, Spanish Sahara, UN (3 binders),
Vatican (2 binders) and Staffa, condn mixed (100s) £50

62       B      Large brown plain carton with 9 binders with mainly Commonwealth with early to mainly modern
mint & used including Botswana, Br, Guiana, Seychelles, Straits, Sudan, Zambia and Zimbabwe plus some
foreign, condn poor to fine (100s) £90

63       A      Large green stock book with British Commonwealth (Countries A - S), mint and used, all periods, light
duplication in places, there are over 2,000 stamps here reserved at under 10p each. Plenty to look
through and many shilling values spotted. Worth a look £200

64       B      Large plain brown carton containing Commonwealth in 9 ring binders, we note Nevis modern m & u,
NZ in 4 volumes from early to modern including sets and miniature sheets etc, Pitcairn Islands, Saint
Lucia KGVI to mainly QEII, Sierra Leone from early to c19900s etc, condn mixed (100s) £75

65       B      Large plain brown carton containing mainly French Cols plus others in 10 ring binders, with French
Caledonia, Gambia early to modern, Guinea, Macau, Malagasy, Martinique from earlies, Mauritania, Niger,
Nyasaland from KGVI, Senegal, Somalia, Togolese, Upper Volta etc, condn mixed (100s) £75

66       B      Large plain carton including a 6 blue ring binder collection mint & used early to mainly modern from
Korea, we note many sets and part sets with many MSs and sheetlets etc, plus an additional blue ring
binder containing Nepal mint & used, condn fair to fine (100s) £80

67       A      Large red ‘SG’ stock book well filled with ranges of mint and used worldwide material includes several
miniature sheets and with many interesting items thrown in. Looks most interesting and we recommend
you look at this. Will break well. £240

68       A      Large red stock book with many hundreds of stamps and mini sheets. 2/3 full but with overlapping
contents. Very good variety and with much of interest to suit collector or packet maker. Needs viewing. £125

69       B      Large tatty box containing foreign and Commonwealth with covers, pages, old albums, on Hagner’s etc
with early to modern, plenty to sort here, condn mixed (100s) £1

70       B      Large white flat box with sundries, we note GB Regionals mint, other GB Defins with Machins £1-£5,
Castles to £5 used plus 1993 £10 Britannia, S. Africa 1970-79 FDCs, Bophutswana 1970s-90s FDCs,
also SWA, Germany mint on old style pages plus some C’Wealth mint etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

71       B      Mainly Middle East ranges in 12 ring binders mint & used , countries include Fujeira, Ras Al Khema,
Sharjah, Umm Al Kuwain plus a biner of Nagaland, great thematic content here with Animals, Cars, Birds
and much more, condn mixed (100s) £50

72       B      Maroon carton (approx. size of two shoe boxes) very well filled with on and mostly off paper world
stamps (No GB seen on a cursory inspection), must be 10,000+ and possibly multiples of this. Reserve
looks very cheap! £30

73       B      Medium box with Commonwealth Royalty issues, GB covers, the odd album and some booklets and
packs etc. Worth a look £30

74       B      Medium brown box with two tins and three stock books and a folder of varied material, have a look,
low start on this one. £1

Lot   Type   Description                                                                                                                              Reserve
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75       B      Medium carton with various albums etc. One ring binder with a reasonable amount of GB decimal face
value in stamps, booklets and Presentation Packs (Minimum £150+ face). Also a few coin covers. Two
albums and a stock book of C/W stamps. £50

76       B      Medium white ‘Aviko’ box with a quantity of Australian Maximum Cards (1980’s to 2000’s) , some GB
Post bus cards and some sundry post office cards and a few military items. Good quantity £30

77       A      Middle East collection in red ‘Paragon’ spring back album. Two pages of Oman, then Bahrain and South
Yemen mainly used duplicated selections. Bahrain, cats £3,128 and South Yemen £692, total cat £3,800+
Not countries usually seen in this format. Will break well for club books or eBay. £275

78       A      Mint & used world early to mid period including Hungary with useful, German States & a few Cols,
Baden, Morocco, Madagascar, French Cols, Jordan plus other Middle East etc, condn mixed (100s) £25

79       A      New Age Commonwealth album for QE2 issues with Caymans to Cyprus mint and used collection. A
few hundreds here and largely different, Clean lot £24

80       E      Oddments in a folder comprising a sheet of Brazilian stamps, Rumania 2010 Orient Express M/S, USA
Wells Fargo 10c postal stationery front and 99th Philatelic Congress of GB A4 sheet of four sheetlets.
Strange lot £1

81       B      Open top green plastic crate with 5 albums of GB covers from 1980’s including the millennium period
through to around 2005 and one of Australian covers from the mid 1980’s, quite a number of items.
Albums in quite decent condition. £30

82       B      Predominantly (but not all) GB in an open top Nice Day carton. Three stock books plus many loose
covers £20

83       B      Purina ‘Dentalife’ box with worldwide (mostly C/W) bundleware with some duplication. We counted
well over 200 bundles many being commemorative and with some large Malta. Well in excess of 20,000
stamps, will suit packet maker, postmark interest etc. £5

84       B      Q connect Bankers box with lid containing loads of glassine bags with duplicated used C/W and foreign
material (No GB spotted), many different countries and higher values in places. A good lot for a reseller
or trader making packets or even doing club books. We estimate 10,000+ stamps with chance of finds.
Good lot, we recommend you view this one and dig deep in the bowels of this. £1

85       B      Q Connect bankers carton with half or dozen or so albums plus a few loose stamps from cross the
globe (not much if any GB) worth a look. Unchecked by us when filling the box so worth viewing. £1

86       B      Q Connect box very well filled with duplicated (mostly used) stamps in glassines, includes some modern
Gibraltar mint and other better values from across the globe, virtually all C/W in this one and we think
a good lot, which could sell for three figures. Unchecked by us. Recommended viewing £1

87       B      Q Connect box with masses of items (No GB) with world inc a few Channel islands, some interesting
bits spotted, the box is well filled and you need to view this one to appreciate the content £1

88       B      Q connect carton with duplicated accumulation of Commonwealth (mainly) and world material (includes
a little Channel islands) in glassine bags, good variety and some better values seen, must be 10,000+ or
more stamps in this box. Have a rummage completely unchecked by us so there is a chance of finds and
will take many hours to go through. Clean lot. £1

89       A      Red Davo FDC 2 post binder with 80 different covers mainly from the Commonwealth 1937 Coronation
issue from a range of countries. Many have been registered. Nice lot and near complete for issuing
countries and territories. £50

90       A      Red spring back binder with a used Commonwealth collection for countries ‘C’ to ‘N’. Includes Channel
isles and IOM, also Ceylon and India etc. Several hundreds. £20

91       A      Rhodesia’s selection of FDCs with Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, from 1937
Coronation, 1953 issues, 1966 set to £1 etc (c74 covers) £20
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92       A      Scandinavia with Denmark 1851-1983 mint & used collection in hinge less Davo album including 1851
4rbs u, 1854-57 vals to 16sk u, 1858 4sk & 8sk u, 1864 to 16sk u, 1870 vals to 48sk u, 1875-79 vals to
100ore u, 1904-06 to 100ore u, useful Newspaper issues including surcharges m & u, useful Parcel Post
m & u, 1929 Cancer m, 1930 King Christian m, 1935 Hansen u/m, then mint with mainly u/m through
to 1983 including definitive issues to 25k etc, condn mixed with the earlies but later condn fair to fine.
Additional Faroes mint-u/m 1975-1983 with sets and Greenland u/m from 1957-83 at back of book,
Cat £4,470+ (100s) £400

93       E      Sharjah 1965 Pan-Arab games complete mint sheet (5 sets vertically se-tenant) and Spanish Morocco
SG201, 10c brown Obligatory tax, complete sheet of 50 mint. STC £57+ £1

94       B      Small ‘Arnott’s box with 27 stock cards with various pre 1967 mainly British Commonwealth items. Odd
values, sets mainly mint, a few used with better and top values, QV to KG6 mainly, includes 4 x 4d COGH
triangulars with good margins. Will easily cat £2000+. Mixed condition but much is fine, starts at £1, but
will sell for three figures at least. You absolutely need to view this one. £1

95       B      Small box with FDCs and commercial mail from 1950s-70s including Australia (many illustrated)),
Bermuda, Finland, France, Gibraltar, Malawi, Malta, USA etc, condn mixed (420+) £20

96       B      Small brown box of world selection including SWA covers including Voortrekker covers, Grenada mint
on s/page, other C’Wealth on card, modern mint in packets, MSs, also useful KGVI mint vals to 5/-,
Australia with 2004 Olympics sheetlets cds used, Italy in printed book m & u etc, condn mixed (100s) £20

97       B      Small brown carton with four albums and some pages. Had been priced to sell at £128, includes Iran,
Australia, Poland etc. Good variety £24

98       B      Small carton with mainly thematic items. Stock book of Sao Thome and then various WWF attractive
illustrated FDC’s from several countries. Very attractive items mainly in sets of four with good animal
themes. £20

99       B      Small carton with several smaller albums, mostly Child hood collection types with basic material in the
main (One Strand album) and also a small box with four empty small stock books. One with Concorde
embossed on the front). £1

100     E      Small commonwealth selection including Bechuanaland, KGVI sets to 10/- m & u plus Basutoland with
1954-58 to 10/-, 1961 to 1r on 10/- and 1961-63 to 1r good to fine mtd mint, Cat £490+ £60

101     B      Small French Tourism box full of early to modern commercial mail, we note C’Wealth 1937 Coronation,
France, NZ, Australia plus many more etc, condn mixed (150+ Covers) £30

102     B      Small oblong brown box with various in packets early to modern mint & used including Japan, Maldives,
NZ, Pitcairn, Poland, St. Lucia, S. Leone etc, condn mixed (100s) £50

103     A      Small red spring back album with a collection mint and used of various European countries from Portugal
to Yugoslavia alphabetically, includes many countries Romania, Spain, Russia San Marino, Turkey etc. Several
hundreds looks good value. £16

104     E      Small stock book with a duplicated used stock of Balkans areas with much Bulgaria, Serbia and Turkey
etc., over 1,000 stamps. Nice lot for postmarks / perfs / shades etc. £24

105     B      Small white box with six small albums, mostly childhood types, although one with some more modern
mint Switzerland. Also a box with 60+ pre-loved 3 strip stock cards and a few three strip clear stock
cards. £1

106     B      Small yellow box with half a dozen covers / cards, we note two of these are Tonga ‘Tin Can mail’ items
from 1982. Interesting lot £6

107     E      South Atlantic - Small blue stock book with mint (majority U/M) and used material from Falklands, BAT
and South Georgia, 1935 to 2000’s. Nice clean lot with everything identified. Cat circa £525, nice lot for
collector or breaking for resale. £70

108     A      Stanley Gibbons ‘Swiftsure’ album with a world collection, many hundreds of stamps, well filled on many
pages £24

109     E      Two large glassines with the clipping’s from our incoming mail so includes a few overseas items but
mainly GB Commemoratives and also barcoded Machins etc. There is a good quantity of unfranked
stamps of various types for philatelic study. Several hundred stamps on paper etc. £1
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110     A      Used Commonwealth with Gold Coast from QV including KGVI to 10/-. QEII to 10/-, Ghana to 1988,
Zambia with sets to £1 & K2, Birds to K5 etc, condn mixed in places but generally fair to fine, (100s) £20

111     E      Various foreign earlies in small red stock book, we note France, Germany, Greece, Portugal and Spain
etc, condn mixed (dozens) £60

112     B      Viking open top box with 8 albums and a Stanley Gibbons simplified Commonwealth catalogue. Couple
of empty binders but includes a reasonable GB collection from KE7, Tonga volume and various oddments.
Worth a look £1

113     B      Viking open top carton with world, C/W and GB including pages, covers, a file box etc. plenty to sort
through £10

114     A      West Indies - Collection / accumulation in 11 four ring binders with ‘vario’ leaves. 90% of this is QE2
period mint and used with several miniature sheets. Consists of Jamaica (2 vols) Grenada and Grenadines
(5 albums), St. Vincent (3 albums) and Trinidad etc (1 album). Plenty of sets and a few earlier reign items
spread around. Cheap lot £75

115     B      White box with 164 different World Wildlife fund covers, all illustrated with special cancels. Res is less
than 20p each. £30

116     A      World accumulation in large brown stock book with mainly mint u/m, we note Bhutan Dogs with sets
and MSs, Ireland including sheetlets, Greenland, Pakistan, Niger MSs, Trinidad & Tobago MSs etc, condn
fair to fine (100s) £30

117     B      World accumulation in medium but heavy carton with world stamps, GB & other FDCs, Vatican m & u
in album including cards & covers etc, condn mixed (100s) £1

118     B      World accumulation with 10 stock books, we note Canada early to mainly modern, GB early to modern
from QV imperf 1d reds, Middle East, Russia early to modern including 1930s Air issues etc, condn mixed
(100s) £50

119     A      World mainly used countries N-P with Nepal, Nevis, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway vals to 20Kr, Pakistan.
PNG, Peru, Philippines and Poland, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

120     A      World mint & used in blue stock book with some early to modern, we note some modern sets with
some u/m, Turkey 1950s, Saudi Arabia 1966 u/m, Greece in modern u/m blocks, 1950s Netherlands fine
used etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

121     A      World mint & used in blue stock book, some u/m with Burundi, Greece, Mongolia but strength in Russia
early to modern, sets and MSs, with much thematic content with Birds, Space, Ships etc, condn mixed
(100s) £30

122     B      World selection mint & used in plastic packets housed in black “Jeff Banks” box, we note Mexico,
Mauritius, Somaliland, Straits, Swaziland, Tristan, Tuvalu, U.N, Vatican, Zambia etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

123     A      World selection of MSs in WHSmith s/book with mainly Commonwealth mint/ u/m and fine used
countries A-T in good condn (few 100) £30

124     B      Worldwide covers Ina large plastic crate. Hundreds in albums, a box and loose. Plenty to look through £30

125     B      Yellow ‘Aldi’ Bag for life with a large polythene bag and a few smaller nags full off on paper kiloware.
One smaller bag is GB definitives but the rest is worldwide with plenty of larger stamps including a bag
of Malta ‘Euro’ denominated items. Quite heavy, plenty of stamps. £10

126     E      Yellow folder containing sets, stamps and some sheets, with many earlier issues. Various countries mostly
Foreign with much being Europe. Detailed list accompanies indicating retail prices totalling £480+ which
look very cheap in many cases. Viewing strongly recommended. £160

127     B      Yellow plastic crate well filled with pages and covers from across the globe. One to sort through after
viewing. £30

AAT

128     E      SG5, 2/3d green used in quantity (5 x bundles of 100 we think - not counted), cat £10 each. And SG7
5d myrtle-green x 2 bundles of 100, cat 75p each. Total cat £5,150 £30
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ACCESSORIES

129     A      An SG New Imperial printed album Volume 1 in green covering 1840-mid 1936, a few hinge marks but
most totally clean of any marks, fine condn £24

130     A      Black ‘Safe’ 14 ring binder in quite good condition, contains circa 35 double sided large ‘8 strip’ pages of
very solid construction and presumably expensive to buy! £10

131     A      Black ‘Safe’ 14 ring binder showing signs of wear, contains 35 double sided large ‘6 strip’ pages of very
solid construction and presumably expensive to buy! £5

132     A      Black Two ring folder with 50 Hagner sides of varying strip size second hand. £14

133     A      Black Two ring folder with 50 Hagner sides of varying strip size second hand. £14

134     A      Blue ‘Safe’ 14 ring binder in decent condition. Contains 35+ strong black stock pages, double sided each
with 8 strips per page / side. The pages have typed paper labels which can be removed without trace to
leave an empty album with pages in good condition. Expensive to buy when new. £4

135     A      Boxed Safe black 14 ring binder containing a range of stock pages of varying strip size. These are good
quality and fill the album. Large album which is very expensive to buy new and is in good condition. 30+
pages at least. £6

136     B      Brown carton with four second hand stock books. Three are 64 page green colour, the other is a brown
‘Climax 16’. All second hand but quite serviceable. A couple of the books have pencilled annotations
that based on a sample can be easily removed. £1

137     B      Carton with 9 binders / albums, six of these are ring binders containing empty Hagner pages of varying
strip sizes, probably circa 200+ Hagner sheets, reserve is worth it for those alone. £10

138     B      Conqueror’ paper box with 250 - 300 (estimate) A4 quadrille album pages punched with four holes to
fit any standard ring binder. As new no idea of the manufacturer. £3

139     B      Eight empty A4 stock books , most are 16 sides (8 pages) in a variety of colours. Some a bit tatty but all
are basically useable and very cheap! £1

140     B      Flat white box with we estimate around 500 glassine bags, size 12cm x 8cm approx. All are clean but
second-hand and most have small numbers written in the corners, but can be easily reused. Not
something it is easy to locate now! £2

141     A      Green four ring binder with 100+home produced quadrille pages in good condition. £1

142     A      Green ‘Lindner’ 22 ring binder with a quantity of very solid double sided stock pages. £11

143     B      Heavy carton with several out of date Stanley Gibbons sectional Commonwealth catalogues and other
books; A most interesting Methuen ‘Colour Guide book and the Proud Plating of the Penny Black. Also
a box of old glassines and various empty stock pages and cards. £1

144     A      Imperial Postage Stamp Album (10th edition) Very solid volume with spaces for most stamps of the
reign of Queen Victoria for the British Commonwealth. Empty and waiting to be used, nice condition
for its age, some scuffs at the outer corners but very useable. Has gilt edged leaves, nice! £14

145     A      Large blue four ring binder (circa 2 inches deep) with circa 200+ home produced album leaves with
quadrille markings with shadows at right. Must sell instruction and worth reserve as scrap paper! £1

146     B      Large plastic tub with 2 albums and 12 stock books of various A4 sizes, variable condition but most are
quite usable. One of the albums has circa 100 blank quadrille pages in it. £10

147     B      Large Q Connect bankers box with various items including Glassine Bags, magnifiers, position finder,
Morley Bright hand held watermark detector. Best of all a Lindner ‘Phila combi’ box - we use ours all the
time! Various empty black cards etc. Useful stuff for any collector. £1

148     B      Medium carton with 5 empty stock books, three are 64 page red ones, the others are green and blue
and have less pages. Useable condition, one has many stickers on the cover. Very serviceable and a cheap
lot £6

149     B      Medium open top box with carry handles containing a range of 21 smaller stock books. These are all
smaller than A4 in a variety of types. All second-hand and usable, varying from passable to good condition. £1

150     B      Open top ‘Crown’ records box with 14 different empty stock books and albums of varying colour and
size. All second hand in various conditions. All are okay to use but not pristine and reserved to sell. £1
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151     A      Orange-red four ring binder with over 60 second hand Hagner pages, varying strip sizes but a good
portion of these have ‘8’ strips per page. £6

152     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8001 double sided, 1 strip pvc sheets in 4 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

153     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8002 double sided, 2 strips pvc sheets in 4 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

154     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8003 double sided, 3 strips pvc sheets in 3 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

155     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8004 double sided, 4 strips pvc sheets in 2 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

156     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8005 double sided, 5 strips pvc sheets in 3 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

157     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8006 double sided, 6 strips pvc sheets in 5 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

158     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8006 double sided, 6 strips pvc sheets in 5 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail £9
each £1

159     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8008T double sided, 8 pockets pvc sheets in 4 packs of 5 in new packs, ideal
for phone cards, Retail £9 each £1

160     E      Prinze Pro-Fil-System Ref:8009 double sided, 4 pockets pvc sheets in 2 packs of 5 in new packs, Retail
£9 each £1

161     A      Stanley Gibbons 2023 Part 1 British Commonwealth stamp catalogue, retail £94.95 when new. Used
but in good condition. £10

162     A      Stanley Gibbons green ‘Senator’ spring back albums x 5. These are in good condition and are no longer
being made. £20

163     A      White four ring binder containing circa 90+ Single sided Hagner sheets of varying strip sizes (1 to 6
Strips about half are 6 strip). A few grubby but majority are very clean and in good condition. £8

ADEN

164     E      1953/1963 issue, 21 different stamps mtd mint on album page includes values to 20/-, cat £127 £16

165     E      SG65, 2/- sepia & rose-carmine U/M marginal part sheet of 30 stamps, cat £52.50 £8

ALAND

166     E      A selection of u/m and cto used with sets, ranges from 1993-2007 including 1984 CTO used selection,
1993 Geology set, 1998 Tennis sheetlet m & u, 1999 Provincial plants sheetlet, 2000 Elk B/Let, 2003
Pommern B/Let, 2004 Flag B/Let and Boomersund B/Let plus some MSs etc, clean lot, Cat £310+
(dozens) £30

ALBANIA

167     S      SG117, 1920 10g red overprinted SHKORDA irregular block of 14 U/M, cat £252 £20

ANGOLA

168     S      1951 Birds part set to 50Ags including 5c-1A, 2A, 3A, 5A and 20A-50A, good to fine mtd mint, SG458-
81, Cat £500+ (14) £75

ANTIGUA

169     S      1953-62 set to $4.80 plus 1c, 3c & 4c shades, SG120a-34, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £100+ £22

170     S      SG19, 1879 2½d good used, cat £180 £30

171     S      SG27a, 2½d ultramarine with variety ‘Large 2 in 2½ with slanting foot’. Fine mounted mint cat £160 £30
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172     E      Two pages extracted from an old printed album, QV to KGV only, 39 stamps in all mint and used with
1/- and 2/6d values and what looks to be a good representation of the early QV issues. Clean lot and
worth viewing. £55

ARGENTINA

173     A      1861 - circa 1960 mint and used collection in a large ‘Prophila’ brown stock book. Quite extensive earlier
issues and includes several miniature sheets to 1960 as well. There is a page of issues for Buenos Aries,
whilst some are assumed to be reprints, there are a couple of genuine looking examples. Also a page
for local posts of Cordoba and several pages of the earlier issues overprinted for ministerial department
use as well as some officials. Many hundreds and will repay time spent in identification. High catalogue,
condition varies from poor to very fine. Viewing strongly recommended if this area is of interest. £200

ASCENSION

174     E      1938-52 mint & used vals to 2/6 including Perf 13½ vals to 2/6, Perf 13 vals to 6d and Perf 14 vals to
2d with a few better values seen, Cat £370+, condn fair to fine (c42) £40

175     S      1956 set to 10/-, SG57-69 fine mtd mint, Cat £160 £30

176     E      2008 & 2009 u/m selection of sets and sheetlets we note 2008 Monarchs, 2009 Turtles sheetlets
(complete), then part with Darwin and Naval sheetlets etc, Cat £490+ (dozens) £80

177     A      Black four ring binder with a mint and used collection laid out on 20+ Prinz stock pages. Includes KG6
values to 1/- . Several mini sheets here as well as sets and part sets. A good one country starter lot.
Reserve is cheap £20

178     S      SG14c, 3d blue (R5/1) plate number single showing the ‘Cleft Rock’ variety, cat £160 mounted mint. £32

AUSTRALIA

179     A      1913-72 m & u collection in red SG printed album with Roos to 2/- m & u, KGV Heads to 1/4 m & u, ,
1930 Sturt m, 1931 Kingsford Smith m, 1935 S. Jubilee m, 1938 Robes 5/- to £1 u, 1948 Arms to £2 u,
then much mint with many sets including 1964 Bird vals to 3/- m, 1959-64 to 5/- m, 1966-71 to $4 etc,
condn fair to fine (100s) £60

180     A      1931 -1986 used collection in the Stanley gibbons printed one country album. Many hundreds with
values to £2. Condition generally better than usually seen with many ‘fine used’. Good lot £40

181     A      1978-1990 mainly used collection in two binders, a few hundred with several of the se-tenant strips
nicely used cto. £20

182     A      1996 -1999 First day Cover collection a large green ‘Esselte’ binder also includes a few aerogrammes
etc. Values to $10 spotted. £20

183     A      2000-2002 First Day Covers in large ring binder album, look to be all different, useful range and all clean
and unaddressed. £20

184     A      2003-2005 First Day Covers in large ring binder album, 72 different, useful range and all clean and
unaddressed. £30

185     B      64 page blue ‘Wessex Paragon’ stock book well filled with a duplicated Accumulation od circa 2,700
stamps ranging from KGV Heads to circa 2000. Very cleanly presented. £30

186     A      A 1930s-70s duplicated used stock of many useful values, we note 1930s issues with Roos vals to 2/-,
other vals to 5/-, 1940s Arms to £1, then Admiral vals to £1 and $4 etc, condn mixed with high catalogue
values (100s) £30

187     A      A burgundy stock book with early to modern with Roos to 1/-, KGV Heads, Kingsford Smith 2d & 6d
m, other used vals to $1, 1974 Paintings vals to $5, commems throughout to 1990s plus some AAT vals
to $1 used etc, condn mixed with some duplication (100s) £20

188     A      A mostly fine used collection in red Norfolk album from 1924-1970 with many sets including 1928 3d
Kookaburra (m & u), 1931 Kingsford Smith, 1934 Settlements & Macarthur, 1935 S. Jubilee, 1940 Forces
etc, neatly written up, condn fair to fine (few 100) £60
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189     B      Circa 1990, Brusden White Australian Specialists catalogue 1901 - circa 1990 including some Australian
States. Comes with the 1992 and 1993/1994 supplements. An invaluable reference work for all issues
particularly the earlier periods. Although pricing is out of date the information of varieties etc. is well
beyond what is found in Stanley Gibbons Australian cat. £5

190     E      Early to 1946 collection on printed pages with much useful mint & used, we note Roo vals to 5/-, KGV
Heads to 1/4, 1914 Kookaburra u, 1928 Kookaburra, 1930 Sturt, 1931 Kingsford Smith m, 1932 1/-
Lyrebird, 1934 Macarthur, Victoria, 1935 Anzac, 1936 S. Australia, 1937-40 vals to 1/4 m & u, 1938 Robes
to £1 u, 1940 Forces m, 1948 Arms to £2 used etc, condn mixed (several dozens) £50

191     E      Early used selection of values to 1920s including 1913-14 vals to 5/-, 1914-20 to 5d, 1915 6d & 1/-,
1918-23 vals etc, condn mixed Cat £420+ (32) £14

192     S      Good to fine cto used selection on large stock card including 1913-14 4d & 2/-, 1931-36 5/-, then “OS”
perfin 1926-30 4d & 5d then optd “OS” with 1931 Kingsford Smith plus Sydney Bridge etc, Cat £330+
(12) £46

193     A      Green spring back binder with an 1937 to 1976 mint collection (many U/M) with better items. KG6
defins including 4 x 3d blue and Robes thick and thin papers, Navigators U/m etc. very comprehensive
run through for period covered including some specimens (1948 high vals as an example), a good lot
including some variants not always included in a basic collection, cat £2397 £425

194     A      Green stock book well filled with a used accumulation, many hundreds. £13

195     A      Kangaroos to circa 1980, mainly mint accumulation with duplication laid out in chronological order,
includes a few blocks and has many sets. Good lot which will break well, very clean, cat £5534 £410

196     A      Mint and used collection in five ring binders (Four blue, 1 Black) on double sided ‘Prinz’ stock sheets.
Lots of items here, one volume has many mini sheets and se-tenant strips etc. many QE2 issues including
the ‘International Post’ issues, very few early types. If you collect QE2 used, this may fill many gaps. Cat
value adds up. Reserved at just £12 a volume which looks very cheap. £60

197     S      SG177s, 10/- Robes overprinted SPECIMEN, lightly mtd mint. Cat £35 £12

198     S      SG179/192, 1938-1944 complete set of 14 mtd mint, cat £80 £16

199     S      SG184w, 1937 2d scarlet block of six with trimmed perfs at base. Four stamps are U/M, all with Inverted

watermark. Cat £96 £16

200     S      SG355/360, 1963-1965 pre-decimal Navigators set of six fine cds used, Cat £110 £26

201     S      Small mint selection on stock card with 1931-36 Roos 6d, 9d and 2/- SG132-34 plus 6d optd “OS”
SG0133, Cat £142 (4) £28

202     E      stock card of 1930’s period commemorative issues with choice postmarks, many from small communities.
Includes 6 sets of the Victoria centenary issue, 32 stamps in all. £29

203     A      Substantial Ex Dealer mint and used stock in 2 red ‘Marini Clipper’ 6 page stock books from SG1 to
circa 1987. Earlier volume to 1971 has greater depth and quantities. Massive catalogue value in excess
of £7,500+ and also a considerable face value. Although some of the decimal mint issues are mounted,
they are still available for postage use. Includes Kangaroos to 10/- (poor copy), many sets here and higher
cat stamps duplicated. Good opportunity for reseller. £400

204     A      Used collection in a red Viking stamp album from KGV head issues to 1/4, Roos vals to 5/-, 1929 to
1935 with sets, 1940 Forces, 1948-56 to £1 Arms, various other sets including 1959-64 to 5/- etc, then
a range of used to ca 1988, condn mixed (100s) £35

AUSTRALIAN STATES

205     E      Collection of Queensland Postmarks on 41 Hagner sheets from KG5 Heads onwards. Many scarcer
small town post marks and would be difficult to assemble, must be easily 2000+ items in this lot. £70

206     A      New South Wales - 1850 to 1907 collection in green spring back binder. Circa 340 different items mint
and used with minimal duplication other than for shades of which there are many. Almost everything is
identified by SG catalogue number (not guaranteed by us) which appear reasonably correct. Includes
many nice looking items. Cat value not fully calculated but STC £4,000+. A good lot with viewing
recommended. £250
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207     A      Queensland - Blue 24 page (48 sides) WHS stock book with a collection of postmarks both numerals
and named types. 38 sides of various Victorian stamp issues laid out in numerical and alphabetical order
and some Railway cancels, we counted 860 stamps in this part of the album with many pairs and many
different locations identified. The last 10 sides well filled with an accumulation of mainly 20th Century
issues collected for their readable cds postmarks. There are probably a further circa 500 stamps in this
part of the album. There are doubtless going to be some are and unusual postmarks here and these are
very actively collected in Australia, there are specialist catalogues for them. One persons lifetime collection
available as a basis for continuation. Impossible to replicate and a valuable lot. £300

208     S      Queensland - SG Type F5 mint. See note after Type F4 - unlisted but known to have been available for
use, even gum tone over 2/3 of the back of this stamp. £10

209     S      South Australia - SG271/272, 8d Ultramarine (19mm setting) plus a pair of the 16½mm setting. All
mounted mint. The pair with some perf separation and some gum disturbance / adhesions. The left

hand stamp clearly shows variety ‘EIGAT for EIGHT’, which is unlisted in SG but is very similar to
another listed variant which catalogues £2,500! Very interesting lot. £160

210     S      South Australia, SG204A, £5 perf 11½ - 12½ used with dumb canceller. A rarely encountered adhesive,
Cat £11,000 mint, unpriced used, although based on other values which are priced, we consider likely
to be in the region of £1,400 - £1,500. Good stamp and rarely offered. £130

211     E      Western Australia - Postal History 1904 Large envelope OHMS Registered mail item to London, bearing
2/- (SG124) cancelled with ‘R’ in oval, Registered Perth cachet and various transit markings on reverse.
Cover is creased in every corner plus a filing fold, but genuine commercial mail item. Used on cover this
stamp is rated at ‘from x 10’ in Part one, so scarce on cover and minimum cat is £480 £28

AUSTRIA

212     S      1929 Philatelic Exhibition Vienna, very scarce Essay by Hesshaimer, the well known Austrian designer.
Represents a nude postman (with letter in his hand blowing a horn) on horseback unused block of 4 £25

213     S      1945 Unissued set of four Adolf Hitler overprinted stamps 1rm to 5rm mounted mint. Seen elsewhere
priced at £375 £75

214     A      1945-1958 U/M collection in a ‘Michel’ Exclusive hinge-less printed album. Remaindered but some useful
remain. £30

215     S      1955 10th Anniv of Re-establishment of Austrian Republic, SG1269-73 in u/m pairs, Cat £192 £38

216     A      1975-1986 fine used collection in sleeved green Lindner printed album, seems complete all the way
through, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

217     A      1987-1998 fine used collection in green printed Lindner album with a high degree of completeness with
a few mint MSs seen, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

218     E      1990 - 2000, three Hagner with 19 different sheetlets of stamps fine U/M. Cat £595. Clean lot in very
good condition. £90

219     E      2002-2009 Euro denominated issues only in sheetlet / miniature sheet form. 29 different items U/M.
Cat value exceeds £920 and there is a considerable ‘Euro’ face value in this lot. Reserve is we believe
below the original face value. Good lot from a seldom offered modern period. £160

220     S      2004 Swarovski crystal miniature sheet U/M, MS2730, cat £38 £8

221     S      Lombardy and Venetia, 1858-1862, 5s Orange red (SG19b) and 10s Brown (SG20a) as cheapest types,
both mtd mint. Cat £1,600 £150

222     B      Medium carton with mint and used collection in a series of hinge less Lindner albums and stock books.
Ranging from early imperfs to modern (late 1990’s approx.). Good lean lot, condition fair to fine. Good
value £80

223     B      Small carton with a comprehensive collection mint and used in 8 stock books and a binder. Starts with
early issues and has good run throughs to around 2007. Good lot with a high cat value and a copy of
the Michel Austria catalogue. Well worth viewing to appreciate. Reserve looks very reasonable to us. £250

B.A.T.

224     S      1963-69 short set to £1, SG1-15, fine mtd mint, Cat £160+ £30
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B.I.O.T.

225     E      SG464/471, 2011 Royal British Legion set in sheetlets of 6 stamps unmounted mint. £20

BAHAMAS

226     S      1911 Staircase 1d value with MCA wmk, the three listed shades SG75, 75a and 75b mounted mint
blocks of four, couple of minor tone spots on one block, cat £140 £22

227     S      1938-52 5/- Lilac & blue (thick paper) usual light tone streaks), m/m, Cat £170 £30

228     A      A KGVI mint & used collection in green senator album with 1938-52 used vals to 5/-, 1942 Landfall vals
to 5/- used plus mint vals to £1, 1948 short set to 5/- fine used, Cat £550+ (many dozens) £55

229     E      A mint & used selection on 3 album pages including 1884-90 vals to 6d m, 1901-03 1d, 5d & 2/- m,
1902 vals to 5/-m, 1906-11 m & u vals to 6d and 1911-19 vals to 5d used, condn fair to fine, Cat £380+
(28) £40

230     E      KGV mint & used selection on album pages including 1912-18 vals to 5/- m, then vals to 1/- u, good
selection of War Tax with mint vals to 1/-, 1921-37 vals to 1/- u, 1930 to 3/- m, 1935 WS. Jubilee set m &
used etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £720+ (c98) £80

231     A      Presentation binder. Ex dealer stock of mint and U/M KG6 and QE2 issues including a few miniature
sheets on 15 or so double sided stock pages.. £19

232     S      SG141h, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d mtd mint with the ‘Dot by Flagstaff ’ variety, cat £140 £28

BAHAWALPUR

233     S      SG19/28, 1948 short set to 12 annas U/M, cat £39 £7

BAHRAIN

234     A      Green album with 35 FDC’s including better issues. Not often seen and with a surprisingly high cat value
as used stamps alone, these FDC’s worth more. £28

235     S      SG60a 1948 10r on 10/- very lightly mtd mint, cat £95 £24

BARBADOS

236     E      1890s-1970s good to fine cds used selection on Hagner pages, we note 1892-1903 vals to 10d, 1897-
98 vals to 8d, 1906 Nelson vals, 1912-16 vals to 6d, 1916-19 vals to 6d, 1921-24 vals to 2/-, other KGVI
vals to 5/-, $1.20, QEII vals to $2.40, $5 and $10 etc, Cat £480+ (170+) £48

237     E      1892-1970s good to fine mint collection on Hagner pages including 1892-93 vals to 10d, 1897-98 vals
to 2/6, 1906 Nelson vals, 1912-16 vals to 1/-, 1916-19 vals to 1/-, 1920-21 vals to 1/-, 1921-24 many
vals to 2/-, 1938-47 2/6 & 5/- and QEII vals and sets to $2.40 & $10, Cat £1,250+ (c180) £135

238     A      1892-1978 all good to fine mint with later QEII issues with many u/m housed in sleeved black Lighthouse
stock book, we note 1892-1903 vals to 8d, 1897-98 vals, 1906 Nelson vals to 1/-, 1912-16 vals to 4d,
1916-19 vals to 1/-, 1920-21 vals to 6d, 1921-24 vals to 6d, 1925-35 vals to 2/-, 1939 Tercentenary sets,
selection of KGVI vals to 5/-, 1953-61 vals to $2.40, 1958-62 sets, 1965 vals to $2.50, 1966-69 vals to
$5, 1970-71 vals to $5, 1974 vals to $10 etc, Cat £5,000+ (100s) £350

239     S      1953-61 set to $2.40, SG289-301, fine mtd mint, Cat £80 £12

240     E      An u/m selection of sets on Hagner’s from 1978-1981 plus 1979 Bird values to $10 (mtd mint)), with
useful duplication throughout, Cat £100+ (few 100) £1

241     A      Black ‘Senator’ four ring binder with a used collection from 1852 Imperfs to 1977. A good deal of
completion for the period covered and only minor duplication, a very solid one country collection, STC
£11,500 £950

242     A      Good to fine cds used duplicated collection in large blue stock book from 1882 to 1981 including 1882-
86 vals to 1/-, 1892-1903 vals to 10d, 1897-98 vals to 8d, 1906 vals to 6d, 1916-19 vals to 6d, 1920-21
vals, 1925-35 vals to 2/-, 1938-47 2/6 & 5/-, 1950 vals to $1.20, 1953-61 vals to $2.40, 1965 to $2.50,
1966-69 to $5, 1970 to $5, 1974 to $5, 1979 Birds vals to $10 etc, condn fair to fine throughout, Cat
£3,300+ (100s) £200
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243     B      Nike’ shoe box with QV to QE2 material on over 125 stock cards, with many sets and interesting items.
Vendor says cat value is in four figures, value here as reserve is under £1 per card and cat values indicated
on some cards are £50 to £100+! Recommended viewing £100

244     E      QV to KGV period mint collection on six album leaves. Nice lot with QV specimen 5/-, SG170/181 and
SG181/90 with many extra shades etc. A couple of wmk varieties and a printers proof. Cat £1,000+
and possibly up to £1,500 depending on shades of QV 3d. Good clean lot £260

245     S      SG208w, 1920 6d black and brown-orange inverted watermark, fine used, cat £150 £60

BASUTOLAND

246     S      1938 set to 10/-, SG18-28, fine mtd mint, Cat £130 £27

247     S      SG43/53, 1954-1958 Definitive set of 11 mint, cat £110 £18

BECHUANALAND

248     S      1885-87 3d Pale claret, SG2 fine used £18

249     S      1885-87 4d Dull blue, SG3 fine mtd mint £20

250     S      1932 short set to 5/-, SG99-109, lightly mtd mint, some may appear u/m, Cat £260 £50

251     S      SG38, 1983 1d carmine -red U/M mint pair with unrecorded variety ‘C’ almost missing from surcharge
and adjacent ‘h’ partially omitted, very clear to see. £16

BELGIAN CONGO

252     E      Used collection on 9 stock sheets with several hundred stamps, unchecked £10

BELGIUM

253     A      1849 - 1944 collection in a green ‘Lighthouse’ hinge-less spring back binder. Mint and used, no duplication
and quite a few spaces filled. Many sets and some mini sheets, well worth viewing, includes some AAT
at the back total cat £5374 (detailed list accompanies). £450

254     A      1861 - circa 1984 mint and used collection in large green stock book. There are close to 2000 stamps
with very little duplication. Starts with a dozen 1861 Imperfs, through to modern periods, includes a
section of 150+ Railway Stamps, noted 1930 Air 5F mint and used and many other sets and values.
Value to be extracted here. £110

255     E      1862-2008 all different good to fine used on stock pages including back of book material, condn mixed,
high catalogue value (100s) £32

256     S      1914 Red Cross set of 3, SG157-9, fine mtd mint, Cat £139 £20

257     E      1938-1965 fine selection of mtd mint or u/m sets etc with vals to 8f on stock pages Cat £290+ (dozens) £14

258     S      1950 European Athletics, SG1311-15, fine cds used £14

259     A      A 1966-1987 Ex Dealers stock off mint & used, including sets etc housed in 3 display books with Hagner
pages all priced up to sell, condn mixed PTSA.£410+ (100s) £30

260     A      A mint & used dealers stock in Royal Clear file with Hagner pages, all individually priced, we note1912-
14 Red X issues, 1929 vals to 100f, a few better 1930s mint etc, 1940s with mint sets then ranges
through to 1966, condn mixed, PTSA.£650+ (100s) £120

261     A      A mint & used Ex-Dealers stock individually priced with duplication ranging from 1987-2006 including
sets MSs etc, condn mixed, PTSA.£680+ (100s) £100

262     S      Belgian Congo - 1887 Leopold II 50c Grey, SG11 x8 fine cds used examples, Cat £192 (8) £20

263     A      Belgian Congo - Early to modern selection of mainly used in deep red Neerlandia stock book with
many issues throughout, we note 1909 vals to 25c, 1923, 1931 vals to 1f50, 1942-43 vals to 6f, 1947-50
vals to 10f, 1952-53 Flowers etc plus some Rwanda etc, condn mixed (100s) £40

264     E      Belgian Post Office publicity issues with stamps for issues 1980-1996, also a few Air show cards. Interesting
lot £14
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265     A      Blue ‘Compass’ stock book with an early to more modern periods mint and used collection with some
Railway Parcel stamps. Several hundreds and looks very good value at reserve. Nice lot £22

266     S      Congo - 1887 5f Grey, SG13, fine mtd mint, Cat £180 £40

267     E      Locals / Revenues - A selection of 19 stamps produced for CEPA for use in the port of Antwerp - circa
early 1930’s and unusual. £10

268     S      SG591, 1931 10F Albert 1st mtd mint, cat £80 £8

269     S      Small fine used selection from 1914-39 including SG151-6, 152, 195, 501-2, 158 & SG846, Cat £260+
(12) £24

BELIZE

270     S      SG448, 5c on 15c Butterfly surcharge, fine U/M corner marginal block of four displaying sheet number
497. Visually it looks as though there sui some doubling of the surcharge and varying amounts of
obliteration to original value missing. Quite a striking block. £16

BERMUDA

271     E      1865 to QE2 on seven A4 pages containing 350 mint & used items. Various QV types x 32 mostly used
with vals to 1/- x 3 (1/- green is mint); Dry dock types to 4d used; 1920 and 1921 Tercentenary issues
both complete mint; 1935 SJ mint and 1936 Pictorial set used; KG^ defs mint with diff printings, includes
Key types x 16 (2 x £1) etc.; Quite extensive QEII with 1953, 1962 and 1970 sets mint and Flowers
long set to $3. STC £2,475+ £220

272     S      1865-1903 many vals to 1/-, SG1-11 sound used with some shades, Cat £420+ (11) £30

273     S      1936-47 4 sets to 1/6 (one 1/6 perf faults) rest fine u/m, SG98-106, Cat £140 £25

274     S      1953-62 set to £1, SG135-50, fine mtd mint with extra 3d & 1/3, Cat £145 £25

275     S      SG60x, 1920 Tercentenary, ½d green fine used with Watermark Sideways Reversed. Has one blunt
corner perf at lower right corner, scarce stamp, cat £500 £150

276     S      SG93e, King George V 12/6d, script CA wmk, has the ‘Break in lines below left scroll’ variety, fresh
mounted mint, cat £900 £175

277     S      SG96m, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2½d brown & deep blue with ‘Bird by Turret’ variety fine used with postmark
clear of the variety. Cat £325 £46

BHUTAN

278     A      Black four ring binder with a mostly mint collection on ‘Prinz’ stock pages. Includes well over 25 mini
sheets / sheetlets. Circa 200 or so stamps including holographic types. Its been a while since we saw a
collection of Bhutan alone. Worth a look. £24

BOSNIA

279     A      Mint modern issues in red ‘Senator’ spring back album. 50+ pages with a nice collection to around 1998.
Looks like a good run through of the period with many sets, all those checked were U/M, seldom seen
as a one country collection, cat £1,168 £140

BRAZIL

280     A      1844 to 1980’s mint and used collection in two stock books, includes 14 early imperfs then useful ranges
with most sets represented and some better values. Many hundreds and will certainly fill a few gaps,
mixed condition but many fine amongst. Includes some miniature sheets and officials / postage dues in
the back of the second volume. Nice one country lot. £70

BRITISH GUIANA

281     S      1862 1c Rose, SG116 used with just 2 margins, also with shallow thin but a decent space filler, Cat £850 £60

282     S      SG127, 1876-79 2c Orange fine used with a superb crisp ‘B.G., E.C.B.’ (British Guiana, East Coast, Berbice)
single circle cds. Very scarce postmark in this condition. £15
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283     S      SG216/220, 1898 set to 10c fine used all with good circular postmarks, cat £49 £10

BRITISH HONDURAS

284     S      1888-91 2c on 1d Carmine in pair with Bisected on small piece, SG37-a, good to fine used £16

285     E      KE7 and KGV mint collection on nine album pages including several good items and specimens. Noted
SG80/3, 84/93, 95/100, 101/110 and 101s/110s, 124/137, 111s/113s and D1s/D3s plus others. A very
nice lot, Cat £1,300+ £400

286     S      SG11, 1878 1d blue, Perf 14 lightly mounted mint, cat £85 £25

287     S      SG150/160, 1938-1947 set to $2 mint with both 2c types, the $2 has some toned perfs, cat £150+ £24

288     S      SG159, $1 value mint. Cat £55 £12

289     S      SG179/190, 1953-1962 set complete to $5 a mix of mint and U/M, (50c, $1 and $5 are U/M), cat £100 £22

290     S      SG187/189, 1953 50c to $2 (3 vals) fine mint, cat £56 £12

291     S      SG213, 1962 $5 bird stamp mint, cat £35 £5

292     S      SG28/29, 10c on 4d mauve and 20c on 6d yellow both fine mint, cat £115 £30

293     S      SG81w, 2c purple & black/red with inverted watermark, very fine used with light circular cancel. Cat
£110 £34

BRITISH LEVANT

294     E      Picked over mint and mainly used collection on 3 album pages. No duplication, 38 different stamps with
values to 5pi and 15pi overprints. Decent lot. £30

BRUNEI

295     S      1947-51 $10 Black & purple, SG92, fine mtd mint, Cat £120 £30

296     S      SG100/113, 1952 definitive set complete to $5 a mix of mint and U/M, top values are U/M, cat £65 £18

BULGARIA

297     E      Collection 1938 to circa 2015 in two presentation folders, no duplication with many sets and several
miniature sheets. Mint (mainly U/M) and fine used. High cat lot with plenty of good thematics throughout
and with rarely seen post 2000 issues. Very good lot. Estimate 500 items. £50

BURMA

298     S      SGO27, 1939 10r brown & myrtle fine mint, would be U/M except for a circular gum adhesion on
reverse. Cat £140 £25

BURUNDI

299     S      SG1407 and 1410, 1983 Animals 65f and 85f used, cat £430 £16

CANADA

300     E      1859 5c Beaver issue SG31 good to fine used, some with perf faults and one on small piece, Cat £560
(28) £30

301     S      1893 20c & 50c, SG115-16 good to fine used on small piece, Cat £135 £23

302     S      1942-48 War Effort set to $1 plus x4 Coil stamps, SG375-88 & SG389-90, 392-3, good to fine mtd
mint, Cat £170+ (18) £34

303     A      A good to fine mint collection in thin stock book from 1937-1970 with better KGVI including 1937-38
vals to $1, 1942-48 most vals to $1, 1946-47 vals to $1, 1949-51 Coil stamps, 1951 Fisherman $1, then
a solid range to 1970, Cat £890+ (100s) £80

304     A      A used collection in red “Alpha Major” album from QV to 1990s with KGV and KGVI sets to $1 and
QEII vals to $5 etc, condn mixed (few 100s) £30
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305     A      Blue ‘Abria’ stock book with a QV to QE2 mostly used collection in stock book. Several hundreds, cheap
lot £8

306     E      Book ‘Canada’s Registry System’ 1827 - 1911 by Horace W. Harrison in good condition £11

307     A      Circa 1898 to around 1980 mint and used collection in two stock books. Includes some special delivery
etc. and a few Newfoundland. Several hundreds with $ values spotted. Will fill a few gaps or provide
basis for continuation. Looks very fair value at reserve. Worth viewing! £38

308     A      Early to 1990 used collection in two red 22 ring binders. Several hundreds from QV onwards with
several sets also. Good starter for expansion and continuation. Worth viewing, the empty binders worth
reserve. £10

309     A      Early to modern mint and used collection in the SG printed one country album. High cat lot with the
earlier issues in generally better condition than commonly seen. £65

310     E      George V and George VI mainly with just a few QEII, mint ranges on stock pages. Modest duplication
and will be ideal for approvals dealer. 200 stamps which catalogue over £1,225. Clean material. £34

311     A      Mainly used collection in red printed album from 1859-1989 including 1870-93 vals to 10c, 1903-12 to
20c, 1928-29 to 50c, 1933 Grain, 1937-38 to $1, 1942-48 War Effort to $1 etc then good solid range
of QEII with vals to $5 plus a couple of mint MSs etc, condn mixed (few 100) £20

312     S      Nova Scotia - 1860-63 5c Deep blue on white paper, SG25, fine mtd mint, Cat £550 £100

313     A      QV to 1988 used collection in red spring back album including QV & EDVII but strength from KGV
with vals to $1, KGVI to $1, many “G” opts, QEII booklet panes, then ranges to 1988 with some better
Postage Dues, condn mixed (100s) £26

314     S      SG115/116, 1893 Queen Victoria 20c and 50c good used, a couple of nibbled perfs on the 20c value,
cat £135 £16

315     S      SG174, 1903 1c green block of four mtd mint (1 x U/M) and SG190, 2c Quebec mint block of six (4 x
U/M), both very fresh, total cat £320 £45

316     E      SG1762b, 1997 $8 Grizzly Bear sheetlet of four U/M, cat £48 £8

317     S      SG188/195, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set mint, a few gum marks, difficult set, cat £500 £80

318     S      SG285/303, 1930-31 set of 16 fine mint. Several including 20c and 50c are U/M, the $1 is very lightly
hinged. Cat £300 as mounted. Premium set in this condition. £75

319     S      SG335/340, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint (1c and 10c are U/M), cat £40 £8

320     S      SG341/350, 1935 definitive set to 50c mint, cat £65+ £11

321     S      SG341/351, 1935 Definitive set to $1 mint, most lightly mtd, cat £110 £22

322     S      SG352/4, 1935 1c, 2c and 3c coil stamps in mint pairs, cat £80 £13

323     S      SGO172/O177, 1949-50 Official set to 50c mint, cat £65 £13

324     S      SGO178/O190 (Less O188), 1950-1952 ‘G’ overprint set to $1 (less 50c value), mint, cat £175 £35

325     S      SGO191/O192, 1950-1951 1oc and $1 overprinted ‘G’ set of two fine mint, cat £84 £16

CAYMANS

326     S      1938-48 set to 10/-, SG115-26a, good to fine mtd mint £23

327     S      A KGV selection with 1912-20 short set to 3/- SG40-50 and 1921-26 short set to 3/- SG69-81, both
good to fine mtd mint, Cat £143 (24) £26

328     E      Small u/m selection on Hagner page with 2008 Darwin, 2009 Scenes, Christmas and 2010 Shells etc,
Cat £92 (dozen) £18

CEYLON

329     S      1862 Revenue, Foreign Bill stamps imperf 1/- and 2/- both used the latter is a four margin example,
Barefoot 5 and 7, £20

330     S      Barefoot 20, Queen Victoria 1 Rupee Mauve mounted mint £10
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331     A      QV to 1970, mint and used collection with a little duplication in a well worn blue ‘Lighthouse’ Stock
book. Several hundreds and with over half of the collection KG6 or earlier. Plenty of KGV and KG6 mint
issues, Cats £3,210 (detailed calcs with the lot) £325

332     E      QV to King George VI selection of 42 Revenue stamps used, values to 10r, worth a look £10

CHAD

333     S      SG336 var, 1971 1000F Frigate Bird marginal U/M single completely imperforate, normal stamp cat £60 £10

CHINA

334     S      Kewkiang - 1894 40c Local Post mint with the usual raggy perfs £10

CIGARETTE CARDS

335     B      Flat box with a large album and a small album with sets and a cigar box with a few more sets. Several
are ‘trade cards’ including better. Must be at least 15 sets and cat easily exceeds £200. Good condition
for the most part. £40

336     E      John Player & Sons - Dogs (Heads) set of 25 (unissued) in mostly good condition, unusual to find
complete, cat £45 £15

337     B      Nice Day’ filing box with four A4 ring binders and two smaller albums with ‘odds’ from several sets and
manufacturers in polyprotec leaves. Also a few sets stuck in albums and odd cards. Quite a few cards in
the binders. £30

338     B      Scarpa box filled with a range of empty polyprotec sleeves both for smaller cards and the larger pages
for bigger albums. Several are aged and discoloured but the larger pages are very useable. Probably 100
or so sleeves £1

339     B      Small white box with three empty albums, one with slip case and one contains around a dozen
polyprotec leaves. £1

340     A      Two albums with complete sets, one is mainly Cigarette Cards, the other trade cards from a variety of
issuers. Cat value exceeds £400, some mixed condition but generally good to fine. Fairly reserved £75

341     B      White carton with 35+ bundles of duplicates / part sets many being Wills / Players issues. Also a battered
red album containing circa 500 or so cards, these look to be mostly in sets. Probably 2000+ cards overall
in this lot. Mixed condition poor to fine as to be expected but plenty of cards are okay here. Reserved
sensibly at under 1p a card! £17

342     B      White envelope box with two Ariel tablet boxes. Both have quantities of loose cards. One has 100+
‘silks’ and the other has estimated 500 or so cards loose, and well packed in, including several larger size
cards, includes trade cards. £30

COINS

343     B      Old Parker & Dobson tin with circa 30 old coins in very mixed condition, includes an 1890 Victorian
penny. Noted a few 3d’s and 6d’s. Priced to go! £1

COMMONWEALTH 

344     A      British Commonwealth - Red ‘Lighthouse’ 32 page stock book very well filled with stamps overlapping.
Mint and used, A-Z and with all reigns although QE2 is predominant. There are in excess of 2,000 mostly
different stamps here including sets and some multiples. Will take a while to thoroughly check this one. £75

COOK ISLANDS

345     A      Blue ‘Kek’ stock book with values from the 1967 Decimal Currency issue, being overprints on the 1963
set in mint blocks, many with the varieties as listed in the SG Part 1 catalogue. Many are positional pieces
with arricators used to show the variants. There are 28 blocks of four or more stamps plus a few other
items. Interesting lot and cheaply reserved at less than £2 a block. £50

346     S      SG163/173, 1963 Definitive set U/M, cat £40 £10

347     S      SG185/193, 1966 Air set of 9 complete, a mix of mint and U/M, Cat £32 £8
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348     S      SG492/3 and MS494. 1974 Captain Cook set and miniature sheet U/M, cat £57 £13

CROATIA

349     S      SG142/144, 1945 Creation of Croatian Storm Division set mint, cat £540 £100

350     S      SG86, 1943 Croat legion, four differently coloured imperforate pairs. Possibly colour trials or proofs?,
unlisted in three of the colours. Fine U/M and unusual £10

351     A      Well worn red spring back binder with a duplicated mint and used collection including some Trieste
(Zone B) and German occupation 1940-45. Includes some blocks etc. Clean lot Cat £2012 £220

               CYPRUS

352     S      1912-15 short set to 12pi, SG74-82, fine mtd mint, Cat £120 £28

353     E      1924-28 ½pi Brownish black & black, SG104 in a block of 30 and block of 20, fine u/m, Cat £300 (50) £15

354     S      1924-28 45pi Purple & blue, SG116, fine mtd mint £18

355     S      1928 50th Anniv of British Rule, short set to 45pi, SG123-31, fine mtd mint, Cat £130 £30

356     S      1934 Pictorial set to 45pi, SG133-43, fine mtd mint, Cat £200 (11) £40

357     S      1934 set to 45pi SG133-43 mtd mint (¼pi & ½pi no gum) other wise good to fine mtd mint, Cat £200 £36

358     E      1937 Coronation and 1946 Victory sets on plain first day covers, both sent registered from Limassol
and with neat printed / typed addresses, registration labels etc. Attractive clean items. £15

359     S      1938-51 set to £1, SG151-63, good to fine used, Cat £60 (19) £16

360     S      1938-51 set to £1, SG151-63, mtd mint, Cat £250 (19) £36

361     S      1955-60 set to £1, SG173-87, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £130 £28

362     S      1955-60 set to £1, SG173-87, good to fine used, Cat £80 £18

363     A      1963 - 2003 mint collection in a red 22 ring binder. A little sparse in the later period, but plenty of lightly
mounted mint sets, cat circa £340 £24

364     E      A small QV to QEII selection of covers and airmails in mixed condn, PTSA.£160 (32 covers) £25

365     E      A useful mounted mint duplicated selection on Hagner pages including 1902-04 4pi & 12pi(2), 1904-12
many values to 12pi, 1912-15 vals to 18pi, 1921-23 vals to 4pi, 1924-28 vals to 4½pi + 1925 vals, 1934
vals to 18pi, condn fair to fine throughout, Cat £2,150+ (100s) £350

366     A      Black spring back binder with a mint and U/M collection 1880 - 1974. Cat £1,400, decent range of sets
and values, a few hundreds. £110

367     B      Flat carton with 53 different FDC’s, 1978 - 1990 includes a couple of mini sheets. Very clean lot all are
unaddressed and would provide ‘fine used’ if required. Most appear to have special cancellations and we
think these are very cheap £22

368     S      SG1123/130, 1928 British Rule set to 18pi mint, cat £89 £18

369     S      SG133/143, 1934 Pictorial set of 11 good to fine used, 45pi the most valuable stamp has a corner cds.
Cat £170 £30

370     S      SG151/163, 1938-1951 definitive set complete to £1 mint, cat £250 £45

371     S      SG173/187, 1955-1960 definitive set of 15 complete to £1 mint, cat £130 £26

372     S      SG7, ½d on 1d red Plate 215 (RE), very good used, cat £950 £300

CYRENAICA

373     S      SG136/40 and 142/145, 1950 1m to 5m and 10m to 50m mtd mint, cat £73 £18

374     S      SG147, 1950 200m Mounted Warrior mint, cat £55 £13

DENMARK

375     S      1854-59 2sk Blue, SG7 fine mtd mint with 3 margins, Cat £110 £20
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376     S      1864-70 2sk Blue, 3sk Lilac-rose, 4sk Carmine & vermilion, 8sk Olive-bistre and 16sk Olive green all
good used with ringed numeric cancels some with minor imperfections but otherwise sound, Cat £600
(6) £60

377     S      1915 GPO, Copenhagen, 5k Deep carmine red Perf 14x14½, SG185 good to fine used, Cat £190 £38

378     S      1915 surcharge with 80ore on 12ore, SG187, centred a bit low but otherwise fine cds used, Cat £140 £24

379     S      1918 Newspaper stamps set to 27ore on 1k, SG197-206, good to fine cds used, Cat £225 £44

380     S      1924 300th Anniversary of Danish Post set in cto used blocks of 4, SG218A-21C £16

381     E      1982, 1983 & 1984 Year packs with sets and part definitive issues, Cat £146 (dozens) £20

382     E      A small mint & used selection with used including 1864-70 2sk Pale blue, 16sk Olive-green, 1870-74 2sk
(SG39), 1875-1903 5ore (SG57), 20ore (SG72), 25ore SG73a INV FRAME, blunt corner perf), 1921
Red Cross set, 1929 Cancer Research, then mint sets with 1935 Hans Christiansen, 1936 Reformation,
1937 S. Jubilee, Cat £860+ (26) £80

383     A      Black four ring binder with a mint and mostly used collection on 80+ pages, many hundreds of stamps,
looks good value £16

DOMINICA

384     E      1903 to QE2 mint and used on 4 stock page sides. SG27/35 short set to 2/6d mint; Later 1908 MCA
values to 2/- used with extra shades; 1935 Jubilee set, then KG6 1st def set used and second set values
to $1.20. Decent lot to expand from. STC £515 £40

385     E      Edward VII and King George V mint selection on 5 album pages. Includes SG62-70 and SG71/88 and
some ‘Specimen’ stamps, clean lot, cat £500+ £120

EGYPT

386     S      1888 2p Orange, SGD69 in a fine u/m block of 4, Cat £800 £200

387     S      1922 “The Kingdom of Egypt” optd, 20m Olive with INVERTED OPT, SG106var, fine cds used, Cat £225
as mint £40

388     A      First issues to circa 1960 only, duplicated mint and mainly used collection in two red spring back albums.
Large lot with plenty of postmarks for study. Detailed cat value with the lot totals £6,200, will break
well. £425

FALKLAND DEPS

389     E      1946 Victory set x60 in large blocks and half sheets, u/m, SGG17-18, Cat £75 £1

390     E      SG A1/D8 and A6a, D6a, 1944-45 sets of 8 including the extra 6d shade for each of Graham Land,
South Georgia, South Orkneys and South Shetlands. Cat £152, mounted mint all laid out on two album
pages. £24

391     S      SGA1/D8, 1944-45 set of 32 a mix of mint and U/M, cat &6 £15

392     S      SGA6a, B6a, C6a and D6a, the 1945 6d shades (4 v) mint, cat 348 £10

393     E      SGG26/G40, 1954-1962 issue to £1 U/M in mounts on album page, cat £225 £50

394     S      SGG9/G16 1946 Thin Map set of 9 values mint, cat £90 £18

395     S      South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands, SG251w, 17p WMK Crown to right of CA, fine U/M £1

396     S      South Georgia - 1963-69 set to £1 (Blue), SG1-15, fine mtd mint, Cat £206 £36

FALKLAND ISLANDS

397     S      1929-37 Penguins issue with 1/- both SG122/a and 2/6 Carmine/blue SG123 all good to fine cds used,
Cat £140 £30

398     S      1938 KG6 1/- value x 3 different shades mint, cat £168 as cheapest three £36
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399     E      A useful mint & used selection on 2 stock pages including 1878-79 1d, 8d u & 1/- m, 1891 duplicated
vals to 9d u, 1904-12 vals to 2½d m & u, 1912-20 vals to 1/- m & used to 2½d, 1921-28 vals to 2½d
u, 1929 Penguins to 3d m, 1933 to 3d m, 1938-50 vals to 2/6 m & vals to 9d used, condn fair to fine,
with the odd fault, Cat £1,890+ (140) £160

400     E      SG146/163, 1938-1950 definitive set of 18 to £1 M/M, cat £475 £80

401     S      SG166/167, 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set lightly mounted mint, cat £92 £22

402     E      SG172/185, 1952 definitive set of14 mint in mounts on album page, cat £190 £38

403     S      SG187/192, 1955-57 definitive set of six mint, cat £45 £9

404     S      SG193/205 + 193a. 1960-1966 Birds short set to 5/- with ½d variant, STC £115 £18

405     E      SG193/207, 1960 Birds definitive set mint to £1 on album page, cat £180 £36

406     S      SG193/207, 1960 Birds set complete mint, cat £180 £29

407     S      SG193ab, 1960 ½d bird definitive with the ‘weak entry’ variety, very lightly mounted mint, cat £85 £17

408     S      SG211 1963 Freedom From Hunger mint with unlisted variety ‘spot on diadem’. £10

409     S      SG232/245, 1968 Definitive set to £1 U/M, cat £75 £18

410     S      SG33, 6d orange-yellow used with some light creasing, cat £225 £36

411     E      SG70a, 1919 ½d yellow green ‘War Stamp’, comb perforation, U/M block of 30 being the top five rows
of the sheet with marginal selvedge on three sides. A little perf separation between rows two and three,
otherwise fine. Cat £900+ (£30 a single stamp). Note with this item indicates position 4 has a ‘face flaw’
and position 15 has a wider gap between ‘war’ and ‘stamp’ these are specialised varieties unlisted in the
SG Cat. Impressive looker. £110

412     S      SGFR1, 1869 Frank in black on white paper, cut square as removed from envelope with good margins
all round. A decent impression of this scarce marking, which cats £17,000 on cover! £40

FAROE ISLANDS

413     A      1975-2009 99% complete collection in hinge less sleaved Lighthouse album with sets, MS’s and sheetlets
with a few 2003 CTO used, condn fine throughout with a Catalogue value in excess of £2,000 (100s) £120

414     S      1984 Fairy Tales booklet in fine condn SG103a £3

FIJI

415     S      1876-1877, SG32var, ‘Two pence’ on 3d green fresh mounted mint, an imperforate single from the left
hand side of the sheet with good part marginal selvedge. See catalogue note beneath SG33, this is from
a printer’s trial sheet and never issued, although this stamp is fully listed as an imperforate pair (either
horizontal or vertical). Interesting item. £40

416     S      SG253, 1938 2d map mtd mint, cat £40 £8

417     S      SG269, 1938 6d Die I mint, cat £60 £12

418     S      SG269a, 1946 Victory 3d with ‘Extra Buoy’ variety fine used, cat £38 £12

419     S      SG280/295, 1954-1959 definitive set of 15 mint, cat £95 £15

420     S      SG512var, 1975 10c Flower definitive in a marginal block of four, completely IMPERFORATE, unlisted
as such, nice item and of course would be good in a thematic collection! £42

FINLAND

421     E      1930s to 1980s mint & used collection on Hagner pages with many sets plus some useful MSs f/u, we
note 1930s with 1938 Skiing, f/u, 1950s with numerous TB issues f/u & u/m, 1960 Stamp Exhibition etc,
condn fair to fine, Cat £430+ £60

422     A      Large blue four ring binder with 80+ pages, early (very few) to the 200’s period. Sparse in places but
many hundreds and a good basis for expansion / continuation £16
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FRANCE

423     A      1849 - 1982 comprehensive chiefly used collection in a Schaubek printed album. Many pages complete
and includes 1929 Le Havre expo stamp with certificate, Good coverage of sinking fund issues and
charities (1927-1931). 50F Banknote used and good coverage of Dues and Military Franks etc. We note
1937 Pexip Mini Sheet mint (paper adherence) and also the Citex stamp used and also an example on
cover. Later sections virtually complete. Recommended viewing as it looks to be mainly fine used. £550

424     S      1876 5f Peace & Commerce SG277 and 1900 2f Merson issue SG307 both fine used but with a few
reduced perfs otherwise fine, Cat £220 £13

425     S      1876-85Peace & Commerce issues mtd mint with 2c (SG225), 20c (SG260), 25c Bistre/yellow, (SG263)
and 25c (SG266), Cat £890+ (4) £90

426     S      1877-90 5f Lilac/pale lilac, SG277 fresh mtd mint with some adhesion on reverse, nice appearance, Cat
£750 £75

427     S      1893-1941 Postage Dues colour changed and new values but imperforate with 5c Blue, 10c Brown, 15c
Pale green, 50c Dull claret, 60c and 1f Lake brown & white all good to fine mtd mint, minor imperfections
on some but 5c,10c & 15c with number 3 in gutter pairs (11) £20

428     S      1918 Red Cross 15c + 5c Red & grey green, SG378, fine mtd mint £36

429     E      1920’s to 1960’s mint and used on stock pages. Includes several National Relief Fund sets mint, including
1954 set U/M. Several hundred stamps with many identified. Good lot £100

430     S      1925-32 Merson’s 3f x2 and 10f, SG429-31, fine mtd mint bar the 10f with a couple of reduced perfs at
base, Cat £275 £40

431     S      1926-27 War Orphan’s Fund 5f+1f, SG453, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £140 £28

432     S      1926-27 War Orphan’s Fund set to 5f+1f, SG450-3, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £225 £50

433     S      1928 50c +25c Brown-red “Sinking Fund”, SG467 in a marginal mint (4 stamps u//m), block of 7 with 2
stamp having horizontal gum crease (does not show from front), scarce multiple, Cat £280 £44

434     S      1930 Sinking Fund 1f50 + 3f50 Reddish purple, SG480, u/m £28

435     S      1930-32 Air set of 2, SG483-4, U/M £15

436     S      1931 Sinking Fund 1f50 + 3f50 Green, SG493, lightly mtd mint £40

437     S      1936 100th Flight between France & S. America set of 2 to 10f, SG553-4, fine mtd mint, Cat £526 £90

438     S      1936 Air 3f50 Red brown, SG539, fine mtd mint, Cat £85 £18

439     S      1936 Air 50f Bank note, SG541 cds used but with top left weak corner perf, Cat £475 £60

440     S      1936 Paris Exhibition set to 1f50 SG555-60 vals to 50c are u/m the other two top values fine mtd mint £12

441     S      1936 Unveiling of Canadian War memorial, Vimy Ridge x10 sets mtd mint & u/m, SG549-50, Cat £360 £40

442     S      1937 National museum set of 2, SG586-7, Cat £220, fine mtd mint £40

443     S      1938 50f Clement Ader (air pioneer), SG612a, fine cds used, Cat £95 £20

444     S      1940-41 20f on 50f Bright blue, SG689, u/m, Cat £50 £10

445     S      1949-50 Air 1000f Slate purple & black/blue, SG1059, u/m, Cat £225 £50

446     S      1949-50 Air 100f(2), 300f & 500f, SG1055 and 1057-8, fine mtd mint, Cat £142 £28

447     S      1954 1000f Air, SG1197 u/m, Cat £180 £40

448     S      1954 500f Air, SG1196 fine mtd mint, Cat £325 £60

449     S      1955 National Relief Fund set to 50f+15f, SG1253-588 fine cds used, Cat £189 £15

450     E      1960-65 selection of Aeroplane issues with 1f, 2f, 3f and 5f, all in u/m blocks of 4 (24) £12

451     A      1966 - 1975 Fine used collection in a green 22 ring binder with matching slipcase. Plenty of sets and
good quality throughout. There are around 360 different stamps. £14
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452     A      A highly catalogued collection of mint & used in green stock book all identified from 1849-1940s, we
note 1849 to 1870 imperf vals to 40c, 1869 5f grey u, 1876 vals to 5f, 1900 vals to 5f m or u, Sowers
m & u vals to 35c, 1920 vals to 2f m, 3f-20f u, 1924 Olympics m, 1927 Air u, 1928 Sinking Fund m, 1929
Exposition Le Havre u, 1930 Air m, 1936 Air to 3f50 m, 1936 Air 50f u, 1937 Museum m, 1938 Ader 50f
m, then a good selection of mint through the 1940s, Cat £11,800+ condn mixed in places but many
good to fine can be had (100s) £1,200

453     A      A mainly used collection in small red stock book from mid period to modern, we note many vals to 30f,
Air issues to 500f, Red X issues, etc, condn mixed (100s) £32

454     A      A mint but mainly u/m with mainly in blocks from 3 upwards spanning 1914 to 1960 with some sets
seen, we note 1925-32 Sowers vals to 1f10, 1940s with various issues to 4f, 1900-24 vals, 1927 American
Legion etc plus other vals to 50f, 1943 National Relief Fund strip of 5, 1945-46 vals to 100f, 1946 National
Relief Fund set etc, condn good to mainly fine, Cat £2,000+ (100s) £200

455     E      A small “Code” stock book of Ceres and Napoleon issues used with both imperf and perf issues with
vals to 80c, high catalogue value, condn mixed (170+) £70

456     E      A written up collection of u/m blocks spanning 1952-57, we note 1952 Stamp Day, Red X, 1955 Rotary,
Cinema Industry, just to mention a few, Cat £410+ (dozens) £45

457     A      Council of Europe & UNESCO issues - Large green four ring binder with a mainly U/M ex dealer stock,
some duplication, a useful lot for collector or reseller. £32

458     A      Green filing binder with a mainly U/Duplicated ex dealer stock 1966 to 1976, many hundreds with some
blocks too. £60

459     A      Green two post album with a picked over mint and used collection 1927 - 2015. Interesting lot with
earlier Airs, unusually, a fair number of ‘Euro’ denominated issues which includes several miniature sheets
for Post 2000 commems unpriced in SG but potentially of value. Recommended viewing - good lot.
Estimate 500 or so items. Cat in the moderns adds up! £100

460     A      Including Colonies, Early to 1940’#s only mint and used collection with some useful seen. A few hundred
and worth checking. £36

461     A      Large black loose leaf stock book with an all different U/M collection from around 1924 to circa 1981.
The focus being on commemorative issues with many of the better 1950’s period relief fund sets in situ.
All good condition, total cat value is £5,272. Excellent value £475

462     A      Large green filing binder with an ex dealer stock of mainly U/M stamps, 1959 to 1964 with many sets
and a decent cat value. Duplicated lot of circa 1,000 stamps £60

463     S      Military Frank issues with 1901 15c Orange SGM309 and 1904-06 15c Slate green, SGM324, both fine
mtd mint, Cat £190 £38

464     S      SG1071a, 1949 Stamp centenary (CITEX) 10f + 100F fine used, cat £70 £16

465     S      SG1252var, Yvert Air 34a, 1955 Maryse Bastie 50F Air, Imperforate, fresh mint. Unusual item cats 100+
Euros. £30

466     S      SG131, 5f Napoleon space filler with a little toning and short perfs etc. Cat £1,200, reasonable gap filler £40

467     S      SG1318/1320, 1937 Air set to 1000F mint, cat £150 £26

468     S      SG19, 1849 Ceres 40c orange with 4 margins, cat£1,100 but unfortunately thinned, a very reasonable
gap filler £20

469     S      SG466/468, 1928 Sinking Fund set fine mint (lower value is U/M), cat £120 £19

470     S      SG476/478, 1929 Sinking fund set used, the top and lower value are fine used, CAT £125 £20

471     S      SG493, 1931 Sinking Fund 1F50 + 3F50 green, fine mint, cat £200 £32

472     S      SGMS3632, 2000 Yves St Laurent miniature sheet x 10 U/M, cat £135 £18

473     S      SGMS3719, 2001 Animals Miniature Sheet U/M x 10, cat £90 £12

474     E      SGMS3794, 2002 Marianne set of two miniature sheets fine used, cat £60 £14

475     E      Small mint selection on album page with 1953 Sport set to 75f, National Relief Fund set etc (20+) £15
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476     A      Small red spring back album of ‘classics’ only. Circa 50 pages with a mint and used collection of issues
from 1849 to 1871 only. We counted over 330 stamps in mixed condition. This collection is of French
origin and is quite well described and written up and with many references to the Yvert & Tellier and
Ceres catalogues. There is considerable identification of shades / varieties, many of which are beyond
the scope of the SG listings. We note a few covers and some ‘proofs’ as well as many highly catalogued
items. Vendor advises that total cat value exceeds £20,000, unchecked by us but looks reasonable. With
a specialised French catalogue there will be finds in this lot, which has been reserved at just 2.5%
catalogue to allow for condition. We recommend viewing! £500

FRENCH COLONIES

477     A      Algeria - A comprehensive mint & used collection in black lighthouse stock book 1924-1970s, we note
1924 vals to 5f, 1926 vals to 20f, 1927 War Charity to 5f+5f m, 1930 Centenary m, 1939 Pioneers m,
1949 Air u, 1966 Paintings etc plus a range of Postage dues and Telegraph stamps, just to mention a few,
condn fair to fine throughout, Cat £1,690+ (100s) £200

478     E      French Antarctic - SG454/467, 2001 Adelie Land set of 14 on four FDC’s, cat £52 as used £12

479     A      French Antarctic - mint but mainly u/m collection in red stock book 1956-1990s, we note 1956 to 200f,
1962 Satellite, 1966 Air, 1968 Rockets, 1971 Fish, 1972 Air 250f, 1974 Alfred Faure Base, Antarctic Tern
to 4f, 1981 Fauna, 1989 Air MS, 1990 Air and 1996 Paul-Emil Victor etc, condn good to fine, Cat £2,400
(100’s) £410

480     A      French Morocco 1914-1950s m & u collection in large brown WHS stock book including 1914 vals to
5p on 5f, 1917 to 10f, 1922 Air to 3f, 1930 Surcharges, 1933 to 20f, 1938 Child Welfare, 1939 vals to
25f, Solidarities, 1950s Airs etc, Morocco Agencies QV to KGV m & u vals to 6f on 5/-, Morocco 1956-
66 m & u, Spanish Morocco m, French P.O in Morocco 1891 vals to 25c u & 1902 vals to 50c on 50c
used etc, all neatly arranges and all identified, condn fair to fine Cat £2,000+ (100s) £310

481     E      Lebanon - Double sided stock page with 59 stamps mint and used between SG1 and SG154. Clean lot
and values to 5p seen. £32

482     S      Somali Coast - 1902 lightly duplicated small selection of INVERTED CENTRES including 50c Black &
orange (4) SG146, 75c Mauve & orange (4) SG133, 75c Black & brown (4) SG147 and 2f Black & green
SG149, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £280 (13) £50

483     E      Used collection from a range of 24 different Colonies on old ‘Ideal’ printed album pages. Good condition
for the most part and a total of 911 stamps, recommended viewing, a detailed contents list is with the
lot. Cat £4,661 £300

484     S      Wallis & Futuna - SG498var, 1986 World Post day 270f value, U/M upper right corner marginal block
of four, completely Imperforate. £17

485     S      Wallis & Futuna - SG519var, 19867World Post day 116f value, U/M lower left hand corner marginal
block of four displaying sheet number and printers logo in lower selvedge, completely Imperforate. £17

GAMBIA

486     S      1866-1893 6d value in two shades different mint (1 is U/M). Nice condition £30

487     S      1938-46 2d Blue & black SG153 x10, mtd mint, Cat £15 each (10) £20

488     E      A 2002-2010 u/m selection of sets and MSs etc, we note 2005 Expo MS, 2005 Victory over Japan
sheetlet, 2009 New Year, 2009 Three Stooges MS, 2009 Ninja Turtles MS,2010 Dolphins and 2010 World
Cup set of 32 etc, Cat £300+ (dozens) £45

489     E      A QV to KGV mainly mint selection on printed leaves including 1880=93 vals to 3d, 1898-1902 to 6d
m, 1904=09 vals to 2/- m, 1912-22 vals to 1/- m, plus 1/- used, and 1921 vals to 10d m, 1922-27 vals to
1/- m, 1935 S. Jubilee mint, condn fair to fine, Cat £575+ (40) £60

490     S      SG150/161, 1938-1946 set to £1 mint, cat £180 £40

491     S      SG171/185, 1953-1959 Definitive set mint, cat £110 £18
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GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

492     S      1870 ½d Red Bantam, Plate 13, good to fine mtd mint pair with 1 stamp with shallow thin otherwise
fine, Cat £240 £32

493     S      1d grey-black (CD), 2½ margins with black Maltese Cross £36

494     S      Penny Black (JE) with neat red MX cancel. Four margins, close but clear at upper right, large otherwise.
Vendor says possibly plate 4 (unchecked by us) and STC £400 £70

495     S      SG1, 1d Intense Black, very good used pair (JG/JH), unplated and cancelled by two black Maltese Crosses.
JH is arguably 4 margins, close but just clear at right. JG is ‘touching at top left and close at ‘J’ square. Cat
£1100++ £130

496     S      SG2, 1840 1d black used on piece with 2 margins and a red Maltese Cross. Useful gap filler. £30

497     S      SG2, 1840 Penny Black (GH) space used filler with no margins and a corner thin £10

498     S      SG2, 1d Black (DD) with 3 margins and black MX, unfortunately thinned, so.. £20

499     S      SG43, Plate 79 marginal mint block of six stamps (AJ/BJ). The upper three stamps are fine U/M, the lower
three stamps, perf splits have been reinforced with hinges. Part marginal inscription in selvedge. Premium
multiple £180

500     S      SG5, 1840 2d Blue (GL) with 3+ margins tied to a large piece (part wrapper) by a black Maltese Cross.
Reverse part of the wrapper has an 1842 Weymouth receiving / transit mark. Stamp cats £975 minimum
used and is a nice looking example. £70

501     S      SG51, (SPEC SGG6g), 1870 1½d rose-red Imperforate Plate 1 on Dr Perkins paper (blued), fine mint
with superb original gum. Exhibition quality. Very good item and a rare opportunity to purchase. Cat
£7,750. £2,400

502     S      SG8 + SG8a, 1841 1d red Imperforate, 2 examples lettered ‘TE’ and ‘MI’ the latter on blued paper. Both
have 3+ margins and cat £1,300 £110

GB QV EMBOSSED

503     S      SG56, 1/- Deep Green good used with four clear margins. Has some backing paper, cut into slightly at
base, otherwise a very nice looking example. Cat £1,000 £60

504     S      SG57, 10d embossed, fine mounted mint, three clear margins, just touching at left, impressive stamp, cat
£11,500 £1,600

GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

505     S      1865-70 5/- Rose used in Callao, Peru with a distinctive “C38” Duplex cancel, Cat £450 £80

506     E      Hagner page with 1887 Jubilee issue values to 6d fine U/M. 10 stamps, all different except 2 x ½d
vermillion. Cat £367 £100

507     S      SG157, 2½d blue (CL), Plate 22 fresh mounted mint, cat £450 £120

508     S      SG191, 3d lilac (CH), fine used with squared circle cds postmark, cat £100 £20

509     A      Small Black stock book with an accumulation of identified used material. Majority are sound used with
no obvious damaged included. Some shades / wmks and paper variations noted. A good basic run
through with a cat value well over £20,000, indeed we reckon over £25k based on cheapest options.
There are 191 stamps between SG62 and SG168 only. Reserve fully accounts for condition and is just
a fraction of the cat value on offer here. £500

GB REVENUES

510     S      1974 National Insurance £4.30 and £4.40 values in U/M singles and blocks of four all U/M cancelled by
post Office Training School bars. £10

511     S      KGV 2/- Police Courts x 8 used on piece (Barefoot 26) £16

512     S      SGT2, 1876 1d Telegraph stamp mint, cat £35 £7

513     E      Victorian Life Policy 10/- revenue stamp imperf written up on album page, Barefoot 7 with manuscript
dated cancellation. £10
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GB POSTAL HISTORY

514     S      An 1843 entire from Perth to Crieff tied with imperf 1d red Plate 25 on blued paper in fine condn, stc
£1000+ £180

GB KE7

515     E      Hagner sheet with 13 values to 7d, fine U/M, 2 x 1d and 2 x 2½d otherwise all different values. Nice
condition. Cats £500+ as cheapest shade options. Nice lot £100

516     S      SG266, £1 Green DLR printing, good used with circular postmark. A couple of surface marks including
a vertical blue crayon mark across the king’s head. Decent looker, cat £825 £160

GB KG5

517     S      1934 Sea horses re-engraved sets x3 plus 2 extra 2/6, SG450-2, all good to sound used, Cat £460 (11) £26

518     S      SG421b, 2d Orange block cypher watermark with Sideways Watermark, mounted mint with good perfs,
cat £100 as Mtd (£210 U/M). £30

519     S      SG438, 1929 £1 PUC very lightly mounted mint. Has a light crease that is barely noticeable and does
not detract. £240

520     S      SG450, 1934 2/6d re-engraved Seahorse good used with parts of two cds cancels. Cat £40 £8

521     E      Valuable predominantly mint selection, many being U/M on two Hagner pages, with 10 x Downey Heads,
Royal Cypher values 1½d to 1/- (no 9d green); Block Cypher 13 values to 1/-; 1934 Photo set and finally
a fine used 10/- re-engraved Seahorse with a neat registered oval postmark. Good clean lot. £100

522     E      Westminster Presentation folder with write up with 2 used sets of Seahorses, the Bradbury 1918 issue
three values to 10/- and the 1934 re-engraved set of three stamps to 10/-. Two stamps are cds copies,
the others are sound, High cat and cheap reserve £30

GB KG6

523     S      1941-42 ½d Pale green in booklet panes of 6 x8 with 6 INV WMKs SG485c and 485cw, u/m with
average perfs, Cat £330 £20

524     E      Hagner sheet with mint (majority U/M) Definitive issues only. Has the 1937 set, then the square high
value set of 6 (5/- and 10/- dark are M/M); light colours and colour changes and finally Festival High
Values (u/m). Clean lot £110

525     S      SG462/475, 1937-47 King George VI definitive set of 15 unmounted mint, several are marginal copies.
Cat £45 £13

526     S      SG476/478c, 1939-1948 high values set of 6 fine U/M, cat £425 £120

527     S      SG476/478c, 1939-1948 high values set of 6 mint, cat £425 £70

528     S      SG512, £1 Festival High Value, fine used with the ‘Dieu’ re-entry (position R5/1), SG SPEC Q38a, cat
£75 £25

529     S      SPEC N70t, 10/- DLR printing, overprinted ‘CANCELLED’ type 24, fine U/M but regummed in our
opinion. Has a barely noticeable closed 2mm tear at upper right corner. Despite the stated shortcomings,
this is a rare item, which catalogues £3,000+ as mtd, which this is not. £190

GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

530     S      1954-58 Postage Due set to 2/6, SGD40-45, fine mtd mint, Cat £250 (6) £44

531     S      1955-58 2d Red-brown wmk St. Edwards Crown inverted in a mtd mint booklet pane of 6 of which 3
are u/m £9

532     E      Five Hagner sheets with mint definitives with various Wildings, Castles set in U/M blocks of four; pre-
decimal Machins with a few blocks and high value set to £1. Clean little lot and cheap reserve. £30

533     S      SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles set of four fresh mtd. Mint, cat £250 £16

534     S      SG536a/539a, 1958 First De La Rue Castles set fine fresh mint £50
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535     S      SG614b, 1960-67 Phosphor Wildings issue 2½d Type I, left band very fine cds used. Cat £40 and an
awkward stamp £12

536     S      SG642p/644p, 1963 Red Cross Phosphor set mtd mint, cat £65 £12

537     S      SG695wi, 1/3d 1966 World Cup with Inverted Watermark, used with slogan cancel. Cats £150 mint,
but unpriced used in the SG Concise catalogue £25

538     S      SG713/713c, 1966 Christmas 3d value x 10 Marginal U/M blocks of four. One stamp in each block is
the ‘Missing T’ variety. Cat £250 £40

539     S      SG716ph, 1/6d EFTA phosphor U/M with the broken undercarriage strut variety, cat £40 £10

540     S      SG716ph, 1967 EFTA 1/6d phosphor fine used with the ‘Broken Undercarriage leg’ variety, cat but
unpriced used £10

541     S      SG752/752a, 1967 Discoveries 4d value, U/M marginal block of four including the ‘Broken Scale’ variety.
Nice positional piece, cat £45++ £15

GB QE2 DECIMAL

542     S      1988 £1-£5 Castle set, SG1410-13 in u/m Gutter blocks of 4, Cat £120 £24

543     S      1992 Castles (£1 to £3), £5 is an earlier type, set of 5 values in cross gutter blocks of four cat £140+ £28

544     A      2012 Olympics ‘Welcome’ miniature sheet and 29 sheetlets of six for the Gold medal Winners and the
Paralympic GMW sheetlets of 2 (x 34 different) and the ‘Memories’ mini sheet. Complete fine used with
CDS postmarks, cat £272 £48

545     S      2013 Seahorses centenary reproduction pack with se-tenant block of four stamps. £10

546     B      Fuji film box with several hundred PHQ cards, 1970’s to 2000’s with many sets. Used and unused cards
here. £10

547     E      Harrison % Sons Limited presentation folders, six different for 1993 stamp issues includes Roman Britain,
Autumn and Swans. £24

548     E      Harrison & Sons Limited presentation folders for five different 1995 stamp issues including
Communications and Rugby League. £20

549     E      Harrison & Sons Limited presentation folders for six different 1988 issues includes Edward Lear, Armada
and Sports issues. £24

550     E      Harrison & Sons Limited Presentation folders for six different 1989 and 1991 stamp issues includes
Christmas, Science and Dinosaurs. £24

551     E      Harrison & Sons Limited presentation folders, 8 different for 1992 issues including Wintertime, Civil War
and Tennyson. £32

552     E      Harrison & Sons Limited presentation folders, Six different for 1994 stamp issues includes Golf,
Summertime and Channel Tunnel. £24

553     E      Harrison & Sons Limited three x 1978 Presentation Folders for Cycling, Energy and Historic Buildings
issues. Awkward items. £15

554     E      Harrison & Sons Limited, 7 different presentation folders for 1996 and 1997 stamp issues includes
women of achievement, cars, cinema and Aircraft. £28

555     A      Royal Mail 1992 - 2002 hinge less four ring binder, empty save for the Matthews Palette miniature sheet £20

556     E      Selection of Year packs from 1967 then 1971 through to 1982, all in fine condition stamps u/m, face
£36+ £5

557     S      SG1026/1028, 1977-1987 Decimal Machin High Value set of 8 to £5 U/M, Cat £60 £12

558     S      SG1125ea, 1980 Charlotte Bronte 12p with the ‘Missing P’ variety U/M, £8

559     E      SG1410/1413 1988 High Value Castles presentation pack no 18, cat £30 £6

560     S      SG1410/1413, 1988 Castles U/M cross gutter blocks of four from centre of the sheet, cat £120 £24

561     S      SG941/942, 1973 Royal Wedding unfolded U/M traffic light gutter blocks of four stamps (2 pairs), cat
£65 £12

562     S      SGD102/D110, 1994 Postage Due set in presentation Pack, cat £38 £9
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563     S      SGFB24, 1983 Gloucester Old Spot Pig Booklet x 2 fine unmounted mint, one is normal, the other is
completely ‘Missing Phosphor’, Booklet Pane X845n. Excellent condition. £10

564     E      SGMS2147, 2000 Stamp Show miniature sheet fine used on Royal Mail exhibition presentation card
with FDI postmark x 15. Total cat is £135 £16

565     S      SGMS3073 2010 Matthew’s Palette Miniature Sheet U/M, cat £50 £10

566     S      SGS51/51a 31p Scotland Regional Machin issue types I and II, type II is mtd, cat £150 £24

567     E      Stamp Show 2000 Pass wallet plus the special overprinted miniature sheet £10

568     E      Stock page with U/M Machins, all are Missing Phosphor and includes multiples 5 x 1p, 8 x 2½p, 7 x 3p,
8 x 4½p, 3 x 7p and block of four 7½p. There are five blocks in all, Vendor says Cat £328 £60

569     E      Three different smilers sheets commemorating Arsenal Football Club. Arsenal Centurions, Arsenal’s
Heroes 2002/2003 Season and Arsenal Heroes 2004. All unmounted mint. Contain a total of forty x
1st class stamps with usable face value of £54. Would look good framed for any fan £30

GB COLLECTIONS

570     E      10 booklets of which 6 are PSB’s, Stamp show 2000 pass and Matthews Palette souvenir pack and
Definitive Portrait Presentation Pack, finally the Penny Black reproduction pack with a mint block of four
stamps. Useable face value exceeds £80 £40

571     A      1840 - 1995 used collection in RED ‘Albany’ four ring binder. Includes a three margin 1d black, 2d blues
inc a pair. Surface printed ranges with better values, includes a nice looking but ‘repaired’ 10/- ultramarine,
KE7 values to 5/-, a cds used 5/- Seahorse, Wembley sets and 1948 RSW £1 value, QE2 with Wildings
and High values. Nice lot well worth a look. £75

572     A      1953 to 1991 QE2 used collection in a bulging red ‘Windsor’ album including regionals and postage
dues. £28

573     A      1960s to 1970s collection of fine Presentation packs in red SG cover album, nice clean lot (c58 packs) £40

574     A      A collection of early Pres packs from 1969-1978 including Concorde, P.O. Tower, Weddings etc, condn
fine (59 packs) £20

575     B      A large heavy carton with lots of oddments. We note three sparsely filled Windsor Albums, a sweet box
of on paper used. Some pre-decimal pres packs and plenty of loose material in the bottom, old club
books and much more. Will be a find or two for the intrepid checker we imagine, but its heavy and we
want it gone, so have a rummage. £1

576     B      A ‘Q Connect’ bankers storage carton with an ex dealers stock of QE2 material mint and used from
1952 to circa 2010 offered in 5 stock books and laid out in chronological order. (2006-2010 is very
sparse). There is an amount of decimal face value here underpinning value and also some miniature
sheets and NVI booklet issues. A good lot with most of the used being good or better with many fine.
Also an empty ‘Lindner’ dual collection printed album for issues 1990 - 1993. £100

577     A      A red Lever Arch file with Hagner pages with a duplicated used accumulation from KGV to QEII defins
including KGV vals to 1/- (various wmks), KGVI with 1938-49 to £1, 1951 Festivals to £1, Wildings,
Castles plus a selection of Regionals, condn mixed high catalogue value (100s) £40

578     A      A small mint & used collection with some useful in blue album including 1929 UPU (low values) m & u,
1934-36 m & u to 1/-, KGVI m & u vals to 1/- with additional INV WMK and S/Ways to 2½d etc, clean
lot, Cat £540+ (180+) £16

579     A      An extensive collection of used Machin definitives, Post & Go issues and regional issues including pictorial
types on printed Stanley Gibbons leaves in a maroon padded effect four ring binder. 80% plus of the
content is very fine used and there were no obvious horrors. Extensive coverage of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ catalogue
numbers with values to £5, then many Post & Go issues up to 2016 Ladybirds, these issues are hard to
fine with full sets. Finally good ranges of the various regional issues and pictorial regionals including some
miniature sheets. High cat value and we recommend viewing if you have gaps in these issues. Basically
all different not your usual definitive offering! Circa 90 pages. £100
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580     B      Another large Bankers box well filled with duplicated defins and commems in glassine bags. This one
includes much KG6 including some high values, much pre-decimal commems with values above 1st class
letter rate and also decimal period issues. There must be at least 5,000+ stamps in this one and potentially
much more. Unchecked by us as there is simply too much to look through! £1

581     B      Bankers box with lid. We note circa 100 or so FDC’s plus a vast quantity of duplicated material either
bundleware or in glassine bags, the latter includes several commemorative types. Many wildings and a
few pre decimal castle high values seen. Many thousands of stamps. Part of a large estate clearance. £1

582     B      Bankers box with various GB material including a used collection KE7 to QE2, various duplicated in
packets etc. plus a Fuji box of mint decimal items of some useable face value as well as several mint
miniature sheets on cards. Have a look. £20

583     B      Bankers carton with mostly duplicated bundleware plus a few covers and duplicated commems and
defins in glassine bags. There is quite a bit of KG6 material in here. Unchecked by us we just filled the
box! Worth a look if you are able. £1

584     A      Battered stock book with an ex dealers mint and mainly used stock King Edward VII to King George VI
only. Laid out in order with one line per stamp including several inverted and sideways wmks as well as
commemoratives and high values. A few hundreds with a considerable cat value and with a good number
of fine used cds stamps. Excellent value and very high cat. Clean throughout with no obviously damaged
items seen. £100

585     A      Black binder with over 250 QV 1d reds (both plates and stars) mixed condition but some okay examples,
also over 100 1d lilacs used (unchecked for type by us) and 175+ copies of the ½d green 1887 Jubilee
stamp used with we estimate more than half with circular cancels. Useful lot for study and sorting etc.
Several empty unused album pages, and a few clean empty FDC pages £48

586     A      Black four ring binder with a duplicated collection of Decimal high values with several hundreds of values
to £54 with many sets of Castles etc. and many cds copies to be extracted. Huge cat value, vendor
wants to clear £30

587     B      Brown ‘Fuji film’ box with a modestly duplicated ex dealer stock of mint and used commems on stock
cards from 1965 to circa 1984. Decimal period is mostly used, the total is on 300+ stock cards identified
by SG number. There are some varieties (mostly missing phosphor types). catalogue numbers seem
broadly correct. Lots of sets and will repay a careful check. Includes some phosphor sets. Looks a very
cheap reserve. £70

588     B      Cadbury’s Heroes tub with a number of glassine bags containing Guernsey Wartime issues in mint pairs
including the Banknote paper types and also an accumulation of identified pre-decimal Postage Dues
used. Decent lot and one to view. £30

589     B      Carton with 8 ex dealer display files with mainly Machins and regionals including pre decimal and also
some useful miniature sheets, all used and going into more modern periods. Plenty to look through and
when empty there will be plenty of usable Hagner pages. A must sell instruction on these £1

590     A      Chinese style stock book, well filled with 1971 Strike Mail stamps. Several hundreds from a variety of
issuing organisations and locations. A fantastic basis for a collection of these issues. Recommended
viewing, good lot! £120

591     B      Earth ‘Series’ Bankers Box with a duplicated collection / accumulation of decimal commemoratives in
six large four ring binders. Vendor wants these gone, binders and some pages could easily be reused.
Well over 1,000 stamps in here £1

592     B      Earth ‘Series’ Bankers Box with a heavily duplicated collection / accumulation of GB material includes
many Machins, an album of PHQ cards and a collection from Edward VII used. There are several albums
here although with basic content, but plenty of it and the empty binders etc. worth the reserve without
a doubt £1

593     B      Fuji film box (shoe box size) well filled with bundleware, a few Machins and several decimal
commemoratives, there are several exploded bundles but many are sealed. Probably 7,000 - 10,000
highly duplicated stamps. £1

594     B      Fuji film box with a modestly duplicated stock of mint pre-decimal commemoratives in glassine bags
including some multiples, odd values but there are some sets. Also a series of smaller bags with a number
of Queen Victoria 1d red plates with numbers identified. Overall there is value here. £30
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595     B      Fuji film box with an interesting mix of material primarily to KG6 only. A few items of commercial mail,
but then glassine bags with duplicated used offerings with interesting postal fiscal types and KE7 to 1/-
used, some QV mint and mint Downey heads. Packets with QE2 £1 Castles pre-decimal used. Finally a
small box with a few booklets. Some good cds copies to be removed from here. £20

596     A      Green Rapkin ‘Zenith’ springback Album with a mint and used collection 1881 - 1970. Includes 1d Lilac
14 dots good used; various KGV used, Wildings Crown issue mint; Castles mint & used, thereafter good
commemorative ranges mint from 53 Coronation includes a few blocks, those checked were U/M. £15

597     B      KE7 to 1970 only, mint and used accumulation / stock in a Fuji film box on circa 300+ stock cards.
Includes Downey Heads, Seahorses, Officials, Postage Dues, Wembley’s, Wmk varieties, Phosphors etc.
Reserve is well under 20p a card - recommended viewing. £50

598     B      Large brown bankers box with lid containing a duplicated hoard of stamps from KGV to QE2. Lots of
bundleware as well as duplicated stock in glassines, commemoratives and definitives and seen some
High value Castles too. We conservatively estimate there are 75,000+ and possibly 100,000+ stamps in
this lot, estate lot being cleared - the entire accumulation filled a large vehicle, so this has not been
checked in any detail whatsoever. £1

599     B      Nice Day open top carton with definitive FDC’s and includes some mint stamps on stock cards as well,
must be several hundreds. £20

600     B      One man’s QV to circa 1960 collection in 5 albums / binders in a white carton, also includes a 2013 SG
Concise catalogue. Value in pre-decimal material includes over 100 identified 1d red plate numbers;
1924 & 25 Wembley sets mint and used; Seahorses to 10/- used; 1934 Photo set mint (no 2½d) and
used; KGVI with mint and used definitive issues including wmk varieties, 1948 RSW U/M; 1951 Festival
High Vals mint and used. QE2 with good coverage of Wilding issues with mint and used plus many wmk
varieties all identified. One volume of identified Machins used. Well worth a look and we think reserve
is very attractive. £60

601     B      Q Connect’ Bankers box brim-full with duplicated material in glassine bags covering pre-decimal and
decimal commemoratives plus regionals and also Machins, there are probably 10,000+ stamps in this
box and many above prevailing 1st class letter rates. For example there are circa 25 used sets of the
1935 Jubilee issue. Definitely not all low values and plenty of it without being in any way exciting. Huge
quantity £1

602     B      Q Connect Bankers box with masses of commems and defins, duplicated used material in glassines and
on stock cards to 2002/3 and much else besides. Lots to go through and unchecked, who knows what
lurks amongst the mass of material here. We have a ‘sell’ instruction. £1

603     A      Red ‘Climax 32’ 64 side stock book, well filled with mint and used material from 1953 to 1982 or so.
Includes Wilding definitives etc. in quantity, 1000’s of stamps. £40

604     A      Red ‘Compass’ stock book with mainly Pre-decimal commemorative issues in blocks U/M, a little bit of
decimal, but many hundreds of stamps. Cheap lot in clean condition. £10

605     E      Selection of 12 different ‘Officials’ used in a Westminster presentation folder with descriptive write up.
Includes good Government Parcels SGO66/O68 for QV (cat £470) and 6d of Edward VII. Has the usual
Westminster certificate of authenticity. Cat well over £550 £50

606     B      Small carton with a large stock book (very empty), a small stock book with ranges from QV to Wildings
mint and mostly used with some better older material and the value in this lot. Tudor Wilding set mint
on album page (cat £100) and some other odds and ends. Worth a look £20

607     B      Small Windmill card box with a selection of Queen Victoria issues only on 50+ stock cards. Duplication
in places and very mixed condition. Massive cat value. Includes a 1d Black space filler (no margins), 3 x
6d embossed (2 cut to shape), 2 x 1/- embossed, a selection of Officials; many surface printed issues
identified by SG number. There are pickings here and will break well for resale. We think vendors reserve
is cheap. £100

608     S      Two Postage Due sets both u/m, 1959-63 set of 13 to £1 and 1982 Postage Due set to £5 in pairs,
SGD56-68 and SGD90-101, Cat £100+ £20
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609     A      White four ring binder with a mint and mainly used collection from KE7 to QE2. KE7 used values to 5/-
plus the Perf 15x14 set of five. Seahorses 2/6d x 2 different (reasonable with circular pmks). KG5 defs
including some wmk varieties; KG6 complete in basic stamps used. Pre-decimal QE2 including Castles
and many commem sets, Decimal issues almost complete for commems to 1993 or so. Frama labels set
mint. At the back two QV 1d red plates mint and a plain FDC for 1935 Jubilee with blocks of four -
poor condition but rare in this format. Overall value to be extracted here. £100

GB FDC & COVERS

610     A      1937 - 1975 FDC collection in three albums, Includes good illustrated 1940 centenary cover, ditto 1948
Olympics, 1948 Silver Wedding plain FDC, various early 1960’s plain covers, but Shakespeare (Phos)
illustrated, 1967 Xmas double dated cover. Overall a decent lot with several better handstamps seen. £60

611     E      1940 Stamp Centenary First Day Cover with the special red cross exhibition postmark (in red) on the
Royal Philatelic Society envelope in a Harrington & Byrne presentation / display folder. £20

612     S      1953 Coronation illustrated FDC with typed address in good condition £13

613     S      1963 Lifeboats illustrated and unaddressed First Day Cover with both the Ordinary and Phosphor sets
tied by clear dated Fareham CDS cancels £40

614     A      1963-76 many illustrated with mostly “Stuart” FDCs including 1963 Red X, 1964 Botanical etc all in
clean condition plus Rhodesia 1966 set to £1 on FDC etc plus some Airmails throughout (169 +
Airmails) £16

615     A      1964 to 1970 album of covers, several dozens with some better, e.g. Shakespeare Phosphor etc. Cheap
enough £20

616     E      1966 World Cup ‘England Winners’ stamp on the ‘World Cup Willie’ post card with ‘Harrow and
Wembley’ First day of issue postmark, unaddressed and very clean. £10

617     E      1972 Silver Wedding, The Queens Royal Lancers Official First Day Cover in very nice condition,
unaddressed with a slight yellowish mark where the label address has come off at some point in the
distant past, nice item, cat £80+ (Bradbury) £24

618     E      2002 Commonwealth Games coin cover, Royal Mint / Mail joint issue with four x £2 coins inset. Scarce
item which retails circa £150 £75

619     E      2012 Britain A-Z composite sheet of 26 values on a Buckingham Covers large card with special
postmarks. Difficult to find £20

620     E      2015 175th Anniv of the 1d Black Cover with inset QV half crown coin in Harrington & Byrne
Presentation folder. Seen on eBay at £65, only 175 issued. £20

621     A      Black ring binder with 18 x 1973 Cricket T.C.C.B. Official covers for each county, smell a bit musty but
no obvious damage, cat £250 £30

622     A      Red ‘Kestrel’ FDC album with slip case in good condition and worth something empty! Has 29 FDC’s
from 1963 to 1967 several plain but includes some illustrated. Good lot of the period, quite high cat. £1

623     B      Small brown box with GB 1960s FDCs (99 plain) plus 1968 Paintings, 1/9 Cook, 1/- Aviation, 1968
Christmas and 1969 Concorde with duplication, condn mixed (c200) £1

624     A      Special 1969 Investiture of Prince of Wales in a black spring back album well written up with both
stamps & covers, we note a 5/- Castle on illustrated cover plus others with the special “Caernarvon”
cancels etc plus a few air letters in good condn (dozens) £30

GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

625     E      Scout Post - A selection of 30 or so covers plus some unused stamps / labels for Christmas Card
deliveries by local Scout groups. Mostly 1990’s from a few different locations, a most interesting
accumulation which could be expanded and written up into an interesting display £20

626     E      Stock card of 17 different Railway stamps, all KG6 or earlier, values from ½d to 1/6d from several different
railways. Mixed condition but an unusual lot. £30

GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

627     S      General Issue - SGC2/C2a, 2½d value block of four U/M includes the ‘Broken Wheel’ variety, cat £75+ £18
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628     S      Guernsey - SGD1/D7, 1969 Postage Due set U/M x 4 sets, cat £80 £14

629     E      Guernsey - Two pages with a range of mint wartime issues on two pages. 16 stamps includes Banknote
paper pair plus an extra ½d value (which is U/M). Includes scarlet and carmine 1d shades and a ‘Thick
Paper variety as well as an Imperforate 1d marginal single, offered ‘as is’ but looks okay. Clean lot with
some being U/M. £40

630     A      Guernsey - White four ring binder with a 1995 - 2006 ex dealers used stock, includes postage dues at
the back (2 with the good 1969 set). A few hundred values to £5 and £10 £32

631     A      Guernsey - White four ring binder with a 1969-1991 dealers used stock, duplicated with 100’s of stamps
and some miniature sheets. Album has been dropped so view with care please. £40

632     A      IOM - 1958 to 1987 Mint (some U/M) and used collection in a green ‘Favourite Philatelic’ spring back
album. Looks to be almost complete for period covered. Very clean. £20

633     A      Isle of Man - 1973-2006, Four ring binder with an ex dealers used stock with 100’s of stamps, many sets
and miniature sheets and with some better face values. High cat, Album has been dropped so contents
have been redistributed, please view with care. £80

634     A      Isle of Man - A mainly fine cto used collection, virtually complete from 2000-2007 with many sets,
booklets and MSs housed in SG 22 ring binder album (100s) £30

635     E      Jersey - 10 different Prestige Stamp Booklets for the 1980’s and 1990’s face value £59.90 £24

636     A      Jersey - Blue ‘Compass’ stock book with U/M 1948 onwards to 1980 ish in a well filled album. Many
blocks of four and duplicated definitives and Postage Dues. A better lot than it sounds. £20

637     S      Jersey - SG3 1943 ½d views marginal block of 14 U/M with sheet number in lower selvedge. Cat £168 £24

638     S      Jersey SG3, 1943 Views ½d green x 5 fine used copies, cat £60 £15

639     A      Jersey - White four ring binder with a dealers used stock 1969 - 1994 with values to £5 and miniature
sheets. Duplicated lot with useful content. Several hundreds. £35

640     A      Jersey - White four ring binder with a dealers used stock 1995 - 2009, duplicated with sets and mini
sheets and postage dues at the back including 1969 set. Good cat value £65

641     S      SG3/8, 1943 Pictorial set of 8 in U/M blocks of 10, cat £300 £40

GERMAN COLONIES

642     S      German East Africa - SG23, 1901 Yacht 1r red mtd mint, cat £35 £8

643     S      German East Africa - SG23, 1901 Yacht 1r red very good used, cat £85 £20

644     S      German P O in China - 1898 3pf to 50pf with additional 3pf, SG7-12, lightly mtd mint £22

645     S      German P O in China - 1898 3pf to 50pf with additional 3pf, SG7-12, very fine cds used £25

646     S      German P O in China - 1905-19 2½d on 5m Carmine & black, SG55, very fine cds used, Cat £225 £60

647     S      Mariana Islands - SG13/24, 1901 Yacht set mint to 3M, cat £48 £12

648     S      Mariana Islands - 1901 3m Violet-black, SG24 very fine cds used, Cat £190 £40

649     S      Marshall Islands - 1901 5m Carmine & black, SGG23, very fine cds used, Cat £700 £155

GERMAN STATES

650     S      Baden - SG11, 1851 imperf 6k black / orange fine used with four margins, cat £46 £10

651     S      Baden - SG38, 30k Orange, Perf 10, very fine cds used. Scarce stamp in very good condition with two
(expertising?) marks on reverse. Cat £4,000 £900

652     S      Baden - SG8, 1851 1k black/white fine used, cat £50 £10

653     S      Baden - SGD39/D41, 1862 Rural Postage Dues set of 3 mint, cat £42 £10

654     S      Bavaria - SG150a, 1911 Prince Regent 3m fine used (CTO), cat £100 £20

655     S      Bavaria - SG151a, 1911 Prince Regent 5m fine used (CTO), cat £275 £55

656     S      Bavaria - SG152a, 1911 Prince Regent 10m fine used (CTO), cat £500, a few short perfs £20

657     S      Bavaria - SG153a, 1911 Prince Regent 20m fine used (CTO), cat £600 £100

658     S      Hannover - SG25a, 1859 2gr blue imperf with four margins very good used, cat £70 £14
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659     S      Hannover - SG39a, 1864 Rouletted 3gr brown fresh mtd mint, cat £100 £20

660     S      Lubeck - SG11, 1863 ½s green mint, usual irregular perfs, cat £65 £10

661     S      Lubeck - SG3, 1859 Imperforate 2s brown with four margins mtd mint, Cat £180 and fine appearance. £20

662     S      Lubeck - SG6, 1859 Imperforate 4s green with four margins mtd mint, Cat £140 and fine appearance. £20

663     S      Prussia - SG43, 1867 3k pink very good used, cat £43 £8

664     S      Prussia - SG45, 1867 6k blue good used, cat £70 £10

665     S      Prussia - SG46, 1867 9k Bistre very good used, cat £80 £16

666     A      Red 4 ring binder with circa 75+ quadrille pages with a mint and used accumulation of various states /
occupations etc. Commences with Alsace & Lorraine, then Baden to Wurttemberg and all places in
between. We estimate circa 2,000 stamps in mixed condition poor to fine and with many shades and
postmarks to check. Some stamps have been identified and some cat values have been marked in places.
Several better values seen. Viewing strongly recommended as there is massive potential here. Cat value
must easily exceed £10,000+ £330

667     S      Saxony - SG13, 1851 2ngr, fine used, four close margins on piece, cat £120 £20

668     S      Saxony - SG13, 1851 2ngr, fine used, four good margins and an interesting shade, cat £120 £20

669     S      Saxony - SG14, 1851 3ngr fine used with four good margins, cat £60 £12

670     S      Thurn & Taxis - SG31/36, 1863 Rouletted set of 6 td mint, fresh colours, cat £110+ £20

GERMANY

671     E      1872-1936 comprehensive collection on well filled printed leaves. Used with some mint (Wagner set is
stuck down), also includes WW1 occupations etc. Many 100’s and a huge cat value. Worth viewing to
appreciate content. £90

672     S      1902 5M Crimson & black SG81A, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £450 £90

673     E      1933 Wagner’s Opera set SG513-21 u/m, some light tones on top values but facially fine, Cat £2,750 £320

674     E      A duplicated fine used range on 6 Hagner’s from 1889-1924 with vals to 4DR etc with possible PMK
interests here, condn fair to fine, stc£2,500+ (100s) £30

675     E      A selection of West, East and Berlin in small green stock book, we note 1952 Otto used, German
Telephone Service used, , 1953 Liebig used, East Germany 1940s used, Berlin also a few mint here and
there but predominantly used, high catalogue value (few 100) £36

676     S      Allied Occupation - 1948 set to 84pf (less 12pf), SGR33-48, u/m, Cat £70 £12

677     E      Bavaria - 1876-1916 small mint & used collection in small old album plus loose in plastic bag with some
duplicates, Cat £170+ (few 100) £16

678     A      Bavaria - 1911-1920s valuable collection of mint & used in green Lighthouse stock book, neatly arranged
with identification labels including 1911-13 vals to 5m u, 1914-20 vals to 20m, 1914-16 set to 20pf u,
1916-20 Official set to 1m, 1919-20 optd set to 20m plus imperf, 1920 vals to 75pf, 1920 Official vals
to 3m etc, Cat £ 4,900+ (100s) £550

679     E      Berlin - 1949-55 a mostly fine cds used selection including SGB52-4, 57, 63, 80-1, 90-100, 106, 108, 117-
19, 123-4, and SGB128-30, STC £600+ (30) £40

680     E      Berlin - 1950-55 a fine mtd mint selection including SGB72-3(2), 74, 87, 121 and SGB128, STC £580+
(8) £32

681     A      Blue ‘Lighthouse’ binder with collection to circa 1950 mint and used with Germany issues including
Ostrapa Mini Sheet fine used and other pre-WW2 sheets also. Well filled with good sections of third
Reich, Saar and Allied Occupation issues and has a considerable cat value. Must be viewed to appreciate. £550

682     A      Collection of various regions from Allied Zones used, Germany 19334 Air set to 3DM, 1934 Colonisers,
Berlin with 1952-53 Berliners set f/u, Germany 1985-89 Famous women to 500pf u/m, then ranges to
1980s etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

683     S      East - 1950 Academy of Science set of ten to 50pf, SGE20-29, u/m, Cat £180 £26

684     S      East - 1951 Friendship with China, SGE43-5, fine cds used, Cat £100 £15
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685     E      East - 1953 70th Death Anniv of Karl Marx scarce miniature sheets (2) SGMSE111a perforated fine cto
used, Cat £400 £60

686     E      East - 1953 70th Death Anniv of Karl Marx scarce miniature sheets (4) SGMSE111a perforated &
imperforated all fine u/m, Cat £500 £75

687     S      East - 1953 Five Year Plan set to 84pf, SGE120-37, u/m except 30pf which is mtd mint, Cat £200 (18) £20

688     S      East - 1953-55 Five Year Plan set to 84pf (less 1 15pf), SGE153-76 with a few mounted mint but rest
are u/m, Cat £400 £40

689     E      East - 1955 135th Birth Anniv of Engels miniature sheet, SGMSE233a, on airmail cover to USA and u/m,
Cat £310 £36

690     S      East - 1957-60 set to 70pf (less 30pf) including rare 50pf, SGE0295-302 u/m except 20pf, Cat £3,130+ £200

691     E      East - 1964 15th Anniv of German Democratic Republic in 2 large miniature sheets imperforated,
SGMSE794a fine cto used and u/m with no gum as issued, Cat £210 £30

692     E      French Zone - 1945-46 short set to 1m on large piece in good to fine condn (11) £9

693     A      Large Printed album with a mainly mint collection of West Germany and Germany to 1999, much being
U/M in mounts. Gaps in the 1949-1953 period but with some used as fillers, also missing 1989/1991 but
otherwise some nice run throughs. Clean lot and a very bulging album. £80

694     S      SG30, 1874 9k on 9k chestnut very good used with parts of two circular cancels. Cat £750 £125

695     S      SG526/536, 1934 Air set of 11 fine used, cat £130 £20

696     S      SG551/559, 1934 Welfare Fund set, very good to fine used all with circular postmarks, cat £130 £26

697     E      SGMS233a, 1959 Beethoven Miniature sheet on First Day Cover with special postmark, cat £65 £15

698     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head !7 values with a black circular printed overprint obliterating his head,
card described as Lidibenstein C? Not seen these before. £20

699     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head set of 19 with a black cross printed overprint obliterating his head, card
described as Barchfeld? Not seen these before. £20

700     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head set of 19 with a circular large ‘O’ printed overprint obliterating his head,
card described as ‘1322’. Not seen these before. £20

701     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head set of 19 with a different printed overprint obliterating his head, card
described as Dresden a25? Not seen these before. £20

702     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head set of 19 with a printed square grid printed overprint obliterating his
head, card described as ‘Gauwitsschaft-kammer’. Not seen these before. £20

703     S      Soviet Zone - 1945 Hitler head set of 19 with an overprint obliterating his head, card described as
Dresden a20? Not seen these before. £20

704     E      Valuable selection on 6 Hagner’s of pre-1930 with good to fine used with much useful here with a good
display of pmks, good inflation issues used with some in blocks etc. Starting off with 1872 Eagle issues,
small shield values to 5gr & large shield values to 5gr and 9k, slight duplication, we note 10 examples of
2½g with different pmks, 1880-87 to 50pf, 1899-1900 set to 2m, 1920-21 Bavaria optd in Munich with
most vals to 10m, 1921-22 vals to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhibition, 1923 surcharge issues to 2m on 5T
(SG274-305) 1923 set to 5md (less 2m SG317), 1926-31 Air set to 3m, useful Officials most vals to
60pf (SG0424-41) etc. Stamps in general are in good to fine condn. STC.£5,300+ (few 100) £110

705     A      West - 1949 - 1988 primarily used collection on ‘Schaubek’ printed pages in a green album. Good deal
of completion particularly for 1954-1988. Lots of stamps and in generally fine condition. £50

706     S      West - 1949 Centenary of First Postage stamp, SG1035-37, u/m, Cat £130 £20

707     E      West - 1949-57 fine cds used selection on Hagner page with a good range from SG1033-1192, STC
£1,390+ (c48) £100

708     S      West Berlin - SGB88/B90, 1952 Olympic Games set on an illustrated, typed address First Day Cover
with special postmark, cat £56 as used stamps, cover worth more £12
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709     E      West Germany - 1951-56 selection of sets and oddments on stock page, we note 1951 2pf & 5pf Post
horns, 1954 Anniv of Martyrdom, Humanitarian Relief vals, 1955 Lufthansa short set to 15pf, European
Stamp Exhibn set, Death of Schiller, Cosmic Research, Transport, Baden Wurttemberg Exhibn, Battle of
Letchfeld, 1956 Luneberg, Youth Hostels, Thomas Mann etc, clean lot, stc £300+ (c42) £12

GIBRALTAR

710     S      1886 2d Purple brown, SG3 fine mtd mint, Cat £140 £45

711     S      1886 4d Orange-brown, SG5 fine mtd mint, Cat £225 £60

712     S      1912-24 2/- Dull purple & blue/blue and 4/- Black & carmine, SG82-3, fine mtd mint, Cat £70 £18

713     S      1938-51 selection from 6d to £1 including 6d (SG126/a), 2/- (SG128a), 5/- (SG129, 10/- (SG130) and
£1 (SG131), Cat £530 (6) £80

714     S      1953-59 set to £1, SG145-58, fine mtd mint, Cat £190 £40

715     A      1967-1975 U/M collection in a blue 22 ring binder, largely complete for period, includes 1967 and 1971
definitive sets £16

716     E      1991, 1992 and 1993 Year packs with all stamps and one coin, U/M £8

717     S      2021 World’s first Cryptocurrency stamp in presentation pack £15

718     A      A mint & used with some duplication in large brown stock book including GB used in Gibraltar plus
other QV vals to 40c, EDVII m & u, KGV m & u vals to 2/-, 1931-33 to 3d (perfs), KGVI vals to 2/- m &
u, 1953-59 most vals to £1 m, 1960-62 to £1 m, 1960s Omnibus sets m, then ranges of sets and miniature
sheets to 2000 with many u/m, condn fair to fine PTSA £590+ (100s) £100

719     E      A small mint selection on Hagner page, we note 1889-96 20c & 1p (SG24 & 30), 1921-27 vals to 6d,
1925-32 vals to 10/- and 1938-51 1½d Perf.13½ and 3d Perf.14, condn fair to fine, Cat £380+ (17) £45

720     A      Early to 1970 collection in blue four ring album on Hagner sheets, virtually all mint, except 7 x GB used
in Gibraltar items at front. Useful QV with SG15/21 (no SG18) and later to 2 peseta’s and 1898 6d (cat
£50). Some KE7 and KGV (30 stamps), then KG6 mint set to £1 with many extra perfs and some QE2
to finish. Decent lot with useful shades to check. £110

721     S      SG 125, 3d blue, Perf 1`4, mtd mint, cat £140 £23

722     S      SG114a, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2d value with ‘Extra Flagstaff ’ variety, mounted mint, cat £75 £25

723     S      SG123, 1938 1½d carmine, Perf 14 mtd mint, cat £35 £6

724     S      SG124, 2d grey, perf 14, mint, cat £32 £6

725     S      SG125a, 3d blue, Perf 13½, mint, light gum discolouration, cat £38 £5

726     S      SG127, 1938 1/-, Perf 14 mint with slightly toned gum, cat £45 £6

727     S      SG128, 1938 2/- value, Perf 14, mtd mint with gum toning, cat £75 £11

728     S      SG129a, 1938 5/- Perf 13½ mtd mint, cat £50 £8

729     S      SG145/158, 1953-1959 Definitive set to £1, mint a few are U/M, cat £190 £30

730     S      SG155, 1953 2/- orange and reddish-violet mint, cat £50 £8

731     S      SG160/173, 1960-1962 Definitive set complete to £1 mtd mint, cat £85 £14

732     E      SG160/173, 1960-1962 Definitive set to £1 U/M on 2 album pages., Cat £85 £16

733     S      SG17b, 1889 25c on 2d brown-purple with the ‘Broken N’ variety, Lightly mounted mint, cat £100 £20

734     E      SG200/213, 1967-69 Ships definitive set U/M on 2 album pages, cat £38 £7

735     E      SG374/389a, 1977 Definitive set in 5 Presentation packs as originally issued. Cat £25++ £5

736     A      Two small cover albums with dozens of covers and the odd maximum card or presentation pack. Values
to £5 spotted. 1967 to 1986 period. Clean lot most FDC’s unaddressed £24

737     A      White ‘Compass’ stock book with an U/M QE2 collection including blocks and some Europa sheetlets
etc. A few hundreds £24
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GREENLAND

738     E      1915-2003 good to fine used selection on Hagner page including 1915-37 2ore Yellow (small thin), 1938-
46 to 1K, 1963-68 20ore-10K, 1981 25K, 1983 25K, 1991 Birth Anniversary, 1992 Lars Moller 100K etc,
Cat £400+ (90+) £24

739     E      1938-2006 ranges of mint & u/m including 1938-46 to 1K, 1945 5K(SG16), 1950-60 50ore(SG33), 1956
60ore on 1K(SG38), 1963-68 most vals to 10K, 1987-90 Birds to 10K, 1991 Blue X etc, Cat £475+
(70+) £32

740     S      1938-46 set to 1k SG1-7 u//m (7ore lmm), Cat £80 £18

741     S      1945 complete set to 5k, SG8-16, good to fine mtd mint just some hinge remainders on lower values,
otherwise fine, Cat £325 £60

742     S      1950-60 set of 11 to 5k with 15 ore extra shade, SG26-36, u/m, Cat £150 £30

743     S      1956 Surcharge set of 2, SG37-8, u/m, Cat £110 £22

GRENADA

744     E      Early to 1935 mint and used collection on leaves removed from an old ‘Imperial’ printed album. Circa
60 different stamps KE7 to 1/- and KGV with a mint set to 10/- (couple of light tone spots). Clean lot
with fresh colours. £60

745     A      Green spring back album with a mint and used collection from early QV to circa 1976 includes many
sets in the modern period. A few hundreds £60

746     S      SG163d, 10/- slate-blue & carmine-lake (Wide) mounted mint, cat £150 £34

747     S      SG204, QE2 $2.50 top value marginal horizontal pair U/M, but right hand stamp has two toned perfs,
Cat £84 £15

HELIGOLAND

748     S      21 Mint stamps on card, vendor advises ‘some appear to be original not reprints’ (unchecked by us). £30

749     S      Stock card with 11 mounted mint stamps, condition a little mixed, some fine, unchecked. £30

HONG KONG

750     S      1960’s Commemorative sets x 8 different sets complete mtd mint, cat £124 £20

751     E      A good to fine used duplicated collection of KGVI with 1938-52 many vals to $10, 1941 Centenary vals
to $1 and 1949 UPU etc, Cat £950+ (150+) £38

752     A      A QV to QEII duplicated used stock in large red stock book to ca 1980s with earlier vals to $2 and
many QEII defins to $50 etc, plus some commem sets etc, condn mixed, PTSA £1,300+ (100s) £120

753     E      A selection of commercial covers and airmails with 3 KGV covers 1 addressed to Wurttemberg Germany
sent via Siberia, KGVI $1s, 1970 Year of the Dog FDC etc, condn mixed, PTSA £246 (29 covers) £75

754     B      Box file containing 1997 Year of the OX miniature sheet SGMS878 x102 and set to $5 SG874-7 x22,
all in fine condn, STC £370+ £18

755     S      SG137/139, 1937 Coronation set in vertical strips of four stamps (3 of each are U/M), cat £80 £16

756     S      SG13x, 1863 Queen Victoria 18c lilac, watermark’ Crown CC’ Reversed used with B62 numeral
obliterator. A few short perfs, scarce adhesive, cat £1,700 £300

757     S      SG153, 153a and 153b, 1938 KG6 50c three different shades mounted mint, cat £102 £23

758     S      SG178/191, 1954-1963 set mounted mint, cat £250 £40

759     S      SG189/191, 1954-62 QER2 first definitive series $2, $5 and $10 duplicated used and unchecked for
shades. 14 x $10 and many more of the other values. A high proportion are circular postmarks and
includes several multiples. Probably cats close to £1,000+ £30

760     S      SG196/210, 1962-1973 set to $20 mounted mint, cat £160 £28

761     S      SG311/324e 1973 Original definitive set to $20 (14 values) excludes the values issued later, mtd mint,
cat £50 £8
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762     S      SG37, 1884 10c deep blue-green good used, cat £50 £10

763     S      SG37, 1884 10c deep blue-green, very good used, Cat £45 £8

764     S      SG86, $1 purple & sage-green, MCA wmk with ordinary paper, very good used with circular cancellation,
cat £50 £9

765     S      SGD12, 1947 50c blue postage due mint, cat £75 £17

766     S      SGMS334, 1975 Festivals Miniature Sheet mint, cat £50 £12

767     S      SGMS334, 1975 Festivals Miniature Sheet mtd mint, cat £50 £8

768     E      Small mint selection on Hagner page with 1937 Coro (u/m), 1938-52 $1 & $2 etc, 1941 Centenary to
$1, 1949 UPU plus QEII vals to $5, 1970 Year of the Dog (u/m) etc, Cat £600+ (c41) £80

HUNGARY

769     E      1932 Madonna & Child 2p SG536 (74) and 5p SG537 (27) all fine cds used, STC £760+ (101) £17

770     E      1940’s to 2015 Mint (primarily and most are U/M) plus used collection in two display folders. Laid out
in broadly chronological order. Has been picked over, but plenty of sets remain and includes several
miniature sheets as well. Much thematic interest throughout and the catalogue value adds up. No
duplication and a very nice clean lot on circa 90+ pages and several hundred stamps, worth viewing as
much better than it sounds. £50

771     A      Red spring back album. Early to 1950 mint and predominantly fine used collection. Nice presentation
and very good quality including seldom seen scarce items, with several miniature sheets. Spectacular lot
and worth viewing. STC approx. £4,000 £500

772     E      SGMS619a, 1938 Eucharistic Miniature Sheet fine used (CTO), cat £85 £20

ICELAND

773     S      1920 50a, 1k and 2k, SG128-30, mtd mint with hinge remainder on the 50a, others fine, Cat £635 £115

774     E      A 1902-2012 mint & used collection on Hagner’s including sets, part sets and values to 100kr, we
note1912 vals, 1934 Air set to 2K fu, plus much much more with sets from 1990s leading up to 2012
etc, condn fair to fine with high catalogue value (few 100s) £150

775     E      A fine mtd and u/m selection from 1902-1992 on 6 Hagner pages, we note 1911 6a-25a u/m pairs,
1920 1k, 1920-20 OFFICIAL vals to 50a, 1921-22 colour change set to 40a, 1931-37 1k, 1936 Official
to 50a, 1965 100k (Nat. Costumes), plus many single stamps and sets ranges to 1992, fine lot, Cat £850+
(few 100) £80

776     S      A small selection of mint issues on 2 stock cards including 1930 Parliament vals to 40a plus 10a Air,
1938 Independence set, 1948 set to 10k etc, Cat £255+ (23) £20

INDIA

777     S      SG 245a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 3½a value used with the listed ‘Bird Flaw variety’. Cancellations well clear
of the variety which can be easily identified. Cat £325 £40

778     S      SG337/342, 1952 Indian Saints and Poets set of 6 mint, cat £55 £11

779     S      Stockcard with 5 KGV and two KG6 high values includes SG218 mint (toned gum) and SG219 good
used. High cat lot £22

INDIAN STATES

780     S      Sirmoor Feudatory State, 1878 1p blue on laid paper. Unmounted mint block of 15 (3 x 5), the first

two vertical rows have doubled perforations vertically (unusual). Some creasing and gum creasing to
the block but impressive facial appearance. Cats £135 as basic stamps without the spectacular variety -
much more obvious when viewed from the reverse side. £24

INDONESIA

781     S      SGMS1689, 1982 Birds of Paradise Miniature Sheet U/M, cat £38 £9
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IRAN

782     E      1868 - 1909 on Hagner page. 38 different stamps at least 30 are mint. Best items are the 1909 issue
with complete set of 16 values mint to 30k brown, red & gold. These cat over £500 in the Stamps of
the World catalogue. Very realistic reserve, recommended viewing. £60

783     A      Two four ring binders (1 red, 1 Black) with a mint and used accumulation on circa 40 double sided ‘Prinz’
stock sheets. Well over 1,000 stamps here and a great basis for sorting out and continuation. £40

IRELAND

784     E      1930 Commercial cover sent from a Dublin hotel resident manufacturing agent to Vincennes, France.
Nice commercial item, which has a complete set of 12 values (SG71/82) of the 1922 onwards definitives
series available at the time, quite unusual and Part 1 catalogue has a ‘from x 2’ valuation for these, so cat
£180. Cover has been slit open at base and has a couple of minor marks at the edge, otherwise good
condition for something that is 83 years old! £30

785     A      1990-2002 mainly used collection in hinge less sleeved Davo albums Vol I & II, with sets and part sets
plus Birds with vals to £5 and 5Euroes, plus a small u/m selection of sheetlets and MSs, condn mixed,
Cat £580+ (few 100s) £40

786     E      1999-2002 u/m selection of sheetlets with many Millenium, we note Rook Legends, Famous People,
Historic events, The Arts etc, Cat £155+ £20

787     A     2007 to 2016 U/M collection in a boxed ‘Davo’ hinge-less printed album with a good degree of
completion. £200

788     E      A selection of early to modern selection of covers with mainly 1930s-40s in mixed condn, we note a
few Censored covers, PTSA.£264 (50+) £40

789     A      A used collection in printed hinge less sleeved Davo album from 1922 to 1989 including many 1922
vals to 1/- some with red opts, 1940-68 to 10/-, then a good range of sets and part sets to 1989 with
mint MSs at back of album, Cat £1,300, condn mixed in places (100s) £100

790     B      A varied but useful loose accumulation of various booklets with definitives to commems plus u/m sets
in packets, housed in Clarks shoe box ranging from 19800s to 2010, with slight duplication including
many self-adhesive issues etc, inspection advised with very high catalogue value, nice lot (100s) £185

791     A      Messy red stock book with a range of Commercial Mail items, slogan postmarks, fiscals (2) and sundry
oddments. Some research may reward. £10

ISRAEL

792     S      1948 1000m Blue on blue SG9 used with some paper crease at base, Cat £275 £12

793     S      Early booklet with blue and white cover and with coin stamps. A total of four panes of 6 stamps. £16

ITALIAN STATES

794     S      Parma - 1852/1853 used selection of nine items on small stock card in mixed condition, no certs so
caution applies. STC £3,100 if genuine £50

795     S      Sardinia - 1851 to 1863 stock card with 18 items with some possible reprints as always with these but
some genuine for sure. STC £12,850 if all genuine. £120

ITALY

796     A      1850-1859 substantial mint and used collection from classic ‘States’ issues from virtually all territories,
then a well filled collection on Lighthouse hinge less leaves. Includes many complete mint commemorative
sets including scarce air mails from the 1930’s continuing to 1959 mainly mint in this period. Astronomical
catalogue value and not many gaps. Condition is well above average throughout. Essential viewing! £2,000
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797     E      1862-1936 collection on printed Ideal leaves with well filled classics and later. Mainly used with some
mint. Of note range of Kingdom of Italy embossed m/u,1863 King Victor Emmanuel II to 2L used, High
cat 5c and 40c mint no gum (stuck down), 1879 defins to 2L used with 25c blue mint (£950),1890
surcharge set mint, Parcel post surcharged set m/u,1891/97 to 5L used,1910 Garibaldi set mint ,Plebiscite
set mint,1923 Fascist Black Shirt set mint,1933 Balbao Airs triptych set fresh mint(£340). Generally good
condition with earlier variable and some mint part stuck down. Original unpicked lot with huge cat. £145

798     S      1863 Postage due 10c Yellow imperforate, SGD68 fine mtd mint with 4 large margins, scarce stamp, Cat
£2,250 £380

799     S      1870 Postage due 10L Mauve & blue, SGD39, fresh u/m, Cat £250 £44

800     S      1870 Postage due 5L Brown & blue, SGD37, fresh u/m, Cat £250 £70

801     S      1877 20c Orange, SG22a, fine mtd mint, Cat £3,750 £375

802     S      1877 20c Orange-buff, SG22, fine mtd mint, Cat £3,500 £350

803     S      1879 20c Orange with only part gum but of fine appearance, SG33, Cat £550 £40

804     S      1879 25c Blue, SG34 mint with no gum, good space filler, Cat £1,000 £60

805     S      1901 40c Brown, SG68 mtd mint with some gum toning and centred to right, scarce stamp, Cat £850 £50

806     S      1910 50th Anniversary of Plebiscite set of 2, SG81-2, fine cds used, Cat £100+ £18

807     S      1924 Trade Propaganda optd “Grociera Italiana 1924” 1L Brown & green, SG170, fine cds used, Cat
£450 £80

808     S      1924 Trade Propaganda optd “Grociera Italiana 1924” 2L Green & orange, SG171, fine cds used with
authenticity mark on reverse, Cat £450 £80

809     B      1940s-1990s a massive used stock in packets with duplication throughout, all identified housed in 4 shoe
boxes inside a large Archive box, better seen including SG668, 778, 873, 876 and SG934 etc, condn
mixed (100s) £40

810     S      1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100L Brown SG726 good to fine cds used, Cat £160 £10

811     S      1949 mint selection including Giuseppe Mazzini, Basilica, Loredeo, Levant Fair, Trinity Fair, Catullus and
Cimarosa, Cat £150 £22

812     A      A mint & used selection in green “Ideal” stock book from early imperfs to modern, we note 1930s with
sets m, 1958-78 with many sets, some u/m, plus some 1930s Colonies plus Vatican at back of book,
condn mixed (100s) £50

813     S      SG38, 1899 5c green mounted mint, either heavily thinned or 75% unused without gum, space filler, cats
£1,000+ £10

814     S      SG784, 1951 Milan Fair 55L Blue fine U/M, cat £130 £28

815     S      Social Republic - 1944 Postage Due 10L Blue, SGD100, fine cds used, Cat £275 £50

816     S      Social Republic - 1944 Postage Due 20L Red, SGD101, fine cds used, Cat £325 £65

JAMAICA

817     E      Early to KGV mint or used collection on printed leaves from old album. We note pineapple wmk issues
to 1/- used plus later QV to 5/- mint. KGV to 2/- mint (2 diff). In total 82 different stamps. A nice one
country starter. £60

818     A      1860 - 1981 mint and used collection in an old red springback binder. Includes used Pineapple wmks to
1/-; 2/- 1870 perf 12½ used; SG48 mint; KG6 values to £1 mint, 1962-63 long set complete fine used
and the wmk change set of 9 mint. Mostly mint from 1965 onwards. Overall a clean lot with a good cat
value which is fairly reserved. £125

819     S      1883-97 2d Grey and 2d Slate, SG20/a both fine mtd mint, Cat £260 £50

820     E      1938-52 u/m selection of values with many in blocks of 4 including 2½d (8) SG125, 3d (8) SG126c, 6d
(4) SG128, 1/- (8) SG130, 10/- P.14 SG133 and 10/- P.13 SG133aa (3), Cat £255 (32) £50

821     S      1956-58 set to £1 SG159-74, good to fine cds used £8

822     E      KG6 wartime covers x 25 includes some censored items. Interesting lot £24

823     S      SG115var, 1½d 1935 Jubilee mint with unlisted ‘Broken Flagstaff ’ variety £10
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824     S      SG159/174, 1956-1958 Definitive set of 16 mint, cat £100 £16

JAPAN

825     A      Early to modern mint & used collection in blue ring binder, we note some mint MSs, many commems
with se-tenant pairs mint, some 1900s with vals to 1y used etc, condn mixed (100s) £30

826     B      Red ‘Puma’ shoe box with 1,000’s of off paper stamps, look to be mostly post 1965 to modern, must cat
many £1000’s £80

827     S      SG556, 1948 Geese 8y fine lightly mtd. mint, Cat £150 £30

KUT

828     S      1904-07 5r Grey & red, SG30, fine mtd mint, Cat £200 £50

829     S      1922-1927 2/-, 3/-, 4/- and 10/- values overprinted ‘Kenya Judicial’ all used with Nairobi law Courts
cancels £20

830     S      1938 KG6 50c value, Perf 13x11¾ mint. Looks like six potentially different shades (only 4 listed in SG).
Also the same stamp Perf 13x12½ with and without dot SG144e and SG144ea mint. Large cat value,
one stamp has a gum crease and noted a few tone spots. Ideal research lot which will repay correct
identification. (8 stamps) £65

831     E      A fine mint QEII collection on two printed album pages including 1960-62 set to 20/-, 1959 short set
to 5/-, 1960 5/- plus later Postage Dues to 1/- (34) £8

832     E      A good to fine mtd mint selection on Hagner page with 1922-27 vals to 5/-, 1935-37 short set to 10/-
and KGVI set to £1, Cat £710+ £125

833     E      A mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1890-95 vals to 4r m, 1896-1901 m & u vals to 8a,
1907-08 vals to 25c u, 1922-27 vals to 2/- u plus 2/50 m, then KGVI vals to £1 used etc, Cat £560
(130+) £50

834     S      B.E.A 1896-1901 short set to 1r, SG65-75, good to fine mtd mint, any faults will be minor, Cat £233 £44

835     S      British East Africa- 1895-96 to 12a (less 8a), SG49-58, mtd mint, Cat £216 (9) £32

KUWAIT

836     A      Green spring back binder with a duplicated hoard from 1958 to moderns on circa 100 album pages.
Mint and primarily used there are 2,000+ stamps and ideal for breaking for resale, cat value of £3,539
(itemised list with lot) £240

LABUAN

837     E      Small collection of 80+ different stamps on six album pages. Mostly cto cancels but not all and a couple
of mint items. Includes 8 x postage dues. Condition a little mixed as always but fully allowed for in the
reserve, there are a few postal cancels in here. £30

838     S      SG117/126, 1902-1903 short set of 10v to 25c fresh colours mounted mint with hinge remainders and
adhesions but facially fine. £15

LAOS

839     A      A fine used and u/m collection of mainly modern issues including some sets housed in 2 blue ring binders,
good collection for filling those elusive gaps, condn fair to mainly fine (100s) £30

LEEWARD ISLANDS

840     E      1890 to KG6 mint and used collection on 5 album pages. 96 stamps with a few faults noted, but generally
a good lot with no duplication. Ideal for checking shades and papers etc. 29 of the stamps are KG6 the
rest earlier. Cat £883 based on being cheapest shades etc. so potential upside. Nice one country lot. £100

841     S      1938 KG6 10/- value x two mtd mint, cat £200 £55

842     S      SG1/8, 1890 Queen Victoria compete set to 5/-, fresh very lightly mounted mint` £90
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LIECHTENSTEIN

843     E      1929-30 fine cds issues on album page including SG92-5 Accession SG96A-107A set to 2f Perf 10½,
STC £1,770 (15) £160

844     E      1936-37 fine used selection including SGMS153, 154-67 set to 1f50, SG168, 175 and SG183-6, STC
£690+ (26 + 2 MS) £60

845     E      1979 - circa 1992 U/M selection of sets on Hagner page. 87 stamps, Cat £120+ £8

846     A      Black ‘Corbitt’s’ stock book with 1956 -1986 issues in sheets fine U/M, total cat value is £2,056, will make
a great addition to collection or could be broken for resale. Nice lot. £160

847     A      Green stock book, 1974 to 1990 fine used collection of sets and mini sheets, several are in blocks of
four, STC £769. Useful £24

LUXEMBOURG

848     E      1921-52 selection on stock cards all fine used better stamps, we note Europa, Child Welfare sets etc,
STC £2,100+ (100+) £160

849     E      1974 - 1986 small selection of duplicated issues U/M on two stock page sides. Includes blocks, STC
£445, ideal for eBay or reseller. Very cheap lot! £25

850     E      German Occupation - 1940 SG17/32, 14 complete sets on piece, cat £31 per set = £434 total £22

MACAU

851     E      1981-85 selection of u/m sets including 1982 Autumn Festival, 1985 Camden’s Museum etc, Cat £255+
(19) £40

MALAYA

852     E      Johore - SG152, 1953 Coronation 10c U/M complete sheet of 60, folded in half, seldom seen thus. Cat
£84 £20

853     S      Penang - 1957 set, nine values all overprinted ‘Specimen’ between two horizontal bars U/M. Unlisted
SG and not seen before £40

854     S      Penang - SG52/54, 1957 $1 to $5 good to fine used, Cat £38 £8

MALDIVES

855     A      A mint to u/m collection in red ring binder with much u/m including many sets plus a few miniature
sheets, colourful lot, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

856     E      SG225/232, 252/260, 262/267, 268/271, 280/283 and 294/297. 1967-68 six different commemorative
sets U/MN, cat £78 £15

MALTA

857     A      1862 - circa 2003, mainly Used collection in a green ‘Utile’ binder. Many hundreds and lots of sets, KG6
looks complete in basic stamps and several part sets of QV and KG5 also with better values spotted.
Nice lot with good run through’s. Vendor STC £2,500+ £220

858     A      1882-1974 mint and u/m collection in sleeved Davo album with many sets including 1885-86 to 1/-,
1886 5/- (tone spot), 1903-04 set to 1/-, 1921-22 vals to 2/-, 1922 to 5/- (less 2/-), Multiple Script CA
set to 10/-, 1926 to 10/-, KGV to 10/-, optd “Postage and Revenue” to 10/-, 1935 S. Jubilee, KGVI sets to
10/- including “Self-Government”, then a good range of QEII sets with Postage Dues at back of album,
condn fair to fine with a few minor imperfections on the earlier material, Cat £2,000+ (100s) £170

859     S      1956-58 set to £1, SG266-82, u/m Cat £130 £36

860     E      A mint & used selection on stock cards including 1885-90 vals to 1/-, EDVII vals to 4½d, KGV mint,
1922-26 vals to 6d, 1930 to 1/- mint, KGVI vals to 2/6 mint etc, condn fair to fine Cat £650+ (160+) £36

861     E      A QV to KGV mint collection on stock pages including 1885-90 2d to 1/-, EDVII vals to 5/-, KGV vals to
5/- plus Postage Dues 1925 vals to 1/- with many low values being u/m, Cat £960+ (140+) £50
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862     E      A QV to mainly KGVI with post cards, wrappers, Postal stationery, KGVI vals to 2/6 plus Censored covers
etc, many markings etc, condn mixed PTSA.£689 (c97) £150

863     E      KGVI to 1987 mint selection on stock pages, we note KGVI vals to 10/-, then a solid range of QEII with
many later sets u/m, including 1965-70 to £1, 1973 to £1 plus £2(SG500b), 1984 Air etc, Cat £390+
(100s) £20

864     A      KGVI to 2015 with mint used but mainly u/m modern housed in 2 sleeved Davo albums with a very
solid range of sets and miniature sheets and 2012 WWII sheetlets, also a good range of mint Postage
Dues from 1925-1973 with vals to 1/6, high catalogue value (100s) £150

865     A      Large four ring binder with a mint and mostly used collection from a few earlies to 2012 on Est 100+
pages. Includes some postcards, several hundreds. £27

866     A      QV to 2016 mint and used collection in three stock books. Decent coverage between KG6 and 2003
for mint issues, only a few used to 2014 then better mint again. Noted QV 5/- mint, plus 10/- of 1899
mint also. Several definitive sets complete as well. Mostly different with no duplication. £375

867     S      SG30s, 5/- rose-carmine perf 14, Wmk Crown ‘CC’, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ mounted mint. Heavyish
hinge remainder. Scarce stamp Cat £1,000 £220

MAURITIUS

868     E      1858 to 1950s mint & used on stock pages including 1858-62 (6d) Vermilion m & u, 1862 6d m, 1863-
72 vals to 1/- u, 1878 Surcharges used, 1883-84 vals to 24c u, 1900-05 vals to 15c u, other surcharges
mint, 1921-26 vals to 20c m, 1921-34 vals to 20c m, KGVI vals to 25c mint etc plus a few QEII, condn
fair to fine Cat £1,100+ (220+) £65

869     A      1859 to 1969 used collection in a red ‘Simplex’ spring back binder. A few hundred with some better. Cat
£2,634 (in 2017). Worth viewing £190

870     S      1900 4c on 3c green prepaid wrapper for printed matter addressed to London in good condn £20

871     E      Queen Victoria to King George V, selection of over 70 used stamps on two Hagner sheets, clean lot with
some identified and several good looking postmarks, STC £200+ £30

872     S      SG118c, 1891 ‘Two cents’ on 4c Carmine, surcharge double, one inverted Lightly mounted mint. Cat
£95 £20

873     S      SG261,1938 2r50 mint, cat £65 £13

874     S      SG262, 1938 5r olive green, very good used with part registered oval postmark, cat £48 £10

875     S      SG263, 10r mint, cat £89 £16

876     S      SG293/306, 1953-1958 set to 10r mtd mint, cat £70 £14

877     S      SGSB2, 1954 5r Booklet complete in fine condition, cat £55 £13

878     E      1858 to circa 1980 mint and mainly used collection laid out on annotated leaves. We counted over 440
different stamps and with a substantial catalogue value very likely to be in four figures we think. Mixed
condition as to be expected in this type of lot but pickings to be had. £90

MONACO

879     E      1885 to 1948 fully identified and priced ex dealers stock on old stock book pages. A few hundred mint
and used stamps. We note SG5 mint (cat £500); SG10 used, sound with heavy cancel (Cat £2,750),
1940 Red Cross set mint (cat £200); 1948 Bosio set mint (cat £150); Many other items cat at £30+.
Total catalogue £7,480 advised by vendor. Valuable lot which is very sensibly reserved. £350

880     A      1891-1979 a mainly mint collection in sleeved printed Davo album including 1891 vals to 50c, 1942
National Relief, 1951 Radio then from mid 1950s to 1979 with many complete sets including Air and
miniature sheets with better at back of album, condn fair to fine Cat £2,000+ (100s) £125

881     E      1958 to 1966 Monte Carlo Grand Prix sets complete U/M, cat £43 £10

882     E      1980 Olympics Miniature Sheets (set of 2), limited edition superb U/M, Yvert 11/12, cat 770 Euros, a
rare thematic item, had a very substantial initial retail cost of circa £300 the pair. Consequently there
were not large numbers sold and they are scarce. Unlisted SG as these were not sold at face value
originally. Reserve is well under half the original cost! £50
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883     E      1980 to 1987 Europa Miniature Sheets complete U/M, cat £323 £24

884     A      An u/m collection in large dark blue stock book ranging from 1962 to 1995 with many sets in blocks of
3 and 4, including many better etc, a fine duplicated lot with catalogue value of £1,800 (100s) £60

885     A      Blue stock book with a used accumulation from early issues to 1980 or so. Must be 500+ stamps and
includes a page of 1885-1901 issues, mixed condition including 3 x SG6 (Cat £100 each) and other high
cat values. Very reasonable reserve. Recommended viewing will break very well. £20

886     S      SG1521/1525, Larger size definitive set of 5 stamps U/M, cat £50 £10

887     E      SG1589/1590, 1982 Manet & Braque 4F Birth Anniversary issues in sheets of 10 U/M, cat 3130 £13

888     S      SG326c, 1946 Air 1000F U/M, cat £120 £30

889     S      SG577, 1956 Monte Carlo Grand Prix U/M, Cat £42 £10

890     S      SGMS1841, 1987 Stamp issuing Office miniature sheet both Perf and IMPERF U/M, £6

MONTSERRAT

891     E      George V to QEII mint (more so) and used collection on five stock page sides.1935 SJ mint; Good KG6
definitives including different perfs and 1st QE2 Def set mint and some later QE2 long sets also. STC
£585 £50

892     S      SG297, 1972 3ct Frigate Bird Watermark 12, top right corner block of four displaying sheet number in
the margin. Bird thematic item, fine U/M. £12

MOROCCO AGENCIES

893     A      Blue ‘Compass’ stock book with a mint and used accumulation, some in duplicated quantities and including
some blocks. In excess of 700 stamps, clean lot £140

894     E      Picked over collection on 11 album pages. Close to 200 different stamps mint and used, cat £630+ £70

NATAL

895     A      Two stock books with Queen Victoria 1d value (rose / carmine) includes some multiples, used with
postmark interest. Probably 200+. Great study lot. Unchecked for any varieties etc. £9

NAURU

896     S      1916-23 opted set to 1/- SG1-12, fine mtd mint, Cat £90 £20

NEPAL

897     A      Large red stock book, half full with a mint and used accumulation, slight duplication. A few hundreds
including some blocks. Clean lot. £25

NETHERLANDS

898     A      Black spring back album with hinge less mounts and a mint collection with over 730 stamps. STC £941 £40

899     A      Earliest issues to 1940’s in red spring back binder, estimate 100 pages with a duplicated mint and used
accumulation / collection. Must be at least 2,500 stamps and a substantial value with many sets. Clean
lot for breaking / postmark study. £290

900     S      Early selection of used on large stock card with 1852-63 to 15c some 4 margins and 1864 to 15c, Cat
£1,500+ but in mixed condn (22) £180

901     B      Flattish carton with three stock books and an almost empty ‘Davo’ printed hinge-less album, also a copy
of an old SFG Benelux catalogue. Mint and used to modern periods. Clean lot and worth a look. £50

NEVIS

902     E      20 miniature sheets or sheetlets all issued in 2003 0r 2004 plus a few stamps mint on album pages with
some good thematic subjects £10
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NEW GUINEA

903     E      1937 Coronation set of 4 (SG208-11) in “John Ash” imprint blocks of 4 on Registered cover from “Rabul
No3099”, addressed to London in very clean condition £15

NEW HEBRIDES

904     S      French - SGF53/F64, 1938 Definitive set complete to 10f mtd mint (the 5f is U/M), Cat £300 £70

NEW ZEALAND

905     A      1898 to 1960 only, selection of covers in Green four ring cover album. Includes commercial mail items,
with many first flight covers as well as FDC’s from 1930’s and 40’s including 6 FDC for 1937 Coronation
plus QE2 first definitives original values to 10/- on FDC. An 1898 letter to USA plus a 1906 Christchurch
Exhibition Postcard with 1d value affixed and Exhibition postmark. Flight covers with many interesting
covers. In total there are circa 90 items here and with many pre 1954 items a considerable cat value.
Recommended viewing, not your usual cover lot £140

906     S      1906 Christchurch 6d Pink & olive-green, SG373 mtd mint with small thin at top, Cat £200 £36

907     E      1915-30, 8d Plate proof in black on ungummed and unwatermarked paper in a complete sheet 0f 120
stamps. We note plate number 40 in upper left hand margin. Some marginal creases, otherwise fine. A
very scarce survivor in this format. SG427var £160

908     S      1926 3/- Admiral used with blurred circular postmark, cat £200 £20

909     S      1926-34 2/- Blue and 3/- Pale mauve, SG469-70, good to fine cds used, Cat £230 £55

910     A      Blue ‘Compass’ stock book with early used issues to KG6 only. Commences with 12 x Chalons with
values to 1/- in generally sound condition. Then several pages of the QV types partially identified as to
the various wmks and perfs etc. (Not guaranteed) and this with the Chalons is the valuable part of this
lot. Later a few KGV and KG6 definitives and a few commemoratives. There are a few hundred stamps
here with the potential for discoveries. Time with a catalogue and a perf gauge will repay! £100

911     A      Blue stock book with a substantial mint (many look U/M) stock of mainly definitive issues from KG6
defins to mid 1970’s. QE2 period with several of the pictorial; definitives to top values (duplicated).
Includes some officials and postal fiscals also. We spotted QE2 6d with no wmk x 2 (cat £55 each) A
few Ross Dependency at the back. Good cat value of £3,680. A very useful lot for reseller. £410

912     A      Early to modern collection on SG ‘One Country’ pages in a maroon ring binder, quite sparse but a bit
of value in places. £20

913     E      Hagner page of the 1d Universal Postage stamp with 64 used stamps, including seven pairs and some
good looking circular postmarks. There is a described ‘dot plate variety from plate 3 in a pair’ and also
another indicator which states ‘Dot Plate Varieties’. Unchecked by us and unsure if this means the entire
sheet or the row of 10 stamps with this marker. Potential for specialist study £30

914     A      KG6 & QE2 duplicated mint and used stock in a well filled blue 64 sides stock book. Starts at SG628
through to SG1299 including many sets and top values. Will be a considerable cat value here and looks
very reasonable. Quantity will easily be 2,000+ stamps £80

915     A      KG6 to 1983 used collection in two red spring back albums with quadrille pages. Also some earlier QV
onwards back of the book material, i.e. Officials, Post Due, Life Insce and Postal Fiscals. We note £3, £4
and £5 postal fiscals used amongst others (assumed fiscal cancels). There are several covers in this lot
also. Must be 80 - 100 written up pages, generally a very clean collection with mainly nice copies. Good
basis. £240

916     A      Mainly QE2 period mint collection with issues to 2009, includes some Ross and Niue also in two brown
Prinz binders with slip cases. Mostly different, Cat £2193, clean lot £270

917     E      Mint & used collection on stock pages from 1898 to modern including EDVII vals to 8d m, KGV vals to
1/- m, 1920 m & u vals to 1/-, 1935-36 vals to 1/- m, 1936-42 m & u vals to 3/-, 1940 Centenary m & u,
1947-52 to 3/- m, QEII vals to 10/- u, then many issues to 1979 with much u/m plus 1936-61 Officials
used vals to 2/- etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,400+ (few 100) £80
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918     A      NIUE - 1902-1967 mint collection in black Senator album including 1902 1d’s some with “No Stop”
varieties, Spaced U-E, 2½d some with “missing fraction bar”, 1911 to 1/-, 1917-21 to 3d & 1/-, 1925-27
to 4d, 1920 to 1/-, 1925 S. Jubilee with some listed varieties, 1938 to 3/- (3v), 1944-46 to 3/-, 1950 to
3/-, 1957-67 Arms 2/6 & 5/-(2), 1967 to $2 both perfs etc, Cat £710+ (c120) £75

919     A      Red four ring binder with printed pages. Mint and used collection including values to 10/- and $10 and
with good Health miniature sheets, 1935-1989, must cat £100’s £48

920     S      SG2446/2451, 2001 75th Birthday set imperforate, fine U/M and unusual. £10

921     S      SG256, 1898 9d purple good used, cat £75 £12

922     S      SG38, 2d pale blue, Large Star Wmk, imperforate with four margins, close in a couple of places but clear
all round. Unused with very little gum, fresh colour, cats £900 £125

923     S      SG55, 6d red-brown, WMK Large Star, Rouletted 7 at Auckland good used, centered to right, difficult
stamp, cat £650 £140

924     S      SG589d/589da, 2/- vertical pair U/M, top stamp is the ‘COQK for Cook’ variety, cat £100 £24

925     S      SG723/736, 1953-59 definitive set to 10/- a mix of mint and U/M, cat £120 £24

926     S      SG736, 10/- QE2 on Horseback mint, cat £65 £13

927     E      SG782b, 1963 1d coil strip of circa 600 stamps, cat £840+ difficult to find. £50

928     E      SG784, 2½d complete ‘Lightning Roll’ coil strip of 480 stamps U/M, Cat £312+ £30

929     E      SG785ea, 1963 3d value, part coil of 163 stamps, cat £228+ U/M £22

930     S      SG97, 1d carmine-vermillion Chalon, wmk ‘NZ’ used space filler with no margins, cat £350 £20

931     E      Small selection of mainly used Health issues, we note 1932 1d+1d u, 1934 1d+1d u, 1935 1d+1d m &
u, 1941 set etc, condn mixed (c12) £9

NEWFOUNDLAND

932     S      1919 Caribou set to 36c, SG1300-41, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £200 £40

933     E      Album page with SG130/1, 132, 133, 135 and 137, Newfoundland Contingent 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 6c and 10c
mint on album page, cat £64 £12

934     A      Boxed black SG ‘Plymouth’ album with a remaindered mint and used collection, includes New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and P.E.I., Over 100 stamps remaining including a few sets. £40

935     A      Green ‘Lindner’ stock book with a lifetime’s collection of postmarks of all types and particular emphasis
on named locations. There are also ‘R’ (registration marks), Paquebot and more. View to appreciate.
Somewhat messy presentation, this could be written up into a wonderful collection / display and can be
added to. We counted over 700 stamps with some undoubtedly rare cancels etc. Once in a lifetime
opportunity this is a lot with significant potential and philatelic importance. We strongly recommend
viewing to appreciate this lot. £700

936     S      SG1, 1857 1d Brown-purple, unused without gum and creased / thinned, cat £200, good facial appearance
and 4 very good margins. £12

937     S      SG146, 1920 3c on 15c mtd mint, cat £40 £10

938     E      SG149/160, 1923 definitive set to 15c mint on album page, Cat £115 £16

939     S      SG16, 1862 1d chocolate brown mounted mint, almost 4 margins, sadly thinned at top, reserved
appropriately £15

940     E      SG164/178, 1928 Publicity Issue complete set of 15 mint on album page, cat £150 £30

941     S      SG20, 1862 6d mint with 4 margins, corner crease at lower right, cat £35 £8

942     E      SG66/79 (less 78), 1897 set missing 35c value mint on album page, cat £255, a few values are toned and
priced accordingly £30

943     S      SG83/90, 1897-1918 set of 8 mtd mint, the 4c is unused no gum and some of the others are heavily
mounted, cat £150 £20

NIGERIA

944     S      1936 short set to 5/-, SG34-43, lightly mtd mint, Cat £48 £12
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945     A      Large brown stock book with mint and mostly used duplicated ranges from QV forerunner areas to
1980’s. Many hundreds including higher face values and with good postmark interest throughout. Cat
value exceeds £2,000 according to vendor. £55

NORFOLK ISLAND

946     A      1979 - late 1980’s mint collection in Blue Stanley Gibbons ‘Plymouth’ album. Includes several blocks and
unusually several Aerogrammes which are seldom seen. Over 60 pages seems very reasonable. £70

947     A      A 2 blue ring binder mainly mint & u/m collection, we note 1947-59 set to 2/- )including colours), 1967
Ships to $1, 1970 Bird vals to $1, 1973 Buildings to $1 (including blocks of 4), 1977 Butterflies to $2,
1980 Aircrafts vals to $5 etc plus many more modern sets, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

948     S      SG24/36 and 36s, 1960-62 definitive set plus the 10/- value overprinted ‘Specimen’ fine mint. The 5/-
and both 10/- are U/M, Cat £76 £16

NORTH BORNEO

949     S      1954-59 50c Rose, SG382a x8 examples, u/m, Cat £200 £40

950     S      SG104, 10c brown & slate-lilac mounted mint, cat £150 £32

951     S      SG106, 12c Crocodile Perf 14½-15 mounted mint, cat £225 £46

952     S      SG244 and 245, 1918 Red Cross ‘FOUR CENTS’ surcharges both fine used. Cat £40 £8

953     S      SG385/386 1954 $5 and $10 and $2 (SG404) from the 1961 set, all M/M, cat £100 £16

954     E      SG43a, 8c yellow-green, complete sheet of 50 stamps, couple of hinge marks in margin on reverse,
affecting only one stamp. Had been hinged to album page but has been carefully removed. A couple of
gum bends and natural curl as the gum has shrunk over time. A rare survivor in this format, cat £32 per
stamp (mounted), so Cat £1,600++ as this is with one exception fresh U/M. £325

955     S      SG57, 6c on 10c blue, unused without gum (as usual - see catalogue note), a couple of tone spots at
upper left, cat £200 £28

956     S      SGD87, 6c Violet Postage Due fine used, cat £160 £38

NORTHERN RHODESIA

957     S      SG18f, 1935 Jubilee 1d Fine used with the ‘Diagonal Line by Turret’ variety, cat £130 £26

NORWAY

958     E      A fine mint but largely u/m collection on Hagner pages ranging from 1889-1997 with many sets including
better, we note 1909-29 vals to 40ore, 1926-34 vals to 60ore, 1940 to 5k, 1947 Tercentenary set, 1950
Paralysis Fund, 1957 Tourism, 1959 set to 10k, 1960 Refugee, 1969-83 King Gustav V to 50k, just to
mention a few plus 14 Miniature sheets, Cat £1,550+ (100s) £180

959     E      An ex dealers stock spanning 1856-1990s many with tags mint & used with much of the modern being
u/m, we note ranges of P/Horns vals to 60ore, 1950-57 vals to 90ore, 1969-83 vals to 20k, 1959 1k-5k,
1992-95 many vals to 50k. Also a good range of “Lion” issues, 1962-78 most vals to 750ore, many other
sets throughout plus a range of Officials m & u etc, Cat £1,000++ (100s) £150

960     A      Tan ‘LIndner hinge-less album with a1928 - 1988 U/M and used collection. Several hundreds and Cat
£1801. £130

OMNIBUS

961     E      1935 Silver Jubilee - Complete Commonwealth Omnibus set fine mint on pages in mounts. A few
checked were mounted (several Lightly so). Complete 250 stamps including Egypt (LMM) and South
Africa in horizontal pairs, good set always in demand, cat £1,800. £500

962     E      1946 Victory complete mint collection (164 stamps) in a specially produced ‘Savoy’ blue spring back
binder. Separate page for each count / area and printed write up. Cat £100 £25
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963     S      A fine mint selection of Commonwealth 1948 Silver Wedding sets including Antigua, Fiji, Gold Coast,
Leeward Islands, Montserrat and Mauritius, Cat £115 (12) £20

964     E      A fine used selection of 1935 Silver Jubilee sets including Ascension, Basutoland, Ceylon, Cyprus, Hong
Kong, KUT, Northern Rhodesia and Swaziland, Cat £266 (8 sets) £48

965     S      Selection of Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee sets with countries from Ascension, Ceylon, Cyprus,
Gibraltar and Jamaica, all good to fine mtd mint, Cat £160+ (5 sets) £30

ORANGE FREE STATE

966     E      Primarily used collection with many circular postmarks on 5 album pages. 75 mostly different stamps
worth checking as it includes postcard stamps (3) and ‘TF’ overprints (5) amongst others. £34

PAKISTAN

967     S      Bahawalpur - 1948 Colour change 10r Red-brown & green, SG38, lightly used block of 4, Cat £220 £36

968     S      SGO14/O26a, 1948 Official set good used, cat £130 £36

PAPUA

969     S      14th May 1937 Airmail cover to Entebbe, Uganda sent via Australia - Egypt air mail. Various cachets on
reverse (6 different transit markings and all readable!) and has two complete sets of the 1937 Coronation
issue cancelled on the First Day of Issue and a Port Moresby registration label. Attractive cover. £20

PENRHYN

970     E      SG354, 1984 Cutty Sark $5 stamp U/M complete sheet of 20, cat £110 £11

971     E      SG355, HMS Discovery & Resolution $9.60 stamp in a complete sheet of 20, cat £460 £30

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

972     E      A fine u/m selection of sets on Hagner page spanning 2007-2010 including 2007 Birds MS, 2007 Fish,
2008 Sunsets, 2009 Dragon Fly MS, 2009 Darwin and 2010 Anzac etc, Cat £150+ (dozens) £30

973     A      Black stock book about half full with a fine used QE2 collection from 1957 - 1968 includes 1957, 1964
and 1967 definitive sets £18

974     B      Flat Amazon carton with masses of stamps in an album and loose, there are several sheets of the 1967
½d value and circa 100 of the 1978 Coronation mini sheet. Queen Mother issue in cto sheets and much
else besides. Suit club book or packet maker. Thousands of stamps. Seldom available in quantity. £40

975     E      KG6 period, two items of commercial mail. Firstly an envelope bearing SG1/7 (9 values) addressed to
Oxford, UK, slit open at top otherwise fine and then a pictorial envelope showing ‘Bounty Bay’ and dated
1956 (stamps still valid at that point as no QE2 stamps issued until 1957) with ½d, 1d, 1½d and 2d
stamps, hand addressed to Bournemouth, Hants. Cover has a few creases and is slit open at top. Genuine
commercial mail items rarely seen and catalogue ‘From x 10’ based on used values. £20

976     S      SG18/28a, 1957-1963 set with both 2/6d values mint and U/M, cat £105 £20

977     S      SG564/575, 2000 Flowers Marginal U/M definitive set to $10, cat £30 £5

PNG

978     A      Blue four ring binder with an ex dealer priced stock 1988 to circa 2010, mainly U/M with many sets and
mini sheets. Difficult country to source. £85

979     B      Duplicated mint (mainly) and used hoard in four Large spring back binders with stock pages and a spring
back binder. Many sets and some nice thematics here. Estimate 1000+ stamps likely more and
considerable value for re-seller. Good clean lot £50

980     S      Papua - SG145, 1932 £1 black and olive-grey fine used, cat £180 £70

981     A      Papua - Stock of Lakatoi issues 1916 - 1931 mint and used on Hagner sheets. Many better values and
varieties including several ‘postace’ types. Cat some while ago at £3,000+ and likely more now. £330

982     E      SG1177/1180, 2007 Personalised Stamps (smiler sheet types) x 32 sheets, total cat value is £2,176 £60
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983     S      SGD2/D6, 1960 Postage Due set of 5 U/M, cat £60 £11

POLAND

984     S      1918 Austrian occupation of Poland, 19 different stamps between 3h and 10k, all fine used, Rzp. Polska
overprint local overprint at Tarnow. Interesting Outside the scope of the 2023 SG Poland sectional
catalogue, but information available online and individual stamps seen at £10+ each. £40

985     E      1925 - 2015 U/M and fine used collection in two display folders with many sets and some miniature
sheets s well. Some good thematics in the post 200 period which are not often seen. Some items have
been removed but plenty remains and no duplication. Very good lot in our opinion and with an attractive
reserve. £40

986     A      Bohemia & Moravia (1939 -1944) and General Government issues for the same period, complete U/M
in a ‘Lighthouse’ printed album in very nice condition. Very clean collection, reserve is under what the
album would cost to buy on it’s own. £45

987     B      Early onwards mainly used collection on quite large leaves. Goes to about 1988 and must be 100 album
leaves in chronological order, includes many sets. Clean lot. £50

PORTUGAL

988     E      An early selection of used on large stock cards, we note 1855 vals to 50r etc plus 1870 vals to 300r all
used in various condition, very high catalogue value (dozens) £50

989     A      Large Brown album with a huge dealers stock mint and used 1853-2000, well filled with a range of
classics to start, then 1894 Navigator set and scarce St. Anthony set (both fine used); solid range of
Ceres and Commems including 1920 Independence sets and continues on with later period mainly U/M
or fine used. Several thousands £575

990     A      Two albums (one is small) with several dozen stamp booklets. Interesting range of themes and seldom
offered. £30

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

991     E      Mozambique Company - 1918 10c Black & red Cotton plants SG210A in a fine u/m sheet of 100 with
sheet number 111 top left corner, fine bar 2 rust spots on reverse otherwise fine, Cat £140 £16

RHODESIA

992     E      1890 - 1919 Used collection on 9 album leaves, clean lot with several circular postmarks. Values to £2,
we counted 129 stamps including 22 Double Heads with values to 1/- and 44 Admirals including a page
of 19 x Die III with vals to 2/-. Vendor advises Cat £2,100 as cheapest shades. Recommended viewing. £240

993     S      1910-13 1/- P.14, Black & pale blue green, SG152 with “Gash in Ear” variety, fine used £55

994     S      1910-13 3 double head issues with 4d (SG140), 5d (SG141a) and 5/- (SG160a), all mtd mint with very
minor imperfections, Cat £300+ £25

995     E      1965 - 1978 used (mostly fine used) collection on album pages. Virtually complete for period covered
with many sets including long definitive ones. Very clean lot and a cheap reserve. £24

996     E      Hagner sheet with 9 Double Heads used with values to 1/- and 2/-. Mixed condition but very collectable.
Vendor has priced to sell £30

997     E      Mint & used selection on stock pages with useful here we note 1892-93 to 1/-, 1892-94 to 8d, 1896-97
to 4/-, 1897 to 8d, 1898-1908 vals to 3/-, 1909-12 used vals to 10/-, 1910-13 vals to 6d with Perf 14 &
15, 1913-19 vals to 2/- plus a few Dies & perfs mint, a few QEII values to £1 mint etc, Cat £1,750+
(150) £70

998     S      SG280a, 1917 ½d on 1d rose-carmine mounted mint, a couple of curtailed perfs including one corner
perf. A rare stamp, cat £1,200 £250

999     S      SG97, 1905 1/- Victoria Falls good used with barred diamond shaped obliterator postmark. Cat 350 £10
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RUSSIA

1000   A      1857 - 1980 mint and used collection in a ‘Minkus’ printed album circa 2 inches thick! Well over 1,000
stamps , sparse at the front but good coverage later on. Excellent value £30

1001   E      1989 ‘Salute to Space Exploration hardback Presentation Folder containing SG6066/6089 in a full sheet
of 24 stamps and MS6070. An attractive item (stamps cat £51+) £12

1002   B      Early to 1973 Only in 12 four ring binders on ‘Prinz’ pages. Some duplication but many different stamps
and sets, mint and used. Well worth checking out as there is potential for finds. We counted the albums
and took about 30 seconds looking at this one. Looks to be a good basis for expansion and continuation.
A few thousand stamps for sure. £100

1003   A      Large 64 sides brown stock book with a mainly U/M collection 1968-1979, well filled with stamps and
miniature sheets, believed to be largely complete. £85

1004   A      Wine Red stock book with an U/M collection 1957-1968, many hundreds of stamps and miniature
sheets and virtually complete according to vendor, high cat value. £80

SAAR

1005   S      SG192/195, 1934 Air overprint set of four fine used, cat £50+ £12

SARAWAK

1006   S      1934-41 $2 Bright purple & violet & $3 Carmine & green. SG121-2, mtd mint & u/m, Cat £82 £18

1007   S      1934-41 $3, $4 and $5, SG122-4, good to fine cds used, Cat £220 £40

1008   E      1955-59 set to $5 both fine mtd mint and fine used, SG188-202, Cat £136 (30) £28

1009   S      SG34, 1899 4c on 6c green / green, fine CDS used, key stamp in set, cat £120 £30

1010   S      SG49, 1902 2c Green with quatrefoil wmk mounted mint, cat £60 £12

1011   E      SG8/21 (except 15), 1888 - 1897 set (missing 10c) mounted mint on album page (13 values). Some
evidence of light toning to some values, normal on this issue due to prevailing humidity, generally better
than average. A difficult set to assemble, cat £600+ £95

SAUDI ARABIA

1012   A      Two red spring back binders with a substantial mint and primarily duplicated used collection from early
to modern. Thousands of stamps laid out in chronological order on circa 180 pages. Needs to be viewed,
the largest Saudi collection we have seen! STC £12,000 - detailed calculations with the lot. £900

SEYCHELLES

1013   S      SG131a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1r U/M with the ‘Extra Flagstaff ’ variety, cat £200 £40

1014   S      SG191, 1957 5c on 45c surcharge stamp in blocks and pairs etc on four stock cards, all with unlisted
minor varieties of ovpt etc. £11

1015   S      SG196/212 (less 207), 1962-1968 set to 10r (less 1r cats 1op), fine used, cat £50 £10

1016   S      SG81a, 2r25c with the ‘Split A’ variety mounted mint. One pulled perf at lower left. Rare stamp Cat
£1,100 £175

SIERRA LEONE

1017   S      1859-74 6d Dull purple, SG1 fine mtd mint, Cat £250 £60

1018   E      Queen Victoria to QE2 mint and used collection on circa 40 album pages. Starts with 2 pages of QV
and continues with Edward and KGV including Wilberforce values to 1/- used and other 2/- values. KG6
definitive set complete used, 1st QE2 def set also complete used and many others afterwards. Will easily
cat over £800. Decent one country starter lot. £75
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SINGAPORE

1019   A      1948-1980 mint in red binder with many u/m with many sets including KGVI with vals to $1, QEII vals
to $1 then later vals to $10 etc, with some duplication, condn fair to fine, Cat £610+ (100s) £40

1020   A      1953-78 u/m collection in red Lighthouse album with 1953 Coronation block of 4, then 1962-78 80%
complete with sets and a few MSs, Cat £220+ (dozens) £40

1021   E      Small mint & used selection on Hagner page including 1955-59 to $5 used plus values to 50c m, 1962-
66 vals to $5 m plus set used to $5 etc, condn good to fine (60+) £10

SOLOMON ISLANDS

1022   E      2013 to 2017, 16 different Sheetlets / Miniature sheets very fine used c.t.o. All contain four stamps and
attractive thematic subjects, i.e. Corals, Shells, Animals, Red Cross, Concorde, Martin Luther King, Pope
Francis etc. Full list with lot detailing Michel, Yvert and Scott catalogue numbers. Very nice lot, this modern
period not often seen. Face value is $612 in local currency. Nice lot £20

1023   A      Black Lighthouse stock book with KG6 definitives to 4½d in blocks of varying size U/M, a little toning in
places but includes some marginal inscriptions. Cat £380+ £36

SOMALIA

1024   S      SG353/355, 1960 Independence set fine U/M, cat £145 £30

1025   S      SG353/355, 1960 Independence set fine used, cat £130 £28

SOMALILAND

1026   E      1903-1951 mint & used selection on Hagner’s with 1903 vals to 1r m, 1912-19 vals to 2r m, then KGVI
vals m & u vals to 2r etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £310+ (c65) £32

1027   E      Mint selection on Hagner page including 1903 vals to 2r, 1921 to 3r with some gum toning, 1942 vals
to 3r, 1951 set to 5/- on 5r and 1953-54 to 10/-, Cat £460+ £55

1028   E      Small mint selection on Hagner page with 1938 5r, 1942 to 1r, 1951 to 1s on 1r, 1953-58 set to 10/- (3
top values u/m) plus short sets to 1/- etc (c45) £18

SOUTH AFRICA

1029   E      1930-1934 issue between SG44b and Sg49, 15 se-tenant pairs includes one block of four identified on
Hagner sheet. All are used several with circular postmarks, includes three x 2/6d value of which two are
fine used. Good lot £42

1030   E      1941-1946 Large War Effort (SG88/96) , significant study of this issue both mint and used, including
several blocks in the correct se-tenant variations where appropriate. Includes the various shades, mint
U/M and used, there are many sets and some marginal pieces. Some different printings identified on 10
album pages and a few stock card sides as well. A most interesting study lot for continuation. High cat. £130

1031   E      A mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1926-27 used set, 1938 Voortrekker m, 1939
Huguenot Landing m, 1942-44 War Effort used plus mint Officials with 1930-47 2/6, 1935-49 vals to 6d
etc, condn mixed, Cat £580+ (dozens) £24

1032   A      And forerunners - Black two ring binder with a mint and mainly used ex dealer priced stock of QV to
KGV items only. A few hundreds with values to 10/- seen. £16

1033   E      Collection of mainly mint on album pages including 1938 & 1939 Voortrekker sets m & u, 1942-44 War
Effort set m, then issues to 1954 etc (dozens) £20

1034   A      Red ‘Albany’ album with mint and used collection and some covers from 1954 onwards with good
definitive issues, many hundreds and good cat value here. £16

1035   E      SG76/79 and 80/81, 1938 two Voortrekker sets fine used on album page, cat £57 £14

1036   S      SG82/84, 1939 Huguenot Landing set mint, cat £55 £12

1037   A      Three stock books with a mainly mint with some u/m ranging from 1920s to 1960s, we note vals to
10/-, range of INV WMKs, 1935 Jubilee, Voortrekker issues, Officials and P. Dues plus some SWA condn
fair to fine with high catalogue value (few 100) £46
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SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1038   E      Double sided Hagner page with a small duplicated selection of mainly KG6 revenues used on piece. 42
stamps with values to £20 £10

1039   S      SG78/91, 1953 definitive set of 14 to £1 mint, cat £100 £20

SPAIN

1040   S      SG3361, 1995 King Juan Carlos 1000p top value U/M, cat £70 £13

ST. HELENA

1041   E      1865 - 1937 only primarily used collection on seven album pages. Identified by issue and / or SG number,
with some better items and values. Over 75 different stamps, of which 29 are Queen Victoria. Clean lot
which will fill a few gaps, reasonable cat value. £50

1042   S      98c, 1922 1d with ‘cleft rock’ variety mint, cat £75 £18

1043   E      Small 2008-2010 u/m selection of some sheetlets and sets, we note 2008 Fishes to £5, Seabirds, 2010
Girl guiding, Christmas etc, Cat £178 (dozens) £38

ST. KITTS-NEVIS

1044   E      QV to KG6 only, small collection of 48 stamps mint and used on six leaves. Includes a Nevis 4d orange
revenue SGF3 mint but creased (cat £180). Fairly reserved. £30

1045   S      1936 set to 10/- with additional 1d & 1½d (perfs)), SG113-24, fine mtd mint £32

1046   E      1967 UNESCO 25c value overprinted ‘Statehood’ complete sheet of 50 U/M. Folded in half, cat £8 a
stamp = £400 £32

1047   E      A mint & used collection on stock pages including 1864-76 vals, 1891-98 vals to 1/-, 1902-03 vals to 3d
m, 1904-10 to 3d m, 1912-21 vals to 1/- m, 1921-30 vals to 1/-, 1936 to 2/6 m, 1938-48 many mint vals
to 5/-, 1953-63 to $2.50 and 1964-69 to $2.50 mint etc, condn fair to fine Cat £750+ (190+) £60

1048   E      QV to QE2 mainly used collection on a number of album pages. 24 x QV items including SG1 (unused
no gum), 20 x KE7 with vals to 1/- mint; 34 KG5 vals to 1/-; KG6 on 2 pages then quite extensive QE2
to 1970’s. A few hundred stamps and a nice clean lot. £60

ST. VINCENT

1049   A      A mainly QEII collection of sets , MSs and sheetlets etc, we note sets to $5 and $10 sets u/m, Royal
issues and 2003 X-Men MSs etc, clean lot (few 100) £30

1050   E      Queen Victoria to KG6 mainly used collection on 8 album pages. 121 stamps of which 36 are QV. Noted
LKGV vals to 5/- and first KG6 def set complete fine used. Clean lot worth checking out. £40

SWA

1051   E      Early to 1935 only, Small mint collection on seven printed album leaves. In correct se-tenant pairs where
required. Comprises circa 40 different pairs plus a few single issues. Nice starter lot. £60

1052   E      1973-1983 collection of sets in Control blocks or strips on stock pages, all u/m, we note 1973 Succulent
to 25c, 1974 Rare Birds, 1975 Birds of Prey etc, Cat £400+ (100s) £30

1053   E      SG131/133, 1946 Victory x 60 sets, the 2d and 3d in complete sheets, the 1d in various pairs, total cat
is £105 £15

1054   S      SG49/54, 1927 set of six se-tenant pairs, mounted mint, cat £180 £30

1055   S      SGO17, 1938 1½d Official se-tenant pair mint, cat £35 £8

SWAZILAND

1056   E      SG39/41, 1946 Victory x 60 sets, the 2d and 3d in complete sheets of 120 stamps, 1d is a sheet of 114
stamps plus 3 pairs. All U/M, cat £120 £18
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SWEDEN

1057   E      1920-49 mint with many u/m on Hagner pages, we note 1920-33 40ore (SG106a), 1939-49 many sets
including some with 3-sided pairs, 1940 Sergel, 1946 Cathedral, 1948-69 many vals to 3k etc, condn fair
to fine, Cat £420+ (150+) £40

1058   S      1924 50th Anniv of UPU with 45ore, 50ore and 2k, SG169-70 & SG174, all fine mtd mint, Cat £268 £50

1059   S      1924 8th Congress of UPU 35o, 80o and 1K, SG152, 157 & 158, fine mtd mint, Cat £130+ £18

1060   S      1924 8th Congress of UPU vals including 5ore, 10ore (WMK Wavy lines), 15ore, 30ore, 35ore, 45ore
and 60ore, good to fine cds used, Cat £238 (7) £40

1061   A      1951-1994 u/m collection in blue Lighthouse stock book with definitive from 1951-57 many vals to
40ore, 1961-71 many vals to 70ore, then a good solid range of sets with 3-sided perf pairs, many booklet
panes with Rebate booklet panes and complete booklet, also some miniature sheets seen, good clean
lot, Cat £2,100+ (100s) £160

1062   S      1957-65 small selection of scarcer booklet panes including SG386c (4 different positions), SG386d, 386f,
386g (2) and SG387b, all u/m, Cat £300+ (9 panes) £50

1063   E      1995-1996 Year Book, hardbound, stamps cat £152 £28

1064   A      A mainly used collection in large wine red stock book from 1858-2018 including 1858 vals to 50ore,
1862-72 17ore, 1872-79 vals to 1RD, 1874-98 Official vals to 1k, 1874-89 Postage Due vals to 1k, 1910-
19 to 5k, 1903 5k P.Office, 1916 & 1917 surcharges, 1918 Land storm set m & u, 1920 Air mint, 1921-36
to 145ore, 1924 8th UPU vals to 50ore, 50th UPU vals to 30ore, 1936 Tercentenary to 1k etc, then a
very good solid range through to 2018, condn mixed, Cat £5,300+ (100s) £250

1065   A      Davo printed album with a mint collection to 1980 - 1994, fairly well filled, with many sets and miniature
sheets. Clean lot £28

1066   A      Early to 1953 or so duplicated used collection with many nice cds cancels throughout. There are the
odd mint stamps dotted about as well. Red ‘Senator’ spring back binder well filled with 100+ pages.
Substantial catalogue value in this lot with better values and substantial postmark interest. We estimate
a minimum of 2,000++ stamps in this one. A very clean offering which will break well £300

1067   S      SG146/160 1925 8th Postal Union Congress set fresh mounted mint (15v) with hinge remainders. Good
set, Cat £750+ £160

1068   A      Superior used collection in two blue spring back binders from 1855 Skilling values to 6k; 1856 Stockholm
local; well filled classic ranges to 1900; 1916-1918 overprints; Both 1924 UPU sets complete etc. Very
well filled and written up with later issues to around 1974 and also a solid offering of back of book
material including service issues and a few varieties. A very good one country offering. £850

SWITZERLAND

1069   A      1970 - 1999 fine used collection in a boxed Davo album, almost complete including mini sheets, STC
£1,151 £55

1070   A      1970’s to 1990’s mint with some U/M and fine used on Hagner sheets in a grey filing folder. STC £400+
Looks very clean, some duplication. £32

1071   A      A clean fine used and cto used selection of many sets . a black ring binder with Pro Patria 1930s-1995,
Pro Juventute 1950-1998 plus a few Air issues at back of book, condn fair to fine (few 100s) £24

1072   A      A duplicated used selection in white stock book with 1908-40 vals to 1f, 1914-333, 1928-31 2f to 10f,
1938-42 vals to 40c with various types, 1938-54 vals to 10f, 1941 vals to 2f, 1948-50 to 70c, 1961 to
20f etc, condn mixed (100s) £16

1073   A      Black 22 ring binder with slipcase with a fine used collection of Pro Juventute issues (1912 - 1994) and
Pro Patria (1938 - 1994). Looks to be virtually complete for the period and a substantial catalogue value
- just the Pro Juventute issues to 1927 cat over £1,000. Several hundreds and a very clean collection.
Must cat £2,000+ £85

1074   S      Cantonal Administrations - Two items, firstly SGZ1 of Zurich with vertical red lines background fine used
(Cats £24,000 if genuine). Basel Town Post SGB1 used with some gum on reverse (Cat £18,000 if
genuine). Neither stamp expertised, both clean and will fill the gap. We offer these ‘as is’ on the basis
that these are probably not correct. Cat £42,000 if okay, fill two very expensive spaces in the album for.. £150
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1075   A      Collection of used Pro Juventute and Pro Patria issues, we note Pro Juventute 1915 10c, 1916 set etc
with many odd issues through to 1971 with many sets noted. Then Pro Patria sets from 1940s to 1960s,
condn fair to fine, high catalogue value (100s) £50

1076   A      Green spring back binder, early to 1950’s mint and used collection plus a few covers. Better seen and
apparently STC £600+ many years ago £160

1077   S      Pro Juventute - 1915 5c SGJ1a pair (put together with hinge to show postmark) and 1917 3c SGJ6 fine
used on small piece £17

1078   S      Small used selection on stock card including 1862-64 2c Grey(2), 10c, 20c(5) & 30c, 1881 2c Ochre(2)
and 1882-1903 3f, fine cds used but a couple with faults (12) £4

1079   B      Small White envelope box with circa 200 stock cards, being fully described auction lots. There are many
mint and used items with some duplication (max of 5 of any item). These were for sale a while ago as
many of the cat values are now higher and the cards annotated as such. There are many items priced
above £50 and the total catalogue exceeds £12,500 according to vendor. Based on a cursory look we
would say this is probably correct indeed may be a little understated. Most of this lot is issues prior to
1950 and there are many good items to be found here. Condition is generally good although there will
doubtless be faults to some. Recommended viewing, this will break very well for resale. £460

THEMATIC

1080   A      Children’s Day - Collection of covers in two albums with slipcases, one album is of various countries,
the other is Netherlands from 1959 onwards and including several Miniature Sheet issues. Not counted
but there must be well over 60 items at least. Nice clean lot £30

1081   A      Cricket - The Prudential Cup 1975, special album containing photographs of the eight international
teams involved plus 23 covers with match results etc. Nice clean lot £30

1082   A      Fire related covers from around the world and some postcards also in four clean cover albums. Nice
lot and a few better items here £50

1083   A      Railways - Wine red ‘Compass’ stock book in good condition, well filled with a range of worldwide
‘Railway’ thematics mint and used. We estimate around 600 mostly different items here. Good starter. £26

1084   E      Winston Churchill - Sharjah miniature sheet both perf and imperf versions U/M, plus Calf of Man
sheetlets from 1967 and 2 pairs of the stamps overprinted. Interesting lot of seldom offered items. £16

1085   B      WWF - Box file with 73 different U/M sets on leaves. Useful Primates, Birds, Animals, clean lot £24

TOKELAU

1086   E      1948 - 1988 mint and used collection on 17 album leaves. Includes two covers, one is a 1948 cover with
Western Samoa stamps and cancelled ‘Union Islands’, which is what these islands were formerly known
as. This cover is dated on the last day before stamps inscribed Tokelau were issued on 22 June 1948.
Nice lot for expansion (not many items to collect!) £30

TONGA

1087   S      1953 complete set to £1 SG101-14, fine mtd mint, Cat £75 £12

TRANSVAAL

1088   E      Mint and used collection on five old printed album pages. Circa 120 mint and used stamps, with early
imperf & rouletted types through to Edward VII 5/- and 10/- values, also postage Dues for period (7
values). Clean lot for continuation / expansion. £70

1089   E      Stock pages with 300+ mint and used stamps with some duplication. Values to 10/- spotted. Reserved
at under 10p a stamp. Unchecked by us. £25

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1090   S      1938-44 set to $4.80 (less 4d Chocolate), SG246-56, mtd mint £18

1091   S      SGD24, 8d black wmk script ‘CA’, very fine used, light cds cancel, cat £200 £50
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1092   S      SG113, 5/- of 1894 fiscally used, cat £120 postal £10

1093   E      SG174, 1915 King George V period 1d with Red Cross Surcharge x 40 mint copies, several U/M and 6
good used examples. Total cat £236. £21

TRISTAN DA CUHNA

1094   E      A fine mint selection on Hagner including 1954 to 10/-, 1960 2/6 & 10/-, 1961 to 1r, 1965-67 short set
to 10/-, 1963 to 10/-, etc, Cat £300+ (dozens) £28

1095   E      Spiral bound book ‘The history & Postal History of Tristan Da Cunha by George Crabb (published 1980).
Scarce item seen on eBay at £127 £48

TURKEY

1096   S      Scarce Printed Matter Stamps, SGNI50/NI54. Stamps of 1892 overprinted ‘IMPRIME’ representative set
of five values used. A decent looking set, the odd fault but a scarce set to assemble, five values, cat in
excess of £2,300 in the Stamps of the World and attractively reserved. rare £200

TURKS & CAICOS 

1097   S      `SG144a, 1917 3d War tax with ‘Doubled Overprint’ mint, Cat £50 £12

1098   E      A fine mint selection on 2 Hagner pages including 1938-45 to 5/-, 1950 5/- & 10/-, 1957 to 1/- + 10/-,
1960 £1 and 1971 set to $2(u/m) etc, Cat £290 (64) £28

1099   S      SG205, 1938 10/-violet mint, cat £32 £8

TUVALU

1100   A      1976-early 1980’s U/M collection in a ring binder and a stock book, hundreds of stamps including some
useful ‘Specimen’ items. Some duplication in blocks. £40

1101   A      A mainly u/m collection in 3 blue ring binders with QEII issues, we note Cars & Locomotives sheetlets,
Royalty’s and other vals to $3 plus Kings & Queens sheetlets etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

1102   A     Blue 22 ring binder with a 1976-1988 U/M collection on 60+ pages. Includes sets / sheetlets and some
‘Specimen’ items, looks comprehensive for the period and largely complete. £32

1103   A      Red 16 sides ‘Compass’ stock book about 70% full with a range of mainly U/M ‘SPECIMEN’ sets - 47 sets
and 8 miniature sheets £40

UNITED NATIONS

1104   A      Brown stock book with U/M collections for both Geneva and Vienna, STC £1,092 in 2008 (not verified).
Many nice thematic subjects £32

1105   B      White plastic tub with UN related material includes three non philatelic books on UN History etc.
Polythene bag with material relating to Mary Ashstead stamp designer including some sketches and
including a stamp design archive essay in watercolour on card, which is a nice item. There are some UN
year packs and also a very nice presentation album with slip case containing a mint collection of stamps
issued worldwide for the 50th Anniversary of the UN which may well be complete. A most interesting
box lot! £50

USA

1106   E      1861 to 1976 mainly used collection on circa 70+ album leaves, many with stamps on both sides. Earlies
in the usual mixed condition btu the cat value adds up! Well over 500 stamps. Reserved very cheaply £30

1107   S      1869 10c Orange & 12c Green, SG118-9 both with “Cork” cancels and grilled gum, with no hidden
faults, Cat £320 £55

1108   S      1869 15c Blue & brown, SG121 good to fine used with “Cork” cancel, Cat £250 £44

1109   E      1980’s to 2000’s U/M collection on Lighthouse printed leaves for coils, perf variations etc. A few hundred
including blocks and sets, with values to $5. Good lot. £80

1110   E      1994 Year set on stock page U/M, includes all issued commems and miniature sheets, Cat £87 £14
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1111   E      Between SG3377 and SG3777, the 20th Century set of 10 sheetlets of 15 stamps from the 1900’s to
1990’s all U/M, cat £192 £32

1112   A      Blue spring back binder with 1500+ mint and used inc some U/M in later period. Earlies to 1980s. £27

1113   A      Large black four ring binder, mint and used collection from earlies (few) to 1990’s period on over 100
pages. Plenty of stamps, cleanly presented. £44

1114   A      Large blue battered Lighthouse stock book with 1940s-60s mint with many Plate blocks of 4 etc much
u/m, condn mixed (100s) £30

1115   E      MS3420, Sylvester and Tweety sheetlet of 10 U/M, includes the scarce single stamp imperforate variety £16

1116   S      SG1515, 1973 US Flags 10c value U/M horizontal strip of four spectacular misperf with the perfs bisecting
each stamp. Very visual error. £20

1117   E      SG1930/1979. 1982 State Birds and flowers set of 50 U/M on Hagner sheet, cat £60+ £10

1118   S      SG2044, 1983 Bald Eagle & Moon U/M, cat £40 £8

1119   E      SG2044, 1983 Bald Eagle and Moon stamp on cover in special presentation folder. This cover has been
flown into space and back full details with item. A piece of history! £16

1120   S      SG2185, 1985 $10.75 Bald Eagle and Moon U/M, cat £40 £8

1121   E      SG2256/2305, 1987 North American Wildlife set of 50 U/M on Hagner, Cat £90+ £14

1122   A      SG2256/2305, 1987 Wildlife of the 50 states set on 50 unaddressed illustrated first day covers in a
special album. Stamps cat £70+ as used. £12

1123   S      SG2378, American Bald Eagle and moon $8.75 U/M, cat £32 £6

1124   S      SG2586, 1991 Bald Eagle with Olympic logo $9.95 U/M, cat £38 £7

1125   E      SG260/2729, 1992 Wildflowers set of 50 U/M, cat £60+ £10

1126   S      SG2610, 1991 American Bald Eagle $14 U/M, cat £48 £10

1127   E      SG2901, $1 Surrender at Saratoga full sheet of 20 stamps U/M, cat 380 £13

1128   S      SG2921, 1994 $9.95 25th Anniversary of the first moon landing U/M, cat £38 £7

1129   S      SG3089, 1995 Space Shuttle $10.75 U/M, cat £40 £8

1130   S      SG3538/3539, 1998 Space Shuttle set U/M, cat £63 £12

1131   S      SG3743/3747, 2000 Submarine set in sheetlet form U/M, cat £36+ £7

1132   S      SG3900/3901, 2001 Capitol Washington pair U/M, cat £63 £12

1133   E      SG4039/4088, 2002 Greetings from America sheet of 50 stamps U/M, cat £66 £12

1134   S      SG4163/4164, 2002 Buildings $3.85 and $13.65 self adhesives U/M, cat £62 £11

1135   S      SG4862, 2008 Hoover Dam $16.50 U/M, cat £49 £12

1136   S      SG4930, 2009 Old Faithful $17.50 U/M, cat £49 £12

1137   S      SG4930, 2010 Bixby Creek Bridge $18.30 U/M,< cat £49 £12

1138   S      SG5254, 2012 Carmel Mission $18.95, VGU, Cat £47 £11

1139   E      SGMS2223, 1986 Ameripex, Presidents set of four miniature sheets U/M, cat £48 £8

1140   S      SGMS2660m, 1992 Columbus set of 6 mini sheets U/M, cat £65 £10

1141   E      SGMS3302, 1997 Pacific 97 Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet U/M, cat £48 £10

1142   E      SGMS3832a, 3832b, 3823c, 3832d and 3823e, 2000 Space set of 5 miniature sheets U/M, face value is
$90. Attractive items £32

1143   S      SGSG253, 1893 Columbian Expo 15c mounted mint, cat £250 £30

VATICAN

1144   A      1929 - 1984 collection in Lindner printed album. A few earlier issues used but predominantly mint with
much U/M thereafter. Fairly comprehensive in the later periods and in reality only a few highly catalogued
issues missing. Some better in situ including the 1952 stamp anniversary sheetlet of four. Several hundreds
here and includes some of the Air issues. A very good collection of it’s type. £130
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1145   A      1929-1982 U/M collection in a red printed Lighthouse hinge-less album. Only missing the 1934 surcharge
set of 6 stamps, otherwise complete includes the 1948 Air Pair, 1949 Air, 1935 Judicial Congress set and
1933 set and the good 1952 Centenary Miniature sheet. Lovely condition throughout. Total cat (list
provided) is £5,189. Excellent one country offering, good throughout. £350

1146   A      1969 - 1997 U/M and used collection in a boxed ‘Davo’ hinge-less printed album. Reasonably well filled
with several sets and some miniature sheets. Clean lot. £40

1147   A      Green ‘Bolaffi’ stock book containing a collection of U/M blocks of four, several hundred stamps with a
high overall catalogue and a very clean lot. £16

1148   A      Green Four ring binder withy collection on pages to the 200’s period. A few hundred mostly used with
a few miniature sheets. Worth a look as very cheap. £13

1149   S      SG130/136 (less 133), 1947 Air Set (less 15L) U/M, cat £65 £13

VIETNAM

1150   S      North Vietnam: Tonking - SGN4, 1951 100d green Imperforate fine used block of four, cat £168+ £40

VIRGIN ISLANDS

1151   S      SG330/346, 1975 Fish definitive set complete fine used, cat £26 £6

WHOLESALE

1152   E      Bahawalpur - 1949 U.P.U. set SGO28b/O31b, perf 17½ x 17 (the good perf), in part sheets of 40 sets
U/M. Cat £360 £42

1153   E      Falkland Islands, MS880, 2000 Prince Williams 18th Birthday miniature sheet x 15 fine U/M, cat £165
(£11 each). Popular country and subject! £13

1154   B      Flat carton with 1967 Year Pack x 23 and 1969 Year Pack x 18, cat £221 £20

1155   S      Gibraltar - SGMS1803, 2018 Royal Engagement miniature sheet U/M x 20, cat £140 £20

1156   S      Guernsey - 1979 £5 Seal of the Bailiwick, SG198 19 fine used examples, Cat £170+ (9) £5

1157   A      IRELAND - Large dealer folder with U/M commemoratives with some duplication. Several hundreds if
not 1,000 or more stamps. Many sets with duplication in places. Some self adhesives / booklets noted.
This lot contains over 100 Euros face value as well. Clean material throughout, ideal for resale. £70

1158   E      Jersey - SG3/8, 1943 Wartime views set of six in U/M Gutter pair strips of 10 x 2 (Total of 40 sets), Cat
£1,200 £200

1159   A      Luxembourg - Lighthouse burgundy stock book with slip case. Ex dealer stock of National Welfare Fund
sets from 1946 to 1961 in blocks / sheets. Complete for every year and either 15 or 25 sets of each. All
U/M and huge catalogue value of £9,316, Good lot. Potential for reseller / dealer £350

1160   E      Nevis - SGO27var, $1.10 1981 Royal Wedding U/M horizontal pair, right hand stamp has ‘No Dot

between 1 and 1 in surcharged value.Very visual variety x 18 pairs. £12

YEMEN

1161   E      1980 Football sheetlets, SG617-24 with perf and imperf, fine u/m £70

ZAMBIA

1162   E      QE2 period, mostly fine used selection (a few U/M) with several sets plus odd values, cat £173, very
clean lot with all items clearly identified by SG catalogue number. £27

1163   A      Red 22 ring binder, used collection 1964 - 1990’s, 90% complete to 1990, spaces thereafter. Good starter
lot. Few hundreds. £24

ZANZIBAR

1164   S      SG351, 1952 7s50 school mtd mint, cat £35 £8
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INVICTA Philatelics
Delcampe ‘Online’ Shop

As well as being the owner of both Bristol and Dover Stamp Auctions,
the principals behind Invicta Philatelics Limited have a shop on Delcampe,
which is a Belgian based competitor to eBay, which deals in collectables
only. We closed our eBay shop due to the excessive fees and charges
being applied. .

We are starting from scratch on Delcampe and currently have a few
items available to purchase on a ‘Buy It Now’ basis. This will be increased
over time.

Our main areas of interest are Great Britain and British Commonwealth
early to modern although we also stock several foreign countries also.
We are adding material regularly and plan to have a good range of GB
First Day Covers, with the emphasis on ‘Official’ covers and modern
special postmarks.

We have given a link direct to the shop below

www.delcampe.net/en_GB/collectables/store/INVICTAPHILATELICSLTD

We list new items on a regular basis, so it is worth checking in from time
to time.
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Selling in our auctions

IF YOU WISH TO SELL IN OUR AUCTION

If you wish to sell material through our Bristol Stamp Auction sales, please phone us, email us or
come to any public auction to discuss how we can help. Whilst we can sell almost anything
philatelic, the following should be noted:

•   Our ‘standard’ commission charged to vendors in this auction is 20% excluding VAT. Rates for
larger properties and ‘regular’ vendors may vary by prior arrangement.

•   We do not charge lotting fees, unsold fees or picture fees. The vendor’s commission is the
only cost you will pay to sell through us.

•   You must check with us beforehand if bringing bulky material (i.e. more than 1 box)

•   Other than lots reserved at £1, every lot must have a minimum reserve price of £30, as the
cost of handling items below this value is uneconomic.

•   We reserve the right to reject any un-required material submitted.

•   We have produced a sheet of ‘Guidance Notes’ for sellers that is available on request and
provides more information on ways in which you can enhance the prospects of selling with
us.

•   Material left with us is not insured.

•   Payment is usually made 5-6 weeks after the sale date.

We want your items to sell as we do not earn anything unless they do. That is why we will not
accept consignments where we feel the reserve prices are too expensive. Our ownership team
has been running auctions for more than 10 years and attending auctions as buyers for over 30
years. That experience gives us confidence that we can help you to find a buyer for your
unwanted material.

Please help us to help you by providing as much information as you can, this may include any

or all of the following factors:

1.   A count of the quantity of stamps (or a reasonable estimate / guaranteed minimum)

2.   Catalogue value (please indicate the age of the catalogue used – it can make a big
difference!)

3.    For mint decimal stamps of Great Britain, it helps to calculate a ‘face value’ which could be
used as postage.

4.    Specify the dates / reigns covered where applicable.

5.    Flag up any particularly noteworthy items in large collections.

6.    Damage / Imperfections should be pointed out it avoids problems later.

IMPORTANT – PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE BRINGING MATERIAL FOR SALE, 

WE WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE ABLE TO ACCEPT BOXES ON THE DAY IF OTHER

VENDORS HAVE MADE PRIOR ARRANGEMENTS
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BRISTOL STAMP AUCTION

BID FORM
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Invicta

SALE NO. 13
SATURDAY 20th April 2024

BIDDERS DETAILS

NAME:

ADDRESS :

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

POSTCODE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

SIGNATURE:

I will make payment direct to your bank account

I wish to pay by cheque which is enclosed.

I wish to receive an invoice.

I wish to pay by credit card or debit card (as details below)

Expiry date:   /    Security code from back of card:       Last 3 Digits

Card Number:                                                

PAYMENT INFORMATION

PLEASE NOTE BIDS BELOW RESERVE LEVELS STATED IN THE CATALOGUE WILL BE IGNORED

LOT BID LOT BID LOT BID

Continue on separate sheet of Paper if necessary
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How to Pay & Future Auction Dates
Paying Us for Successful Purchases

Payment arrangements and options are the same for all clients, whether you bid postally, by
email or physically attend the sale. All lots remain our property until full payment has been
received. 

Please note that payment for all lots on the day is required before lots will be released to
the buyer, unless prior arrangements have been made to do otherwise..

PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

CASH
Cash in £ sterling will be accepted to a maximum of £5,000. 
This is the maximum limit allowed to comply with UK Law
relating to money laundering.

CARD PAYMENTS

We accept credit and debit card payments without any
surcharges. However, we do not accept AMEX payments. 
For postal bidders, you can provide these details when bidding, or
you may phone us to make a card payment.

BANK PAYMENTS

A credit direct to our bank account is the cheapest way for us to

receive money from you. If you set us up to receive funds in this
way it would be greatly appreciated, you need only quote your
name and if possible invoice number as the reference.

Our Bank Details are as follows:
NatWest Dover Branch: Sort Code 60 – 07 – 04

Account Number 39895874

Account Name: Invicta Philatelics Limited

CHEQUE

We accept cheque payments from clients known to us, although,
these cost more to process than a direct bank credit.
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO

INVICTA PHILATELICS LIMITED

OTHER
It may be possible to accept other payment methods, although
we prefer the forgoing methods to be used. Please contact us if
required to discuss.

FUTURE AUCTION DATES

SATURDAY 20TH JULY 2024

SATURDAY 19th OCTOBER 2024
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Lot 528

Lot 655

Lot 652
Lot 656 Lot 657

Lot 658 Lot 659 Lot 668 Lot 672

Ex Lot 690
Ex Lot 698

Ex Lot 741

Lot 694
Lot 722

Lot 711 Lot 733
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Ex Lot 742

Ex Lot 842

Ex Lot 829

Lot 777 Lot 798 Lot 801

Lot 802 Lot 803 Lot 807 Lot 808
Lot 815

Lot 816
Lot 823

Lot 827
Lot 872

Lot 888 Lot 922Ex Lot 896

Lot 828
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Lot 870

Lot 923
Ex Lot 932

Lot 993
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Lot 819

Lot 969

Lot 941 Ex Lot 944
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Lot 212

Lot 208

Lot 227

Lot 245

Lot 952

Lot 1009 Lot 1016

Lot 980
Lot 998

Ex Lot 984
Ex Lot 994 Ex Lot 1006

Ex Lot 1005 Ex Lot 1007

Ex Lot 1024

Ex Lot 1039 Ex Lot 1045

Lot 293

Lot 295 Lot 312

Lot 298 Ex Lot 317

Lot 276

Ex Lot 213

Lot 757

Ex Lot 168
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Invicta

Saturday 20th April 2024

Public Sale at 1.30pm

At Gordano School, St. Mary’s Road, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 7QR

Organised by

INVICTA PHILATELICS LIMITED
P.O. Box 5, Dover, Kent, CT16 1YQ

Telephone: 01304 829827
Email: invictastamps@btinternet.com

BRISTOL STAMP
AUCTION

Sale Number 13

Lot 1042

Lot 1074

Lot 1091 Lot 1116

Lot 1097

Lot 1150 Lot 1143

Ex Lot 1058

Ex Lot 1090
Ex Lot 1096

Ex Lot 1067

Lot 354 Lot 415 Lot 501
Lot 504

Lot 867 Lot 651 Lot 529
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